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Abstract 

Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is a global health crisis, with drug resistant infections 

killing an estimated 700,000 people annually. Advances in genomics have transformed 

infectious disease surveillance, including tracking AMR. Metagenomics, or the direct 

sequencing of DNA from an environmental sample, has expanded genomics approaches 

further, enabling the characterization of microbial communities without time-consuming 

and bias-inducing culturing. Nevertheless, limitations still exist, including understanding 

the mobility of resistance genes, which is needed for risk assessment of AMR 

emergence and spread in a One Health context. To date, some AMR genes have been 

empirically observed to be highly mobile, contributing to clinically relevant circulation of 

resistance. Despite these observations, no large-scale, systematic study has 

investigated the degree in which certain classes of AMR genes are strongly associated 

with certain mobile genetic elements (MGEs). Furthermore, the recovery accuracy of 

these MGEs by common metagenomic analysis paradigms has not been well 

characterized. This thesis dissertation therefore aims to advance AMR surveillance 

efforts and our understanding of AMR transmission dynamics by systematically 

characterizing predictions of AMR mobility and assessing and improving metagenomics 

detection of AMR genes. First, a large-scale analysis was performed to gain insight into 

which classes of AMR genes are more likely to be mobile, and thus present a higher risk 

for environmental transmission. This includes the separate analysis of plasmids and 

genomic islands (GIs). Secondly, I highlighted the limitations of current metagenomic 

methods with respect to the recovery of MGEs, and then developed a new read-based 

AMR prediction tool from metagenomic datasets. This tool can be used in combination 

with current methods to provide a more comprehensive prediction of the environmental 

resistome and aid investigations of the transmission of AMR genes. Lastly, I analyzed 

the microbiome of St. Lawrence Estuary beluga skin and surrounding water for potential 

contaminant biomarkers and characterized their resistome. Collectively, this thesis led to 

the discovery of patterns and associations between AMR genes and MGEs, plus the 

development and application of a metagenomic AMR detection tool that can further aid 

the study of AMR emergence and transmission in a One Health context. 

Keywords:  Antimicrobial Resistance, Metagenomics, One Health; Microbiome; 

Infectious disease; Microbial genomics  
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Chapter 1.  
 
Introduction 

1.1. The Worldwide Antimicrobial Resistance Crisis 

With the discovery of penicillin in 1928, a door for modern era medicine was 

opened, and subsequent development and use of antibiotics saved countless lives. 

While this finding was largely ignored until 1940, the injuries of World War II quickly 

made penicillin the “magic bullet” used to control infections among the armed forces 

(Piddock 2012). Unfortunately, while the mechanism was not understood at the time, 

observations of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) against penicillin rapidly emerged within 

the span of a single year and became a significant clinical concern. However, the 

effectiveness of penicillin was followed by the discovery of Streptomycin by Schatz from 

soil in 1943, which proved to be valuable against infections resistant to Fleming’s 

penicillin (Comroe 1978). Nevertheless, resistance emerged rapidly yet again. This cycle 

of discovery-application-resistance has continued since. As examples, the discovery of 

methicillin in 1960 and the subsequent observation of methicillin-resistant 

Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) in 1962 (Spellberg and Gilbert 2014), as well as the 

discovery of vancomycin in 1972 and the subsequent discovery of the vancomycin 

resistant staphylococci in the late 1970s (Piddock 2012). By 1980, we had seen the 

boom and fall of antimicrobial discovery. Most of the antimicrobial classes (greater than 

20) used today were discovered between 1940 to 1980, with observation of resistance 

happening within a decade of application of those antimicrobials. Since then, the pace of 

new antibiotic class discovery and development has significantly slowed, with only 5 new 

classes introduced in the past 40 years. Finally, after less than 80 years since the first 

prescription of antibiotics, bacterial infections have become a serious threat to health 

again. Despite the emergence of AMR as a global threat, antimicrobials led to many of 

the important medical breakthroughs we have today, reducing the morbidity and 

mortality rate caused by bacterial infections in humans, plants, and animals alike 

(Rossolini, et al. 2014) (Wright 2014).   
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1.1.1. Emergence of Antimicrobial Resistance and Superbugs 

The phrase, “antidote often grows next to the poison”, perfectly describes the 

emergence of AMR. Natural selection is a major driver of a microorganism’s evolution. 

First, AMR is omnipresent (Ventola 2015) . In nature, the source of antimicrobials are 

often the microbes themselves, e.g., environmental fungi and bacteria. Antimicrobials 

may be secreted as “poisons” by one organism to impede the growth of other organisms, 

thus allowing for it to have a competitive edge within an environment. The emergence of 

AMR, thus, is an evolved defensive “antidote” to neutralize such antimicrobials, allowing 

an organism to survive in such an environment. It had been observed that the 

concentration of secreted antimicrobials follows a gradient (Dadgostar 2019). Sublethal 

concentrations of antimicrobials greatly influence the microbial physiology, and act as 

signaling molecules for gene expression, thus allowing microbial evolution to combat 

antimicrobials (Andersson and Hughes 2014) (Khurshid, et al. 2017). For this reason, 

AMR may simply follow the Darwinian competition from natural microbial-derived 

antimicrobial elements (Aminov 2009) (Forsberg, et al. 2014). This is highlighted by the 

observation that the gene-pool of soil microbes contains an extensive diversity in AMR 

associated genetic determinants.  

Like competition between environmental microbes, the same reasoning can be 

applied to the emergence of AMR in the clinics. The use, and associated overuse and 

misuse of antimicrobials promotes the emergence of AMR in human infections. This 

overuse and misuse are multifaceted and includes inadequate regulations, usage 

imprecisions, and lack of best practices surrounding the use of specific antimicrobials. 

This is especially the case in developing countries (Read and Woods 2014) (Lushniak 

2014) (Ventola 2015). Antimicrobials are often broad-spectrum by design to allow a rapid 

but imprecise first line of treatment. Thus, their indiscriminative use may kill sensitive, 

beneficial bacteria while allowing a resistant pathogen to remain and thrive. This is 

particularly the case in developing countries where a high level of inappropriate use, 

often through self-medication and poor global polices (Rather, et al. 2017), continues to 

threaten the available pool of effective antimicrobials. However, it should be noticed that 

reduction of antibiotic consumption alone is not sufficient to control antimicrobial 

resistance. The spread of resistant strains, and in turn, the associated resistance genes 

seem to be the dominant contributing factor (Collignon, Beggs, et al. 2018). Other 

sources of resistance include pharmaceutical manufacturing facilities, hospitals and 
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clinics, and inappropriate disposal of medication (Ahmad, et al. 2017). Lastly, and most 

importantly, the use of antimicrobials as a livestock growth promoter rather than as 

infection control is a significant source of AMR. It is estimated that 73% of antimicrobials 

are consumed by farm animals, with an estimated increase of 67% by 2030 (Van 

Boeckel, Pires, et al. 2019) (Van Boeckel, Brower, et al. 2015). At its peak, nearly 90% 

of antimicrobials used in animals were for non-therapeutic purposes related to yield and 

presents as the largest use of antimicrobials worldwide. The worst aspect of this misuse 

is that these antimicrobials are being given in low, subtherapeutic doses via animal feed 

and water, which rapidly disseminates in the environment, subsequently promoting 

resistance. Nearly all classes of antimicrobials are being misused this way, leading to 

pathogenic superbugs.  

Superbugs are bacteria that are multi, extensively, or total drug resistant 

(MDR/XDR/TDR) that emerged because of improper usage of antimicrobials. These 

superbugs cause millions of deaths each year as they are more difficult to treat and 

require higher doses of antimicrobials that may be more toxic to the patient. For 

example, TDR tuberculosis was first reported in India in 2011 that demonstrated TB 

isolates that are resistant to all known treatment of tuberculosis. Furthermore, AMR 

plays a key role in the virulence of opportunistic pathogens. Virulence refers to the 

degree of damage caused by a microbe to its host. Virulence itself is ancient and 

determined by genes (or virulence factors) involved in invading and establishing a niche, 

often by supressing the immune system (Beceiro, Tomás and Bou 2013). For example, 

MDR opportunistic pathogens, like Pseudomonas aeruginosa, can grow, and displace 

host microbes during high antibiotic pressure (Pachori, Gothalwal and Gandhi 2019). 

These bacteria are associated with serious, and often life-threatening, infection during 

existing diseases. Thus, AMR and virulence go hand in hand, causing high morbidity 

and mortality rates in the clinics.  

Today, the overuse and misuse of antimicrobials have been recognized by the 

world health organization and calls for global collective action via international treaties is 

being proposed (Hoffman, et al. 2015). Many developed countries are beginning to 

address AMR via best practice clinical guidelines such as indications, agent choice and 

therapy duration, regulations surrounding the disposal of antimicrobials, and the banning 

of antimicrobial use in livestock feeds. However, developing countries with weaker 
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government and healthcare systems remains a contributor to AMR worldwide (Read and 

Woods 2014).  

1.1.2. Molecular Mechanisms of Antimicrobial Resistance and Its 
Spread 

1.1.2.1. AMR Mechanisms  

AMR is often facilitated by sets of genes with mechanisms that falls under four 

categories (Figure 1-1): 1) inactivation of antimicrobials, 2) modification of a target of 

antimicrobials, 3) active efflux of antimicrobials, and 4) limiting the uptake of 

antimicrobials.  

 

Figure 1-1. General antimicrobial resistance mechanisms. 
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Drug inactivation, as the same suggests, simply renders an antimicrobial useless 

via the degradation or the transfer of a chemical group to the drug. The best example of 

a degradation mechanism is the beta-lactamase family of AMR genes. Beta-lactamases 

are a large group of hydrolyzing enzymes that break down the beta-lactam ring of the 

commonly used beta-lactam antibiotic family. This family of antibiotic inhibits cell wall 

synthesis, thus killing the bacteria. Drugs from this family include penams, cephems and 

carbapenems. An example of this is the NDM-1 gene (Kumarasamy, et al. 2010), which 

encodes carbapenemases that hydrolyzes carbapenems. The second mechanism - 

transfer of a chemical group - usually involves the transfer of acetyl, phosphoryl, and 

adenyl groups onto an antimicrobial. This mechanism is commonly used to inactivate 

aminoglycoside antibiotics, which inhibits protein synthesis by binding to the bacterial 

ribosome and disturbing peptide elongation (Ramirez and Tolmasky 2010). An example 

of this is the AAC family of resistance genes, which are acetyltransferases capable of 

conferring resistance to aminoglycosides.  

Modification of an antimicrobial target mechanisms can be functionally separated 

into three groups: protection of the target, replacement of the target, or the alteration of 

the drug target. Target protection mechanisms are used by resistance genes, conferring 

resistance to the fluroquinolone classes of antibiotics that target nucleic acid synthesis 

by binding to DNA gyrase. The fluoroquinolone resistance gene family, qnr, encodes 

proteins with pentapeptide repeat that mimic DNA. Fluoroquinolone then binds this 

protein instead and the cell is protected from the activity of fluoroquinolone antibiotics 

(Hegde, et al. 2005). Furthermore, target replacement mechanisms involve the 

expression of alternative proteins, often encoded on plasmids, that have the same 

function as the antibiotic target, but are structurally different, and thus is resistant to an 

antimicrobial. For example, methicillin resistant PBP2a in S.aureus, acquired by lateral 

gene transfer, contains a change in structure that decreases the ability of the beta-

lactams to bind, thus allowing proper cell wall synthesis and survival (Fuda, et al. 2004). 

Lastly, target alteration mechanisms involve either the catalytic modification or DNA 

mutation of the drug target. For example, glycopeptides inhibit cell wall synthesis by 

binding to a D-ala-D-ala domain of the peptidoglycan, stopping the addition of new units 

to the peptidoglycan. Resistance to glycopeptides is often conferred by the van family of 

genes, and present as a major problem in vancomycin-resistant enterococci. This family 
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of genes alters the D-ala-D-ala to D-ala-D-Lac, preventing the binding of glycopeptides 

(Aminov 2009).   

Drug efflux involves genes that encode efflux pumps that are either constitutively 

expressed or induced under some environmental signal. These pumps can transport a 

large variety of compounds, including different antimicrobial classes. Constitutively 

expressed pumps inherited provide low levels of AMR. The overexpression of efflux 

pumps via mutations is often the cause of high-level resistance. The pumps can be ATP 

dependent or passive. An example is the VcaM gene found in Vibrio cholerae. VcaM 

belongs to the ABC transporter family, which uses energy derived from ATP hydrolysis 

to remove a specific substrate, in this case fluoroquinolones and tetracycline (Lubelski, 

Konings and Driessen 2007) (Putman, van Veen and Konings 2000) (KUMAR and 

SCHWEIZER 2005). 

Lastly, many of the antimicrobials exhibit their effect inside of the cell, i.e., by 

binding to DNA or ribosomes and limiting the uptake of the antimicrobial, the cell can 

effectively confer resistant to an antimicrobial. This mechanism is natural to Gram 

negative bacteria as the presence of a lipopolysaccharide  layer provides a barrier to 

facilitate innate resistance to certain groups of antimicrobials. In these bacteria, 

hydrophilic antimicrobials must enter through porin channels. Resistance arises when 

the number of porin decreases or via mutations that changes the selectivity of the porin. 

For example, in Neisseria gonorrhoeae, resistance to beta-lactams and cephosporins is 

conferred via mutations that cause changes in the porin channel (Gill, et al. 1998) 

(Thiolas, et al. 2004). 

1.1.2.2. Transmission and spread of AMR genes within the clinical 
environments. 

As noted, the occurrence of resistance in microbes is inevitable and is part of the 

process of natural selection. The resistance mechanisms of bacteria can be intrinsic or 

acquired. Intrinsic resistance refers to the ability of a bacterium to resist the action of a 

specific antibiotic due to inherent structure and functional properties, such as in the case 

of vancomycin resistance in Gram negative bacteria. Gram positive bacteria are 

intrinsically resistant to vancomycin because of the presence of an outer membrane that 

prevents vancomycin from entering and binding to D-ala-D-ala on the peptidoglycan of 

the inner cell wall. With respect to acquired resistance, the ability of bacteria to 
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exchange genetic materials, via mobile genetic elements (MGEs) and lateral gene 

transfer (LGT), with other organisms or the environment plays a vital role in the 

dissemination of antibiotic resistance. Plasmid transmission is the most important 

phenomenon which may transfer genes of antibiotic resistance between bacteria in the 

environment. Other mechanisms of LGT and its role in acquired resistances will be 

described in chapter 1.2. Antimicrobial use and misuse may influence this process by 

selectively inducing the emergence and transmission of AMR genes (Mah 2012) (Soto 

2013). Furthermore, the transmission of resistant pathogens from human-to-human 

presents a serious problem in the dissemination of AMR genes. This usually occurs in a 

community via the feco-oral route, often due to sanitation failure, especially for resistant 

pathogens (Van Acker, Van Dijck and Coenye 2014). For example, hospital acquired 

infections, like C.difficile and MRSA, are usually transmitted by this method due to 

prolonged stays in hospitals  (Beceiro, Tomás and Bou 2013) (Randall, et al. 2013).  

1.1.3. Global Impacts of Antimicrobial Resistance 

Estimations of the exact economic impact of resistant bacterial infections is 

challenging, but it is clear that AMR presents a substantial burden to the whole world. 

WHO had stated that “[AMR] is a serious threat that is no longer a prediction for the 

future, it is happening right now in every region of the world and has the potential to 

affect anyone, of any age, in any country, […] and is now a major threat to public health” 

(Antimicrobial resistance: Global report on surveillance 2014 2014). In 2019 alone, 

global death directly attributed to AMR was about 1.3 million and may have contributed 

to greater than 5 million deaths, with 1 in 5 being children under five (Murray et al., 

2022). It is estimated that in the USA, at least $55 Billion dollars per year are spent on 

increased health care costs and lost productivity associated with AMR (Dadgostar 2019). 

According to the WHO, it is estimated that 350 million deaths could be resulted from 

AMR by 2050, with the worst-case scenario of a world without a potent antimicrobial by 

the end of the century. The widespread resistance significantly compromises 

advancements made in invasive surgery, organ transplants, and cancer chemotherapy 

which would otherwise be unsafe due to high risks of infection. The losses on the path 

would be calamitous, marked by a sharp reduction in average life expectancy and 

birthrates to levels prior to the discovery of penicillin.  
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1.1.4. Global Action Plan to Control Antimicrobial Resistance 

In May 2015, the 68th world health assembly recognized and endorsed a global 

action plan to tackle the growing problem of AMR (Tackling drug-resistant infections 

globally: Final report and recommendations 2016). This plan included giving key 

objectives that can be targeted: 1) improve awareness and understanding of AMR 

through communication, education, and training; 2) strengthen the knowledge and 

evidence base through surveillance and research; 3) reduce the incidence of infection 

through infection prevention measure; 4) optimize the use of antimicrobial medicines in 

human and animal health; and 5) develop the economic case for sustainable investment 

that takes account of the needs of all countries to increase investment in new 

interventions. Canada had joined this effort, and formed a committee for AMR 

surveillance and published reports on AMR and antimicrobial use in humans, animals, 

and crops. The details of AMR and infectious disease surveillance in the One Health 

context will be described in Chapter 1.4. Nevertheless, according to the latest report 

published in 2021, despite the interventions in place, AMR in Canada has been getting 

worse since 2015. There remain major gaps in information concerning the extent, 

spread, evolution, and impact of AMR. 

1.2. Lateral Gene Transfer of Antimicrobial Resistance 
Genes 

It is without a doubt that emergence of AMR among pathogenic bacteria has 

become a public health issue in recent decades. Antimicrobials and their associated 

antimicrobial resistance genes (AMR genes) are ancient. An in silico analysis of β-

lactamase gene divergence sets the emergence of metallo-β-lactamases to roughly 1 

billion years ago (Barlow and Hall 2002). Furthermore, the presence of AMR genes 

within 30,000 year old Arctic permafrost samples and ‘antibiotic-free’ caves that have 

been isolated for over 4 million years provide further evidence for the prevalence of 

resistance in microbial genomes unrelated to human antibiotic use (D’Costa, Griffiths 

and Wright 2007). Similarly, the spread of AMR also far predates our use of 

antimicrobials. For example, the mobilization of Ser β-lactamases into plasmids was 

estimated to have occurred 10 to 100 million years ago (Hall and Barlow 2004). While 

LGT of AMR genes is nothing new, the selective pressure exerted by its misuse has 

tremendously increased its speed and the number of resistant strains we observe in the 
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past decade. A study by Knapp et al had demonstrated that in soil samples, AMR genes 

from all classes of antimicrobials has significantly increased since 1940, with tetracycline 

related AMR genes being 15 times more abundant since 1970. Furthermore, it has been 

observed that the number of AMR genes which reside on mobile DNA had dramatically 

increased (Knapp, et al. 2009). For example, the CTX beta-lactamase family, the most 

prevalent cause of MDR enterobacteriaceae worldwide. Their origin was hypothesized to 

be the chromosome of the environmental Kluybera species. From there, it successfully 

spread quickly to different bacterial species through LGT (Cantón and Coque 2006).  

1.2.1. Mechanisms of lateral gene transfer 

There are 3 major categories for the mechanism behind LGT: 1) Transformation, 

2) Transduction, and 3) Conjugation. 

Transformation refers to process of the uptake, integration, and functional 

expression of fragments of extracellular DNA. The first case demonstrating the 

transformation of AMR genes was by Hotchkiss et al. in 1951 (Hotchkiss 1951). 

Sensitive strains of Streptococcus pneumoniae were exposed to naked DNA from 

resistant strains. This exposure induced penicillin and streptomycin resistance. 

Subsequent experiments also demonstrated intra- and inter- species transfer of AMR 

genes (Alexander et al. 1951). Transformation of DNA in bacteria does have certain 

requirements. Most importantly, the recipient must be in a state of competence, or the 

ability for bacteria to naturally bind and take up exogenous DNA, and the extracellular 

DNA can be stabilized and expressed. In term of competence, while some bacteria are 

in a constant state of competence (e.g., Neisseria spp. (Johnston, et al. 2014)), most 

bacteria require certain conditions in order for them to be competent. Interestingly, 

research had suggested that the exposure of antimicrobials is capable of inducing 

competence (Charpentier, Polard and Claverys 2012). 

 Gene transduction through bacteriophages can also play a role in the 

dissemination of AMR genes in the environment. Transduction is the process in which 

foreign DNA is introduce into a cell by a viral vector, often limited to members of the 

same bacterial species. For example, in Escherichia coli specific bacteriophages, it had 

been found that some carries b-lactamases genes (Billard-Pomares, et al. 2014). 

Furthermore, recent environmental studies suggest that bacteriophages may play a 
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bigger role in the spread of AMR genes than previously recognized. Multiple studies 

(Colomer-Lluch, Jofre and Muniesa 2011) (Quirós, et al. 2014) (Marti, Variatza and 

Balcázar 2014) in river and sewage water, human respiratory tract, and fecal samples 

had showed the ubiquitous presence of AMR genes in bacteriophages, and these 

environments may be a significant reservoir of AMR genes. 

Lastly, conjugation refers to the transfer of genetic material through a process 

that requires cell to cell contact. This is facilitated by a conjugative machinery encoded 

either by genes on an autonomously replicating plasmid or by the integrative conjugative 

elements on the chromosome. This is also the most likely mechanism in which large 

pieces of DNA such as plasmids are transferred between cells. The conjugation of AMR 

gene-containing MGEs has been widely observed and can spread between broad host 

ranges. For example, since the first discovery of plasmid-encoded colistin resistance 

gene in 2015, it has now been identified in multiple continents (Hotchkiss 1951), and 

may cause Enterobacteriaceae to truly become TDR. Furthermore, due to the size of the 

MGEs that can spread through conjugation, multiple AMR genes can be present on the 

same MGE, allowing for the spread of multidrug resistance with a single conjugative 

process. 

1.2.2. Types of mobile genetic elements 

 MGEs are genetic material that are transferred via the previously discussed 

mechanisms. Some can be spread via multiple mechanisms while others are specialized 

to a single mechanism. MGEs usually carry accessory genes that provide certain 

advantages, such as AMR, virulence, and metabolic related pathways. MGE are 

ubiquitous in all prokaryotic genomes (Gogarten and Townsend 2005). While a 

significant number of MGE classes exist, this chapter will only briefly discuss the classes 

that are responsible for the dissemination of AMR genes into the clinics – namely, the 

transposons/insertion sequences, plasmids, and genomic islands (GIs). For additional 

details, published reviews are widely available on MGEs and LGT (L. S. Frost, et al. 

2005) (Gogarten and Townsend 2005) . 

Insertion elements (IS) and transposons (Tn) are often small mobile elements 

that carry 1-2 transposases genes. These can be transferred either via cut-and-paste or 

copy-and-paste mechanisms. The difference between these two mechanisms is based 
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upon whether the IS is replicated first or not. IS are usually flanked by terminal repeats in 

which transposases bind to for insertion into the target genome. Single IS do not usually 

carry “passenger” genes, however a composite transposon, in which a region of DNA is 

bounded by two copies of a related IS, can move as a single unit, allowing it to carry 

accessory genes like AMR genes. IS can also include strong promoters, and insert itself 

into a location that drives strong expression of chromosomally located AMR genes 

(Kamruzzaman, et al. 2015). It is hypothesized that these composite transposons might 

be the reason why AMR genes are mobilized from a host chromosome into the mobile 

gene bool. See table 1.1 for examples of AMR gene-containing transposons. 

Plasmids are often large, independently replicating genetic elements that exist 

separated from the chromosome. A cascade of genes, required for their vertical 

inheritance, conjugation, and horizontal transfer, forms the core of the plasmid’s 

housekeeping genes and is what defines the plasmid classes (C. M. Thomas 2002). 

Additional accessory genes that provide niche-adaptive advantages can then be 

incorporated into the plasmid. Often, these genes are introduced into the plasmid via IS 

and Tn. This means that closely related plasmids, i.e., plasmids of the same classes, 

might house different sets of accessory genes and conversely, the same accessory 

genes might be present on different plasmid classes. While plasmids may provide niche 

advantages, recent experiments have shown that plasmids can spread even when they 

are a burden to the cell, suggesting that some plasmids may exist as parasites (Lopez, 

Donia and Wingreen 2021). Despite the significant role of plasmids in evolution, it is 

unclear how plasmids can persist over evolutionary timescales and not be integrated into 

the chromosome to minimize replication costs. Parasitism may be a viable plasmid 

lifestyle in situations where positive selection is absent as evidence emerge suggesting 

that HGT can be fast enough to maintain these costly plasmids (Lopez, Donia and 

Wingreen 2021). Another class of plasmids, termed mobilizable plasmids, are those 

plasmids not capable of autonomous conjugation. These plasmids often encode a 

relaxase instead of a conjugative system and relies on secretion systems encoded by 

other MGEs for horizontal propagation. However, the rate of spread is lower than those 

conjugative plasmids (Ramsay and Firth 2017). Regardless of the type of plasmid, they 

represent a major source of AMR genes in the clinics. For example, in 

Enterobacteriaceae alone, over 25 classes of plasmids have been identified 

(Rozwandowicz, et al. 2018). Each of these differ in size and their transferability. Many 
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of these plasmids are of broad host range, capable to spreading to different species via 

LGT. Nearly all these plasmids are associated with some AMR genes. The most 

frequently described resistance genes on the IncF plasmids are carbapenemases, an 

extended-spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBLs), and aminoglycoside modifying enzymes, 

both of which are a serious threat to the clinics. For details on other plasmid associated 

AMR genes, see review by (Rozwandowicz, et al. 2018).  

Tnb Determinant Resistance(s) 
Tn9 catA1 Chloramphenicol 
Tn10 tet(B) Tetracycline 
Tn4352 aphA1 Kanamycin 
Tn6020 aphA1 Kanamycin 

 catA2 Chloramphenicol 
Tn2003 blaSHV β-Lactams 

 cfr Phenicols 
Tn5 aph(3′)-IIa-ble-aph(6)-Ic Kanamycin, bleomycin, streptomycin 
Tn903 aphA1 Kanamycin 
Tn1999 blaOXA-48-like Carbapenems 
Tn6330 mcr-1 Colistin 

 mcr-2 Colistin 

 blaFOX-5 BLBLI 
TnaphA6 aphA6 Kanamycin 
Tn2006 blaOXA-23 Carbapenems 

 blaOXA-237 Carbapenems 
Tn125 blaNDM Carbapenems 

Table 1-1. Examples of transposons that contain AMR genes.  

Genomic islands (GIs) are distinct regions of a bacterial chromosome acquired 

via a LGT event. These vary in size but is greater than 8000bp long and can contain 

several hundred genes. They are frequently associated with tRNA-encoding genes, 

flanked by repeats, and have a different %GC content compared to the rest of the 

chromosome. Once inserted into the chromosome - often through site-specific 

recombination - GIs can modify their gene content through rearrangements and may 

lose certain features. GIs are typically gain-of-function features and are classified based 

on phenotype type they encode. As an example, consider resistant islands containing 

multiple AMR genes and pathogenicity islands containing virulence factors. The origin of 

GI is hypothesized to be derived from integrated plasmids or phages that had lost the 

genes required for replication and self-transfer. There exist well characterized islands 
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that give rise to clinically important superbugs. For example, the “SCCmec” in MRSA, 

SXT islands of Vibrio cholerae that contains multiple AMR genes (Ito, Katayama and 

Hiramatsu 1999) (Beaber, Hochhut and Waldor 2002).  

1.3. The Use of Genomics and Metagenomics in 
Antimicrobial Resistance and Disease Outbreak Research 

As antimicrobial resistance continues to spread rapidly, researchers must 

develop methods to rapidly characterize resistant organisms, and AMR genes, and 

monitor their temporal and spatial dissemination. Traditionally, this utilizes culture-based 

assays, such as disk diffusions assays to identify resistance phenotypes. The limit in 

speed and scalability of such methods dramatically inhibit their practice use in large-

scale surveillance of AMR. However, with the emergence and advancement of DNA 

sequencing technologies, genomics and metagenomic method are rapidly becoming the 

primary approach to characterize and monitor AMR genes. Genomics is the study of all 

the genes, or the genome, of an organism. This may involve the structure, function, 

evolution, and mapping of genomes through the analysis of the DNA sequences. 

Metagenomics, similarly, is the study of the collection of genomes recovered directly 

from environmental samples. Both methods rely heavily on DNA sequencing 

technologies and varies bioinformatics methods for taxonomic and functional prediction 

of the underlying DNA sequences.  

1.3.1. Genomics and whole genomic sequencing 

Today, whole genome sequencing (WGS) of isolates is becoming very common 

in AMR research. Paired with epidemiological metadata, disease outbreaks can be 

rapidly tracked across multiple environments. WGS unlocks the potential to track and 

predict AMR outbreaks and reservoirs of AMR genes by accurately identifying the 

relatedness and antimicrobial resistance profiles, or the resistome, of an isolate. Using 

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) identified from WGS, one can predict the 

phylogenetic relationships of emerging pathogens, potentially allowing one to track the 

spread of infections. An example of this is the persistent 2016 Sphingomonas koreensis 

outbreak in hospitals within the USA (Johnson, et al. 2018).  Genomics methods using 

previously mentioned single nucleotide variants on 6 isolates over time demonstrated 

that the pathogen involved in the infection had high genomic similarity, suggesting that a 
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common reservoir exists, and it persisted in the hospital infrastructure over time. 

Furthermore, in comparison with another isolate’s genome from 2006, the 2016 outbreak 

isolates also showed high similarity, suggesting that this reservoir had existed for over a 

decade. Moreover, aside form tracking pathogens, WGS analysis can also be used to 

identify and prevent the spread of antimicrobial resistance genes and resistant 

organisms. In 2015, a sudden increase in cases of hospital acquired infections in the 

USA due to KPC beta-lactamases producing E.coli had occurred (Decraene, et al. 

2018). Genomic based epidemiological study on isolates from patients and the hospital 

environment (e.g., sinks, drains, toilet) was conducted and this study revealed that the 

outbreak was due to the colonization of these E.coli in the wastewater/plumbing system 

of the hospital. With decontamination intervention performed and plumbing replaced, the 

incidence of these organisms decreased. However, these wastewater sites were rapidly 

recolonized by KPC-producing organisms, suggesting that current AMR elimination 

strategies are insufficient. Nevertheless, these case studies demonstrated the power of 

genomics in monitoring reservoirs of AMR genes and in the evaluation of AMR 

dissemination interventions. It should be noted that while WGS is powerful, it does not 

replace the traditional, culture-based, assays, especially for individual patient related 

diagnosis. Rather, WGS is best for public health-based surveillance of AMR. For 

example, the One Health surveillance framework described in chapter 1.4. While WGS 

genomics is a leap in the amount of AMR data can be gathered, there still exists 

limitations. One such limitation is the fact that WGS requires a pure culture isolate. This 

is both limiting in the sense that very few organisms can be cultured, as well as in the 

sense that it does not capture the diverse and complex interactions in uncultured 

microbial communities. Furthermore, it is well known that the biggest source and 

reservoir of AMR genes is in the environment. Therefore, WGS provides very limited 

insights into the environmental reservoir of AMR genes and how it can spread in clinics.  

1.3.2. Metagenomics and microbiomes 

Metagenomics, or the study of genetic materials directly recovered from an 

environmental sample, has been put forward as the answer to monitoring environmental 

AMR dissemination and disease outbreaks before it gets into the clinics. In 

metagenomics, the culturing step is skipped and genomic DNA of the microbial 

community, or the microbiome, is extract directly from a sample and then sequenced. 
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Taxonomic and functional information of the community is then inferred using 

bioinformatics tools. The advantage of this unbiased approach is that it can rapidly 

identify potential causative agents (e.g., pathogen or AMR gene) which lab based or 

WGS methods fail to identify. A study published in 2018 highlighted the power of 

metagenomics in clinical diagnosis and treatment (Hu, et al. 2018). A patient was 

admitted to a hospital with severe signs of microbial infections and all tests were 

negative for common microbial infections. The physician was then able to utilize 

metagenomic sequencing of the cerebrospinal fluid to identify the pathogen, Toxoplasma 

gondii, and was able to relief the symptoms immediately with proper treatments. T.gondii 

is a rare neurological opportunistic pathogen that is difficult to culture and detect by 

microscopic examination. Other methods (e.g. PCR) require an a priori suspicion that 

was not considered here. Metagenomic methods had also been utilized to identify AMR 

determinants in environmental samples. For example, since the discovery of NDM-1 

beta-lactamases in a clinical isolate in India (Johnson and Woodford 2013), 

metagenomic sequencing of environmental samples have identified NDM-1 in drinking 

water throughout the Indian subcontinent (Walsh, et al. 2011). Moreover, NDM-1’s 

identification in multiple wastewater sites suggest that wastewater are hotspots for AMR 

genes and an important consideration in combating the dissemination of AMR (Ng, et al. 

2017). Metagenomic methods for disease outbreak and AMR surveillance is still in its 

infancy and have their limitations. Metagenomic data is often marked by large amounts 

of noise that must be filtered out to identify a gene of interest. For example, in human 

samples, the amount of human genomic DNA vastly outnumbers microbial DNA (Marotz, 

et al. 2018). Moreover, given the large number of unknown species in the environmental 

microbial community and how the samples are taken, it is prone to false positives due to 

contamination. Data can also be variable even if the same sample is sequenced twice. 

Nevertheless, metagenomic methods are a useful and necessary tool to monitor and 

characterize AMR and disease outbreaks in areas where culture-based methods are 

insufficient or inconvenient with the added advantage for long-term monitoring. Further 

research is needed to perfect metagenomic analyses to use these environmental 

microbiomes to aid AMR surveillance and intervention.  
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1.3.3. Overview of sequencing technologies and bioinformatical 
methods used in genomic and metagenomic studies 

1.3.3.1. DNA sequencing technologies 

DNA sequencing technologies can be largely broken into three generations. The 

first generation, marked by Sanger sequencing, is based on the random incorporation of 

chain-terminating dideoxynucleotides during DNA replication. This produces DNA 

fragments of different lengths that can be separated using electrophoresis and then, the 

DNA base determined one letter at a time. Sanger sequencing led to the start of the 

genomics age with the creation of the first human genome in 2001 at a cost of about 100 

million USD.  Sanger sequencing had its glory for about 40years until the mid-2000s, 

when improvements to sanger sequencing could no longer meet the demand for large-

scale DNA sequencing.  

Since then, next generation sequencing (NGS) methods have completely 

superseded Sanger sequencing and have claimed the throne to massively parallel DNA 

sequencing. The key difference between NGS and Sanger is the use of multiplexing and 

photoimaging. In NGS, a single in vitro amplified DNA library (upwards of hundreds of 

samples) can be loaded directly onto a single 2D surface. NGS works via sequencing-

by-synthesis (SBS), where polymerase mediated incorporation of nucleotides occurs 

during each cycle and photoimaging occurs to determine the base that is incorporated. 

While multiple methods of SBS have existed to detect incorporation of bases using 

photoimaging throughout the history of NGS - such as the use of luciferase in 

pyrosequencing etc. - the most durable and dependent is polymerase-mediated SBS. 

This method involves a stepwise, polymerase-mediated incorporation of reversibly 

fluorescent labelled dNTPs that allows the incorporation of a single nucleotide for every 

reaction cycle. This is followed by imaging to determine which base is incorporated and 

the fluorophores are removed to allow the next round of base addition. This method is 

used by Illumina sequencing, the dominant NGS technology today. With advancements 

made, Illumina sequencing can generate short less than 300 base reads at greater 

99.9% accuracy with high throughput, allowing Terabases of sequences to be generated 

in two days by a single technician on one instrument for less than 3000 USD. By 2011, 

sequencing multiple human genome samples can be readily completed by a single lab 

for less than 10k USD in a few weeks (The cost of sequencing a human genome n.d.). 
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To date, NGS is the most-used sequencing technology in public health AMR and 

outbreak surveillance.  

Like Sanger sequencing, Illumina sequencing has reached its peak by today, 

where advancements provide only marginal improvements. Aside from the short read 

length, another core limitation of Illumina sequencing is that it requires template 

amplification. This additional step is not only time consuming, but it also introduces 

sequence dependent errors and biases which results in information loss. Therefore, the 

ideal sequencing technology would be one that has high throughput but do not require 

amplification and produces highly accurate reads without size limitation. Third generation 

sequencing techniques, also known as “real-time, single-molecule sequencing”, are 

beginning to gain traction to combat some of the issues present in NGS. Currently, two 

approaches exist. One platform was developed by Pacific Biosciences (PacBio), which 

optically captures polymerase-mediated synthesis of DNA in real time using a “zero 

mode waveguide”. A fragment of template dsDNA is circularized with an adapter and 

fixed to the zero-mode waveguide. This device utilizes wells less than half the 

wavelength of lights where an engineered polymerase and template DNA resides in. As 

fluorescently labelled nucleotides are incorporated, the wells emit a signal that is 

captured and called as a base. The advantage of PacBio is that it allows long read 

lengths (~10kb typical, up to ~100kb), and unbiased sequencing. However, it is of lower 

throughput than Illumina with a 10% randomly distribute error rate. The second method 

is nanopore sequencing. Nanopore sequencing uses the electric signal that is produced 

as a single stranded DNA passes through a narrow channel to detect bases. The 

concept behind this technology is that each base, including all its possible modification, 

produces a specific electrical pattern as it passes through the pore. This pattern can be 

captured and used to distinguish between the different bases (Bayley 2015). Today, 

sequencing read length of nanopore sequencing exceeds PacBio. The advantage of 

nanopore sequencing is the extreme portability of the device; the smallest unit available 

is the size of a USB stick that can be attached to a mobile device for in-field sequencing. 

However, the detection of electric signal is not perfect, which results in 5 to 10% error 

rates (Nicholls, et al. 2019). Given the recency and the error rates of these sequencing 

methods, its use in public health infectious disease research is rather exploratory and 

limited. 
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1.3.3.2. Bioinformatic analysis of genomic and metagenomic data 

Commonly, known, or putative AMR genes are identified from genomics and 

metagenomic using its nucleotide or amino acid sequences by aligning a query 

sequence (sequence read or assembled contigs) to known AMR genes or other genes of 

interest from a curated database. The analysis workflow of a genomic or metagenomic 

dataset is typically as follows: 1) Sequencing, 2) quality checking of the reads, 3) 

assemble genomes, 4) gene identification and function prediction, and 5) taxonomic 

identification and phylogenetics. This section will mostly focus on short-read related 

methods as it is the technology that is utilized the most in public health AMR and 

disease outbreak research and is of relevance to the results presented in this thesis.  

Sequencing, as previously mentioned in section 1.3.3.1, is primary done using 

NGS – Illumina based technologies, producing short reads of less than 250bp typically. 

The sequencer then outputs a FASTQ file containing the DNA sequence of each read 

and their associated quality score. This is usually followed by quality assurance of the 

reads, including filtering and trimming each read to remove low quality bases as well as 

adapter and barcodes inserted during template multiplexing. Tools like FastQC (Wingett 

and Andrews 2018) and Trimmomatic (Bolger, Lohse and Usadel 2014) allow the 

visualization of read quality and the trimming of reads. 

Second, some form of sequence assembly usually occurs. For WGS of isolates, 

a common approach is usually reference-based assembly, in which the reads are 

mapped to a reference genome in a database (e.g. RefSeq) to recreate the original 

genome. Common tools for reference-based mapping are Bowtie2 (Langmead and 

Salzberg 2012) and BWA-MEM (Li and Durbin 2009). This method is fast and can be 

advantageous for well-characterized bacterial species, e.g. E. coli. However, it relies on 

the completeness of the reference database, which means that this method cannot be 

used for the identification of novel or under-characterized environmental species. 

Furthermore, because of the short nature of the reads, it is possible for some read to 

map to multiple regions of the source genome due to homology or repeats or not to map 

to the reference at all.  

Another approach is de novo assembly, which attempt to assemble short reads 

into contiguous fragments, known as contigs, without using a reference genome. Many 

tools exist for this purpose, such as SPAdes (Prjibelski, et al. 2020), Velvet (Zerbino 
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2010), ABySS (Jackman, et al. 2017), and SOAPdenovo (Li, Liu, et al. 2015). These 

tools often utilize De Bruijn graph to assemble reads into contigs by dividing each read 

into shorter overlapping sequences, known as k-mers, and are used to form a network 

graph. The assembler then reconstructs the genome sequence by finding an optimum 

path through the graph to link together the k-mers to create a contig. Each of the tools 

above has difference in graph-traverse that are beneficial for certain usages. While de 

novo assembly methods allow the analysis of novel genomes, these methods require a 

high sequencing coverage and assembly can be computationally demanding. For 

metagenomics, assembly is much more complicated. Samples used for metagenomics 

often come from microbiomes of unknown size with each member of varied relatedness 

present at a different abundance. Reference based assembly is usually impossible as 

you do not have ab initio information on the species present to identify reference 

genomes for mapping. De novo assembly, while possible, is not a trivial task. Unrelated 

genomes of a metagenome may contain nearly identical DNA (e.g. mobile genetic 

elements) and vice versa. In the case of strain variations, multiple genomes from the 

same species may contain genetic differences. The decision of whether such differences 

can be ignored when reconstructing the corresponding genome, or whether it is 

appropriate to reconstruct individual-specific genomes is not only computationally 

difficult but also may remove useful information from a biological point of view. 

Furthermore, the uneven depth of sequencing leads to some genomes being sequenced 

at up to 1000-fold higher depth than their neighbors. Therefore, distinguishing true 

biological differences from sequencing errors become nearly impossible in a 

metagenomic setting (Giguere, et al. 2020). Nevertheless, while WGS assembly tools 

cannot be directly used, tools have been optimized to assemble reads in the 

metagenomic context. For example, metaSPAdes (Nurk, Meleshko, et al. 2017), IDBA-

UD (Peng, Leung, et al. 2012), and megahit (Li, Liu, et al. 2015). The assembled contigs 

can further be processed into metagenomic assembled genomes (MAGs) through the 

grouping (binning) of contigs that share some compositional feature. Each of these 

groups would then represent a single species’ genome and can be analyzed in the same 

way as a genome from WGS of isolates. However, more often than not, these MAGs are 

extremely fragmented and likely only represent the core-genome of a species. 

Next, the DNA sequences from reads or contigs produced through genomics or 

metagenomic sequencing can be used to predict genes and their potential function. To 
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begin, bacterial genes are often predicted as open reading frames (ORFs). The ORFs 

are then assigned a function using a reference database. Computational gene prediction 

can be separate into two categories: sequence similarity searches, and ab initio gene 

prediction methods.  

Sequence similarity search relies on finding similarities between a query 

sequence and the reference sequence. Should such a region exist, the reference 

sequence can be used to infer the gene structure and the function of that region. This 

search can be conduct using reads (i.e. read-based) or contigs (i.e. assembly-based). 

These similarity search methods rely on local and global alignment tools such as the 

BLAST family of programs (Camacho, et al. 2009) for local alignment and GeneWise 

(Madeira, et al. 2022) for global alignment. These methods is severely limited by what is 

already known about the gene and its functions, and usually incapable of identifying 

novel functions. An alternative to alignment-based search is using hidden Markov 

models. These are statistical models trained on existing sequences with known functions 

that can be used to identify remote homologues and novel sequences with similar 

function but low pairwise identity (Eddy 1998) (Wheeler and Eddy 2013). HMM methods 

may allow the identification of genes of underrepresented organisms in metagenomes.  

Ab initio gene prediction methods - relies on signal sensors (i.e. sequence motifs 

like translation initiation site) and content sensors (i.e. species-specific codon usage 

patterns) learned from existing data to predict ORFs. These methods are the weapons of 

choice in ORF prediction from both genomics and metagenomics data as they can 

predict novel genes. However, these methods tend to over-predict genes leading to false 

positives. A tool used is Prodigal and metaProdigal (Hyatt, et al. 2010) for WGS and 

metagenomic data respectively. The predicted ORFs can then be assigned a function 

using a reference database and the previously discussed homology search methods. 

While both methods are excellent in WGS data of isolates, the complex nature of 

metagenomic data exacerbates all issues present in these methods. For example, the 

reference databases are extremely limited, in which less than 50% of sequences in an 

environmental metagenomic dataset share homology to known genes. Furthermore, due 

to the fragmented nature of the shorter contigs/reads, a high rate of false positives have 

been observed in ORF prediction.  
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Lastly, DNA sequences can be used to predict the taxonomical information of the 

genome or metagenome to conduct phylogenetic analysis. For WGS, this is rather 

straightforward. Often, the taxonomic information of the isolate is already known at the 

time of sequencing. If not, multi locus sequence typing, which uses the presence and 

absence of certain species-specific locus in a genome to assign taxonomic information. 

For example, sequence search methods can be used to scan contigs against the 

PubMLST database (Jolley, Bray and Maiden 2018) to identify the taxa, and potentially 

the strain of a genome. For metagenomic data, since metagenomic data represents a 

microbiome, upwards of hundreds of species may be present. The taxa composition of 

the microbiome is often identified using marker-based methods. Using existing genome 

in reference databases, species-specific markers such as genes or k-mers are used to 

screen the metagenome. Should such a marker be found, its read depth can be used to 

infer the abundance of the species in the metagenome. An example tool for this is 

MetaPhlAn (Beghini, et al. 2021), which uses clade-specific markers identified from 

17000 references genomes to profile the composition of microbial communities. With 

respect to MAGs, WGS methods can be used to identify the respective taxa of each 

genome.  

1.4. The One Health Perspective and It’s Importance in 
Antimicrobial Resistance Surveillance and Control 

The One Health perspective is defined as a concept and approach to “designing 

and implementing programs, policies, legislation and research in which multiple sectors, 

disciplines and institution, communicate and work together to achieve better health 

outcomes […] this includes food safety, the control of zoonoses and combatting 

antibiotic resistance” (World Health Organization 2017). This concept embraces and 

expands the health of the animal and environment into how it impacts the clinics. As 

antimicrobial use and abuse is occurring in multiple sectors including clinical, husbandry, 

and agriculture, this is often accompanied by the emergence of a large reservoir of 

resistant bacteria and resistance genes. Since some bacterial species can move 

between humans, animals, and the environment, causing significant health challenges, 

One Health approach is of particular importance for the monitoring of AMR 

dissemination, and for public health outbreak prevention.  
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Most of the antimicrobial classes are used in humans, animals (including both 

land and aquaculture), and plants. Often, antimicrobials like tetracyclines, streptomycins, 

and antifungals are used as a prophylaxis for fruits and farmed animals. These are often 

applied on a large scale for efficiency, either via plane application for crops or through 

water/feed for animals (McEwen and Fedorka-Cray 2002). Growth promotion, and 

prophylaxis used by the farming sector accounts for the largest volumes of antimicrobial 

used globally. An example of animal antimicrobial use, and the subsequent One Health 

surveillance which led to the discovery and banning of such antimicrobial is colistin. 

Colistin is a last resort antimicrobial of the polymyxin class used as an injection for 

treatment of extensively drug resistant (XDR) Gram-negative infections that are resistant 

to other antimicrobials, including carbapenems (Falagas and Kasiakou 2006). This 

antimicrobial is usually held until last due to its nephrotoxicity and neurotoxicity when 

administered systematically. Until the late 2010s, colistin was approved for use in 

animals in many countries, and was administered orally to groups of pigs, poultry and 

calves for prophylaxis and growth promotion purposes (Fernandes, et al. 2016). The 

quantities used in animals far exceed those used in humans, upwards of 12,000 tons 

used by China, the largest producer of pigs and poultry (Liu, et al. 2016). Until 2015, 

colistin resistance was thought to be only conferred by chromosomal mutations making it 

essentially non-transferable, and so was largely ignored. However, a plasmid-mediated 

resistance gene, mcr-1, emerged from E.coli isolates from a Chinese patient, and in turn 

had been detected in animals, food, and other environments in China (Liu, et al. 2016). 

Since, its spread by conjugation had led to its detection in Klebsiella, Enterobacter spp, 

and Pseudomonas species of clinical isolates. Furthermore, MCR-1 had also been 

detected from wildlife and surface water samples, demonstrating its environmental 

contamination. Colistin illustrates the importance of how large quantities of antimicrobial 

use in animals can lead to significant antimicrobial resistance problems for human 

health, even if a drug is of lesser importance at times. This cycle of “antimicrobial misuse 

in animals – discovery of mobile resistance in One Health – banning its use” must be 

stopped. All antimicrobials must be used only for treatment of life-threatening infections 

or else it would promote and select resistance, rapidly depleting our arsenal of 

antimicrobials.  

An important aspect of the One Health approach includes the consideration of 

the environment in addition to human and animal health, as a reflection of the 
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interconnectedness of all organisms. These clinically relevant AMR genes are of 

environmental origin, with its largest reservoir being the environment. As previously 

mentioned, wastewater is the greatest means of AMR dissemination (Collignon and 

McEwen 2019). High concentrations of antimicrobials are released into surface water 

each year, the source of this may include waste from pharmaceutical industry, hospitals, 

sewage, livestock farms, and aquaculture. In turn, these becomes the breeding ground 

for AMR, spreading across all possible opportunistic pathogens that can be introduced 

back into the clinics (McEwen and Fedorka-Cray 2002). Nevertheless, in developed 

countries with good water treatment and no direct contact with farms, foodborne 

transmission is the biggest contributor of infectious disease and AMR (Collignon and 

McEwen 2019). While the reservoir of AMR genes and pathogens remain, its spread can 

be quickly tracked and stopped with routine surveillance. However, for other countries, 

drinking water appears to be the greatest contributor of AMR transmission (Collignon 

and McEwen 2019). Through the globalization of the world, waterborne transmission of 

pathogens is difficult to control. Through the trade of animals, long-distance migratory 

patterns of wildlife, and international travellers, AMR are readily disseminated globally.  

The WHO had developed comprehensive action plans to address the AMR crisis 

by embracing this One Health approach on the global stage. In total, five main pillars of 

the global plan were developed. Of interest is the second step of the action plan, that 

deals with the strengthening of the knowledge and evidence base through surveillance 

and research. While the proposed action plan is a great start, we have a long way to go 

before a fully integrated One Health approach to antimicrobial resistance can be 

implemented at a country and global level. The work presented in this thesis may 

contribute to filling the gaps present in pillar 2 to improve AMR surveillance in the One 

Health context and do more to stop the spread of resistant bacteria into the clinics. 

1.5. Application of Microbiome Studies in Biomonitoring 

The microbiome, or the community of bacteria that exists in an environment, not 

only provided new avenues for the surveillance of AMR in One Health context as review 

before, but it also provides the potential for characterization of changes within a 

community, and the identification of biomarkers that represents some disturbance.  
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Biomarkers are biological entities that can be used to indicate a particular 

condition. This could be the presence of a particular antigen, such as it was in the case 

of a COVID-19 rapid antigen test, or the presence of specific taxa in an microbiome, like 

the Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes ratio in gut microbiome leading to obesity (Magne, et al. 

2020). These biomarkers are often used as rapid, preliminary, assessment that can later 

be confirmed with more specialized, time-consuming methods. This allows for a more 

rapid remediation of the detected issue. With advancements in metagenomics and 

marker gene sequencing, DNA sequences can be used as biomarkers. The advantage 

of this is the high throughput of detection, multiple biomarkers can be used at once. 

Many features identified in DNA sequences like the taxa, genes, or unique k-mers can 

be used as biomarkers. In the case of AMR genes, targeted PCR detection of the AMR 

genes within an environment can be a great alternative to culturing of isolates and lab-

based tests.  

Another benefit of microbiome studies is the ability to detect shifts in community, 

both in terms of taxa abundance and gene functions, for community-level microbial 

monitoring. Traditional culture-based methods are biased. This is especially the case in 

environmental samples where the most abundance species are often not culturable 

(Kirchman 2018). On the other hand, microbiome studies with metagenomics allows the 

characterization of a more comprehensive profile of an environment. If sampling is 

conducted through time and space, the microbiome can be used to monitor changes in 

communities in response to challenges and shocks, e.g., antimicrobial use trends in 

farmlands and it’s associated the change in the resistome, or the community’s response 

to a contaminant present in the environment.  

While these community differences that are observed can be beneficial for 

hypothesis generation, these are often correlation patterns rather than causational, and 

as such, must be used with care in biological interpretations.  

1.6. Goals of The Present Research 

Addressing the risks posed by the rapid spread of AMR is a global priority. At the 

start of this research, despite advances made in genomics, AMR surveillance remains 

limited because of 1) incomplete AMR profiling of metagenomics datasets, 2) no 

systematic examination of the mobility of different resistance genes, and 3) a lack of 
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understanding of horizontal transmission dynamics of AMR between the environment 

and clinics. A crucial element of AMR surveillance is understanding the risk factors 

surrounding AMR emergence and transmission, and characterization of the incidence of 

transmission between and among habitats. Analysis to better understand and predict 

how AMR spreads, coupled with improved metagenomics AMR prediction, could 

significantly aid investigations of what, where, when and how often AMR transmission 

occurs. This will help public health provide better and more focused risk assessment of 

AMR involving pathogens of both human health and agri-food concern.  

The overarching objective is to advance AMR surveillance efforts and our 

understanding of AMR transmission dynamics by more systematically characterizing 

AMR mobility and improving metagenomics detection of AMR genes.  

The project aims are as follows:  

1) To perform a large-scale examination of the association between predicted 

AMR and MGEs. A big data approach was utilized to characterize and elucidate AMR 

LGT patterns (or AMR mobility). Potential mobile AMR classes were identified in silico 

from high quality, publicly available bacterial genomic data from the NCBI RefSeq 

database and examined in the context of their resistance properties to produce a model 

for AMR gene mobility. While AMR genes have been anecdotally noted as highly mobile, 

discoveries here provide evidence for what mechanisms might determine AMR gene 

mobility and act as an important step in gaining perspectives on global trends of AMR 

transmission across diverse environments. (Chapter 2) 

2) To assess the current state-of-the-art tools for metagenomic studies with 

respect to their performance in antimicrobial resistance gene recovery, and to develop a 

fast and accurate predictor of AMR genes in metagenomics data. AMRtime is a 

bioinformatics tool being built to improve AMR profiling in metagenomics samples in 

collaboration with the Beiko lab (Dalhousie University). These tools will allow a more 

complete delineation of antimicrobial resistance within metagenomic datasets, and 

identification of potential emerging AMR genes identified in agri-food and environmental 

contexts, aiding AMR surveillance. (Chapter 3) 

3) To generate and investigate microbial associations with environmental 

contaminant exposure, and assess the presence of AMR genes in the metagenomics-
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based microbiome datasets. Tools developed in Aim 2 were be used to study animal and 

environmental metagenomic samples. This provides an additional approach to predict 

AMR genes from metagenomic data that can later be validated (e.g., qPCR-based). 

These collective analyses can provide insights into possible biomarkers for animal 

contaminant exposure that warrant further investigation, and the approach could aid 

study of AMR transmission mechanisms in the environment. (Chapter 4) 

Due to the interdisciplinary nature of the research in this dissertation, all projects 

presented were collaborative, with some representing equal contribution with another 

author. Every chapter includes an introduction that describes the purpose and novelty of 

the work, and the contribution from myself and various collaborators for the work 

presented. At the end of each result section, an acknowledgement section for others 

who provided key guidance is also provided.  
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Chapter 2.  
 
Examining the Association Between Antimicrobial 
Resistance Genes and Mobile Genetic Sequences 

The idea behind this chapter was conceived by Dr. Fiona Brinkman and 

preliminarily analyzed by Dr. Bhavjinder Dhillon and Dr. Claire Bertelli prior to the start of 

my studies. The results presented in this chapter took into consideration their preliminary 

analysis. However, all the work presented here are from my own analysis and it led to 

the improvement of the antimicrobial resistance detection, GI prediction, and scalability 

of the algorithms to larger datasets (e.g., NCBI RefSeq representing greater than 16000 

replicons; see section 2.3). Furthermore, I also collected all required data and conducted 

the interpretation of results and identified key trends in which and including some new 

proposals regarding why certain antimicrobial resistance gene types are more likely to 

be found on mobile genetic elements. This chapter presents an example of how in silico 

big data approaches, with publicly available data, can be utilized to identify trends and 

correlations that may lead to meaningful hypotheses which can subsequently be 

validated. 
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2.1. Abstract 

Advances in genomics has transformed infectious disease surveillance and 

assessment of public health risks associated with antimicrobial resistance (AMR). 

Nevertheless, limitations still exist in understanding the mobility of resistance genes. 

This understanding is needed for better and more focused risk assessment of AMR 

spread in pathogens of both human health and agri-foods interest. To date, some AMR 

genes have been empirically observed to be highly mobile, contributing to clinically 

relevant resistances. Despite these observations, no large-scale study has answered the 

question of whether all AMR genes are indeed strongly associated with mobile elements, 

including plasmids and genomic islands (GIs). Here, I present a comprehensive 

examination of AMR association with mobile elements across all NCBI RefSeq bacterial 

isolates sequenced to date at the time of my analysis, totalling about 16600 bacterial 

replicons. AMR profiles for these replicons were predicted using the Resistance Gene 

Identifier and mobile chromosomal elements or GIs were predicted using IslandViewer 4. 

Statistical tests were performed of the association between AMR genes and predicted 

non-mobile chromosome sequences, GIs and/or plasmids. This large-scale analysis 

reveals that AMR genes, collectively, are disproportionately found in mobile regions of 

the genome. However, classification of AMR Genes into higher-level categories (e.g., 

resistance mechanisms) using the Antibiotic Resistance Ontology, identifies certain drug 

classes and resistance mechanisms that are more significantly associated with mobile or 

non-mobile sequences. Notably, AMR resistance mechanisms that are specialized in 

functions tend to be more mobile. Using these data, I propose the beginnings of an 

evolutionary model that would predict which AMR genes would be more likely to be 

laterally transmitted, with the future goal of potentially aiding risk assessment of AMR 

transmission and prioritization of policies for different antimicrobial classes regarding 

appropriate antimicrobial use. 

2.2. Introduction 

AMR is a complex global public health challenge; no single strategy will suffice to 

fully contain the emergence and spread of resistant infectious organisms. While 

systematic education efforts like antimicrobial stewardship have been effective at 

protecting our existing antimicrobial arsenal, it is more reactive and requires total 
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commitment at all levels of the population across the world – something that is not feasible 

today (Bush 2011). For example, recently, the identification and emergence of plasmid 

borne NDM-1 (Hall, Salipante and Barlow 2004) and MCR-1 (Liu, et al. 2016) from the 

environment that rapidly spread to agricultural and clinical settings, made our last two 

“drugs of last resort”, carbapenem and colistin, ineffective. The rates of carbapenemase 

producing organisms had also increased 5 fold since 2014 and continues to rise (von 

Wintersdorff, Penders, et al. 2016). Despite the importance of drug resistant pathogen 

infections, there are major gaps in information concerning the extent, spread, evolution 

and impact of AMR (Antimicrobial resistance: Global report on surveillance 2014 2014). If 

we could understand the nature behind the mobility of AMR genes and predict how AMR 

spreads, we could be more proactive at providing better and more focused risk 

assessment of AMR spread in pathogens that is of interest to both human health and agri-

foods to prevent resistance from occurring.  

Today, the increasing application of genome sequence in microbial ecology and 

public health has led to an explosion in the number of relevant genomes sequenced and 

an unprecedented detail on AMR. As an example, as of late 2022, the NCBI RefSeq 

database contains open access, high quality genomes from over 70,000 bacterial species. 

This rich data, combined with in silico genomic feature prediction tools allow us to apply a 

big data approach to understanding AMR gene mobility. A previous analysis on virulence 

factors had utilized this approach to conclude that virulence factors are disproportionately 

associated with GIs, and there is selective pressure for VFs to be associated with a mobile 

genetic pool (Ho Sui, et al. 2009).  

Here, I have improved upon a previous exploratory analysis, performing a larger 

scale and more systematic examination of AMR association with mobile elements using 

all NCBI RefSeq bacterial isolates deposited until 2018, totaling to ~16600 bacterial 

replicons. These revealed classes of resistance that are associated with mobile elements 

and may be considered higher risk for transmission globally between diverse sources, e.g. 

animals, food product and environment, and to threaten the ability to use certain front-line 

drugs against infections. This represents a five-fold increase in dataset relative to the 

previous analysis. Furthermore, GI data will be incorporated into the comprehensive 

antibiotic resistance database (CARD) (Jia, Raphenya, et al. 2016).  Then, using the 

trends observed, I proposed the beginnings of an evolutionary model that would predict 

which AMR genes may be more likely laterally transmitted, with the future goal of 
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potentially aiding risk assessment of AMR transmission and prioritization of policies for 

different antimicrobial classes regarding appropriate antimicrobial use. 

The main goal of the research in this chapter is to predict and identify antimicrobial 

resistance genes from the RefSeq dataset and compare trends in their genomic 

localization (i.e., chromosome, GI, or plasmid) with biological and non-biological 

characteristics of the resistance genes.  

2.3. Methods 

2.3.1. Overview, data collection, storage, and reduction 

The NCBI RefSeq database, containing high quality, non-redundant, well 

annotated sets of reference genomes, was downloaded on 2018-01-23 and imported 

into MicrobeDB, a locally maintainable database of microbial genomic sequences. This 

resulted in a total of 16,648 bacterial genome accessions, equating to ~33billion 

nucleotide bases. The overall workflow of the mobility analysis is represented in Figure 

2-1. Due to the uneven representation of bacterial species present in RefSeq -  

particularly those species of clinical relevance – a dataset reduction was performed to 

balance out the number of accessions per genus. The RefSeq dataset is then organized 

into three sets: 1) the entire RefSeq dataset (hereby referred to as RefSeq), 2) randomly 

chosen accessions containing a maximum of 10,25,50,100,300 accessions of each 

genus of the RefSeq dataset (hereby referred to as reduced dataset), and 3) RefSeq 

dataset containing only genera on the WHO priority pathogens list for R&D of new 

antibiotics, including Pseudomonas, Salmonella, Klebsiella, Escherichia and 

Burkholderia spp. (hereby referred to as the WHO dataset). 

With respect to the reduced dataset, for every genus, pair-wise phylogenetic 

distance between each bacterial genome accession within that genus and a single, 

fixed, bacterial accession of another genus, was estimated using MASH v2.1 (Ondov, et 

al. 2016) with default parameters. The distance is then binned and 1 accession is 

randomly chosen per bin. Therefore, each genus has a maximum of 10, 25, 50, 100, or 

300 bacterial accessions that best represented the diversity of that genus. For the 

genera that had less than the required number of accessions, all genomes was kept 

within the reduced dataset. This selection is then repeated ten times, and the mean 
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number of AMR genes and standard deviation was calculated. Differences between the 

dataset was measured as a function of the total number of AMR genes detected, with 

significance tested via ANOVA and multiple comparison done using Tukey’s HSD test. 

 

Figure 2-1. Overall workflow for understand antimicrobial resistance gene 
mobility in RefSeq dataset.  

To explore and analyze the mobility of AMR genes, 300 bacterial chromosome and plasmid 
accessions from each genus present in the NCBI RefSeq database was chosen to reduce the 
overrepresentation of certain species. GIs were then predicted using IslandViewer4 and AMR 
genes annotated with the Resistance Gene Identifier. Then combining the two prediction results, 
association of AMR genes within GIs, non mobile chromosome and plasmids were statistically 
tested using Fisher’s Exact Test. 

For each genus, the following information is also appended through manual 

curation: Gram stain status, average genome size, pathogenicity, and average local 

%GC variance, and generalizability. Generalizability is defined as the average number of 

drug classes a resistance gene confers resistance to – an AMR gene with high 

generalizability will confer resistance to higher number of different drug classes. 

Unless otherwise specified, data analyses presented in chapter 2 were 

performed using R (3.4.2) and Python 3.6+. Visualization (e.g. graphs) were produced 

using ggplot2 for R and Matplotlib for Python. High performance computing for tools 

used were provided by Compute Canada’s CEDAR cluster.  
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2.3.2. In silico antimicrobial resistance profile and GI prediction 

For each RefSeq accession, its genomic sequence is downloaded from NCBI in 

the FASTA format. The file was then used as input to Resistance Gene Identifier (RGI) V 

4.0.1 (McArthur, et al. 2013) using the Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database 

(CARD) V2.0.0 as the AMR database. The RGI parameter is as follows: `--

alignment_tool DIAMOND, --input_type contig`. The output of RGI was converted into a 

tab-delimited list of AMR genes and their genomic locations. Using the antibiotic 

resistance ontology (ARO), each resistance gene is labelled with its respective drug 

class and resistance mechanism (McArthur, et al. 2013). The identified AMR genes are 

available in Table S1. 

For GI prediction, bacteria accessions labelled as chromosomes were 

downloaded as FASTA files and inputted into IslandViewer4 (IV4) (Bertelli and Brinkman 

2018) with default parameters. IV4 then predicted plausible GI regions and output a tab-

delimited list of accessions and GI start and stop locations. This location information was 

then used as input to query the NCBI E-utilities to obtain a list of genes within each GI. If 

a resistance gene was identified via the query but not predicted by RGI, the resistance 

gene was then added to the overall AMR gene list. The resulting GI locations information 

are available in Table S2.  

2.3.3. Antimicrobial resistance mobility analysis and statistical tests 

For overall genomic association analysis, AMR genes predicted by RGI were 

classified into four categories: 1) `non-mobile chromosome` if the region it resides in is 

not predicted as a GI, 2) `genomic islands (GIs)` if the region is predicted to be a GI by 

IslandViewer4, 3) plasmid, if it resides on a plasmid replicon accession, and 4) mobile 

genetic elements, combining the AMR genes in GIs and plasmids. I then summed and 

plotted the percent distribution of all genes, all AMR genes, and AMR genes of a certain 

category in plasmid, GIs, and non-mobile chromosome regions. This distribution is used 

as the basis for AMR gene comparison. 

The significance of the difference in distribution is calculated using Fisher’s Exact 

test of independence with the raw count of AMR and non-AMR genes of each category. 

The odds ratio is then calculated by dividing the number of AMR genes by the number of 
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non-AMR genes. This number represents how many times more AMR genes can 

happen than non-AMR genes in a category. The null hypothesis for the test is that it is 

equally likely for AMR genes to be present on both categories. False discovery rate 

(FDR) was then corrected with the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. Significance is 

marked at a post-FDR correct p-value of less than 0.05 and represents an association 

between the two categories being compared. See Table 2-1 for an example comparison 

table.  

 AMR Genes Non-AMR Genes 
Genes In GIs 1,688 1,913,800 
Genes In Non-mobile 
Chromosome 

40,382 28,950,824 

Table 2-1. Example of Fisher’s Exact test of independence. 

Similarly, for bacterial characteristics associations, AMR genes in non-mobile 

chromosome and mobile elements are assigned a Gram stain label (Gram positive, 

Gram negative or Gram unknow), and a pathogen status label (pathogen or 

nonpathogen). For average genome size and local % GC variance, the average genome 

size or local % GC variance was plotted against the proportion of AMR genes in non-

mobile chromosome and mobile elements. For higher order categories like drug class, 

resistance mechanism and generalizability, Antibiotic Resistance Ontology (ARO) as 

part of CARD was used to assign a label to each AMR genes. The resulting proportions 

of AMR genes within non-mobile chromosome and mobile elements are then plotted to 

reflect the differences in the observed proportions versus the expected proportions. 

Again, association within each of these categories were tested using the Fisher’s Exact 

test with FDR corrected using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. 

2.4. Results 

2.4.1. In silico prediction overview and dataset reduction 

The entire RefSeq dataset represented 9223 bacterial chromosome accessions 

and 7425 plasmid accessions. Across these 16,648 accessions, I identified 45,346 AMR 

determinants out of a total of 27,287,970 genes (1.6%). Of the 9,223 chromosomal 

accessions, IslandViewer4 predicted 110,913 GI regions, encompassing ~1.7billion 

bases, or ~3% of total number of bases.  
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RefSeq is a comprehensive genomic sequence database designed to provide a 

set of gold-standard reference sequences for analysis. However, due to the nature of 

sequencing prioritization, RefSeq is overrepresented by species of human/animal 

relevance. For example, those that contribute to disease like Klebsiella, and Escherichia. 

Our RefSeq dataset contained 306 bacterial families which represented 929 genera, and 

in turn 2958 species. The ten largest families represented greater than 50% of all 

accessions (Figure 2-2). The number of genes and number of accessions decreased 

exponentially across bacteria families. The biggest family, Enterobacteriaceae, 

represented greater than 3000 accessions alone, followed by Bacilaceae (greater than 

1000 accessions) and Burkholderiaceae (greater than 700 accessions).  

To reduce this overrepresentation, I created six reduced datasets of randomly 

selected accessions that contained only 10, 25, 50, 100, or 300 accession from each 

genus (see method 2.3.1). Then, using each AMR gene’s (ARG) resistance mechanism 

as a proxy, it was observed that, while there were no significant differences in 

proportions between 10 – 100 accessions/genus, the reduction had significantly 

changed the proportion of total AMR genes for some resistance mechanisms when 

compared to the entire RefSeq dataset (Figure 2-3). For example, the number of 

resistance genes that confer resistance through antibiotic inactivation had significantly 

decreased in non-mobile chromosomes while it was seen to have significantly increased 

in plasmid. However, it should be noted that the difference observed here had no impact 

on the significance of the overall association between these categories with mobile 

genetics elements or non-mobile chromosomes. In other words, while there was a 

significant increase in the number of antibiotic inactivation related resistance genes in 

non-mobile chromosomes with the reduced datasets, that category remained associated 

with mobile genetics elements regardless of the reduction (see section 2.4.2). Further 
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analyses described in chapter 2 are performed using a subset of 300 accession per 

genus.  

 

Figure 2-2. Number of plasmid and chromosome accessions within the RefSeq 
dataset sorted by the total number of genes.  

The RefSeq bacterial dataset is overrepresented by species of human and animal relevance, 
namely pathogens as there are more commonly sequenced to date. The family 
Enterobacteriaceae represents over 25% of all accessions (~3000) in the dataset with the top 10 
family making up greater than 50% of all accessions with an exponential decrease across the 
family. The total number of genes (Left Y-axis, bar) decrease exponentially like the number of 
accessions (Right Y-axis, yellow dot), as expected. 
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Figure 2-3. Reducing the dataset’s accession per genus size significantly 
impact the proportion of some AMR gene classes.  

Using Antimicrobial resistance gene’s resistance mechanisms as a proxy to access change, there 
were no significant difference between the reduced accession per genus sizes (circle, square, up 
arrow, down arrow). However, when comparing to the entire dataset (diamond), there was a 
significant decrease in Target protection related resistance genes on GIs (GI). This decrease is 
counter-acted by an increase in frequency in non-mobile chromosome (nonGI). Similarly, an 
increase in antibiotic inactivated related resistance gene frequency were identified in plasmids 
with the full RefSeq dataset and a subsequent decrease in non-mobile chromosome. These 
differences are likely attributed to the overrepresentation of Enterobacteriaceae in RefSeq.  
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2.4.2. Antimicrobial resistance genes are disproportionally found in 
mobile genetic elements.  

 This large-scale mobility analysis reveals that AMR genes, collectively as a 

whole, are disproportionately found in mobile regions of the genome, particularly within 

the plasmids (table 2-2; figure 2-4). In total, 0.46% of all genes on plasmids are AMR 

genes, 0.18% of all genes on GIs are AMR genes, and only 0.17% of non-mobile 

chromosome genes are AMR genes. This remained consistent regardless of the dataset 

used. 

AMR Mobile 
Elements(%) 

AMR Non-Mobile 
Chromosome(%) 

AMR Associated With  
(p value) 

Odds ratio (95% CI) 

7020(0.25) 45457(0.17) Mobile Elements(2.3E-204) 1.51 (1.47 – 1.55) 
 
AMR GIs(%) AMR Plasmid(%) AMR Associated With (p 

value) 
Odds ratio (95% CI) 

3383(0.18) 3637(0.43) Plasmid (7.7E-301) 2.45 (2.34-2.57) 
 
AMR GIs(%) AMR Non-Mobile 

Chromosome(%) 
AMR Associated With (p 
value) 

Odds ratio (95% CI) 

3383(0.18) 45457(0.17) GI (0.012) 1.04 (1.01-1.08) 

Table 2-2. Observed count, proportion, and associations of AMR genes by their 
genomic location.  
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Figure 2-4. Antimicrobial resistance genes, collectively, are disproportionately 
found in mobile regions of the genome, particularly the plasmid.  

Accounting for all genes (left bar), the expected proportion of genes (y-axis) on mobile genetic 
elements was ~9%. The observed proportion of AMR genes (right bar) was 13%. There is a 
significant association between AMR genes are mobile genetic elements (Fisher’s test, P=2.3E-
204). Of the mobile genetic elements, majority of the AMR genes are disproportionally found on 
plasmids (orange; p=7.7E-301). The chromosome, while the difference is small, AMR genes are 
still disproportionately associated with GIs (blue; p=0.01)  

2.4.3. Bacterial biological and genomic characteristics does not affect 
an AMR gene’s disproportionate association with mobile elements.  

To better understand AMR mobility, I attempted to use bacterial characteristics to 

explain the AMR mobility trends that were observed. Firstly, the RefSeq dataset was 

split based on the Gram stain of each organism, resulting in 11649 Gram negative 

accessions and 4962 Gram positive accessions. Gram status of the bacteria did not 

show a difference in association. It remained the case that one could disproportionally 

find AMR gene in mobile elements, specifically the plasmids across both Gram positive 

and negative bacteria (Figure 2-5A; Table 2-3). One small, but significant, difference is 

that when looking at only the chromosome, AMR gene is disproportionally found in non 

mobile chromosome in Gram negative bacteria but in GIs in Gram positive bacteria 

(Figure 2-5B). Overall, while Gram-positive bacterial species had half the number of GIs 

and 4x less plasmids than Gram-negative bacterial, Gram-positive bacterial species still 
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contained a higher proportion of AMR genes present mobile genetic elements, with 18% 

in Gram positive versus 12% in Gram negative, p<0.05 (Figure 2-5C).  

Gram 
Status 

AMR Mobile 
Elements(%) 

AMR Non-Mobile 
Chromosome(%) 

AMR Associated With 
(p value) 

Odds ratio (95% CI) 

Negative 5245(0.19) 39626(0.147) Mobile Elements (0) 1.66 (1.62-1.7) 
Positive 1229(0.045) 5805(0.022) Mobile Elements 

(9.75E-108) 
2.11 (1.98-2.24) 

unknown 2(0) 0(0) Mobile Elements 
(0.00812) 

NaN 

 

Gram 
Status 

AMR 
Plasmid(%) 

AMR GIs(%) AMR Associated With 
(p value) 

Odds ratio (95% CI) 

Negative 2972(0.354) 2274(0.119) Mobile Elements (0) 3.68 (3.51-3.86) 
Positive 618(0.074) 611(0.032) Mobile Elements 

(4.05E-33) 
1.99 (1.78-2.22) 

unknown 0(0) 2(0) NS NaN 

Table 2-3. Observed count, proportion, and associations of AMR genes by 
genomic location categorized by Gram stain status.  
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Figure 2-5. Gram status of the bacteria species did not impact the association 
between AMR genes and mobile genetic elements.  

A) In both Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria, AMR genes remained significantly 
associated with mobile genetic elements (red bar). B) When mobile genetic elements 
were split into GIs and plasmids, majority of the AMR genes are harbored by and 
significantly associated with plasmids (green) regardless of Gram status. However, for 
Gram negative bacteria’s chromosomally located AMR genes, it is significantly 
associated with non-mobile chromosome (red) while the opposite is true for Gram 
positive bacteria, AMR genes are associated with GIs (blue). C) Gram positive bacteria 
had a higher proportion of AMR genes being present on both GIs (blue) and plasmid 
(orange) compared to Gram negative bacteria.  

Next, I explored whether pathogenicity had a role in this association. AMR gene 

continued to be mobile elements associated across both pathogens and nonpathogens 

(Figure 2-6A; Table 2-4). In pathogenic species, while AMR genes were disproportionally 
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found on mobile elements, most were located on a plasmid. Within the chromosome 

itself, there are disproportionally more AMR genes present on non-mobile chromosomes 

than GIs (Figure 2-6B). Furthermore, there is a higher proportion of AMR genes present 

in mobile genetic elements in non-pathogens than pathogens (16% versus 12%, p less 

than 0.05; Figure 2-6C).  

Pathogen 
Status 

AMR Mobile 
Elements(%) 

AMR Non-Mobile 
Chromosome(%) 

AMR Associated With  
(p value) 

Odds ratio 
(95% CI) 

nonpathogen 446(0.016) 2284(0.008) Mobile Elements (5.65E-45) 2.12 (1.92-2.33) 
pathogen 6005(0.218) 43007(0.16) Mobile Elements (0) 1.69 (1.65-1.73)  

Pathogen 
Status 

AMR 
Plasmid(%) 

AMR GIs(%) AMR Associated With  
(p value) 

Odds ratio 
(95% CI) 

nonpathogen 216(0.026) 230(0.012) Plasmid (3.31E-18) 2.09 (1.75-2.5) 
pathogen 3356(0.399) 2649(0.138) Plasmid (0) 3.46 (3.31-3.62) 

Table 2-4. Observed count, proportion, and associations of AMR genes by 
genomic location categorized by pathogen status. 
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Figure 2-6. Pathogen status of the bacteria species did not impact the 
association between AMR genes and mobile genetic elements.  

A) In both pathogen and non-pathogens, AMR genes remained associated with mobile 
elements (red). B) While AMR genes were most commonly found on plasmids (green), it 
is significantly associated with GIs (blue) in non-pathogens and non-mobile chromosome 
(red) in pathogens. C) Non-pathogens have a higher proportion of AMR genes present on 
mobile elements (blue and orange) at 16% versus 12% of pathogens.  

Some species of bacteria had been observed to contain more AMR genes than 

others clinically. Thus, I next plotted the AMR genes distribution per family (Figure 2-6A) 

and per genus (Figure 2-7B) sorting them by the total number of AMR genes detected. 

As expected, the families and genera with the largest number of AMR genes were 

clinically relevant pathogens such as Escherichia, Salmonella, and Pseudomonas. It is 

noted that the AMR gene’s distribution does not relate to the total number of AMR 

genes. The distribution varies widely and is more related to the environment in which the 

species are present in. As an example, Mycobacterium species that are often obligate 

parasites, reside in a host cell and present very little opportunity for lateral gene transfer. 
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As a result, while having a relatively high total number of AMR genes, they have 

relatively fewer AMR genes present on mobile genetic elements. On the other end of the 

spectrum, Enterococcus contains species of high clinical concern due to their high levels 

of resistance to a wide range of antimicrobials that had readily emerged in nosocomial 

infection of hospitalized patients. Again, AMR gene distribution provided an insight to 

why this may be the case. Over 55% of AMR genes in this family were present on 

mobile genetic elements, especially plasmids (49%) that aids in this dissemination of 

AMR genes across the clinics.   

Moreover, having a bigger genome might allow a species to retain genes that is 

only situationally necessary which may provide a selective advantage in a niche. 

However, it was observed that a species genome size is not correlative with the 

disproportionate association between AMR genes and mobile genetic elements. By 

plotting the AMR genes distribution per family (Figure 2.8A) and per genus (Figure 2-

8B), sorted by the species’ average genome size, it was observed that the families with 

the biggest genomes are often environmental species (e.g. nitrogen fixers). There were 

no clear trends with respect to AMR gene distribution. Perhaps having the ability to 

support a bigger genome does not necessarily mean it will readily to incorporate AMR 

genes.  
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Figure 2-7. AMR gene distribution does not relate to the total number of AMR 
genes of a bacteria.  

A) Each accession is assigned to a bacterial family. Each family’s total number of predicted 
AMR genes is shown as the yellow line (left Y-axis). The distribution of AMR genes is 
presented as the stacked bar plot (right Y-axis). There is no clear relationship between 
the proportion of AMR genes present on mobile genetic elements versus the total number 
of AMR genes in each family. B) The same trend is observed when the accessions are 
grouped by bacterial genus. The total number of AMR genes of a genus is not related to 
the proportion of AMR genes on mobile genetic elements of that genus.  
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Figure 2-8. Average genome size of a bacteria does not influence the AMR gene 
distribution.  

A) Each accession is assigned to a bacterial family. Each family’s average genome side is 
shown as the blue line (left Y-axis). The distribution of AMR genes is presented as the 
stacked bar plot (right Y-axis). There is no clear relationship between the proportion of 
AMR genes present on mobile genetic elements versus the average genome size in each 
family. B) The same trend is observed when the accessions are grouped by bacterial 
genus. The average genome size of a genus is not related to the proportion of AMR 
genes on mobile genetic elements of that genus. 
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2.4.4. Characteristics of the antimicrobial resistance gene provides 
insight into the association with mobile genetic elements. 

The antimicrobial resistance ontology (ARO) provides metadata information 

surrounding the AMR gene itself. Using the ARO, I investigated whether there was any 

correlation between AMR gene distribution and the underlying mechanism of function of 

the resistance gene. All AMR genes were classified into 6 categories: 1) antibiotic efflux 

(n=27,388), 2) reduced permeability to antibiotic (n=1516), 3) target alteration (n=7380), 

4) target protection (n=630), 5) antibiotic inactivation (n=7090), 6) target replacement 

(n=1371). When AMR gene distribution was plotted by resistance mechanism, there was 

a very distinct association trend between different mechanisms (Figure 2-9; Table 2-5). 

Reduced permeability to antibiotic, antibiotic efflux, and target alteration were 

significantly associated with non-mobile chromosome while target protection, target 

inactivation, and target replacement are significantly associated with mobile elements.  

Resistance 
Mechanism 

AMR Mobile 
Elements(%) 

AMR Non-Mobile 
Chromosome(%) 

AMR Associated With 
(p value) 

Odds ratio 
(95% CI) 

antibiotic efflux 1802(0.065) 33842(0.126) Non-Mobile 
Chromosome(5.23E-131) 

0.63 (0.6-
0.65) 

antibiotic inactivation 3092(0.112) 4145(0.015) Mobile Elements (0) 10.04 
(9.63-
10.46) 

antibiotic target 
alteration 

678(0.025) 8915(0.033) Non-Mobile 
Chromosome(1.03E-16) 

0.74 (0.69-
0.8) 

antibiotic target 
protection 

191(0.007) 518(0.002) Mobile Elements (2.12E-
68) 

4.67 (3.99-
5.45) 

antibiotic target 
replacement 

801(0.029) 579(0.002) Mobile Elements (0) 19.32 
(17.48-
21.36) 

reduced permeability 
to antibiotic 

18(0.001) 1897(0.007) Non-Mobile 
Chromosome(5.36E-63) 

0.1 (0.07-
0.16)  

Resistance 
Mechanism 

AMR GIs(%) AMR Non-Mobile 
Chromosome(%) 

AMR Associated With 
(p value) 

Odds ratio 
(95% CI) 

antibiotic efflux 1293(0.067) 33842(0.126) Non-Mobile 
Chromosome(6.1E-87) 

0.63 (0.6-
0.66) 

antibiotic inactivation 948(0.049) 4145(0.015) GIs (1.53E-205) 3.39 (3.16-
3.63) 

antibiotic target 
alteration 

364(0.019) 8915(0.033) Non-Mobile 
Chromosome(1.89E-35) 

0.56 (0.5-
0.62) 

antibiotic target 
protection 

78(0.004) 518(0.002) GIs (4.41E-11) 2.3 (1.79-
2.92) 
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antibiotic target 
replacement 

264(0.014) 579(0.002) GIs (1.17E-116) 7.06 (6.1-
8.16) 

reduced permeability 
to antibiotic 

16(0.001) 1897(0.007) Non-Mobile 
Chromosome(6.23E-38) 

0.14 (0.09-
0.22)  

Resistance 
Mechanism 

AMR GIs(%) AMR Plasmid(%) AMR Associated With 
(p value) 

Odds ratio 
(95% CI) 

antibiotic efflux 1293(0.067) 509(0.061) Not Significant(0.484) 0.97 (0.89-
1.05) 

antibiotic inactivation 948(0.049) 2144(0.255) Plasmid(0) 6.91 (6.44-
7.42) 

antibiotic target 
alteration 

364(0.019) 315(0.037) Plasmid(6.77E-22) 2.01 (1.74-
2.32) 

antibiotic target 
protection 

78(0.004) 113(0.013) Plasmid(4.49E-26) 4.08 (3.1-
5.42) 

antibiotic target 
replacement 

264(0.014) 537(0.064) Plasmid(2.28E-187) 6.22 (5.42-
7.14) 

reduced permeability 
to antibiotic 

16(0.001) 2(0) GIs(0.0097) 0.18 (0.02-
0.74) 

Table 2-5. Observed count, proportion, and associations of AMR genes by 
genomic location categorized by pathogen status. 

 

 

Figure 2-9. Antimicrobial resistance gene’s resistance mechanism relates to the 
AMR gene’s distribution.  

All AMR genes are classified into 6 categories: 1) antibiotic efflux (n=27,388), 2) reduced 
permeability to antibiotic (n=1516), 3) target alteration (n=7380), 4) target protection (n=630), 5) 
antibiotic inactivation (n=7090), 6) target replacement (n=1371). A mobility trend can be seen 
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here with reduced permeability to antibiotic (p = 5.36E-63), antibiotic efflux (p = 5.23E-131) and 
target alteration (p = 1.03E-16) being non-mobile chromosome associated (white) while target 
protection (p = 2.12E-68), target inactivation (p = 0) and target replacement (p = 0) are heavily 
mobile elements associated (orange & blue).  

Next, the AMR distribution by the drug class that each resistance gene confer 

resistance to was plotted (Figure 2-10). Many of the clinically relevant antibiotics, such 

as aminoglycoside, beta-lactams, and glycopeptides were heavily associated with 

mobile genetic elements, and in particular, the plasmids.  

 

Figure 2-10. There is an association between AMR gene that confer resistant to 
certain drug classes and the mobile genetic pool.  

Many of the clinically relevant antibiotics, for example aminoglycoside, beta-lactams, and 
glycopeptides are heavily associated with mobile genetic elements, in particular plasmids. 

AMR genes usually confer resistance to multiple different drug classes, and this 

specificity is often related to the resistance mechanism. Rather than looking at the 

distribution of individual drug classes, I plotted the AMR gene distribution against the 

total count of the number of drug classes an AMR gene confer resistance to. This 

number was termed as `generalizability` (Figure 2-11). Here, a remarkable inverse 

relationship between generalizability and the proportion of AMR genes found on mobile 

genetic elements was noticed. Those genes associated with mobile genetic elements, 

on average, conferred resistance to 1-2 drug classes. On the other hand, the AMR 

genes associated with non-mobile chromosomes have a generalizability value of 4 to 10.  
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The resistance mechanism with the lowest proportion of genes located on mobile 

genetic elements had the highest generalizability value of 10.5.  

  

Figure 2-11. AMR genes with low generalizability have higher fitness costs and 
are associated with mobile elements.  

Gene function specialization was defined as a “generalizability score” (purple bar; right Y-axis) or 
the average number of different drug classes that AMR gene under a particular mechanism 
confers resistance to. An inverse relationship was observed between how mobile a resistance 
mechanism is (left Y-axis) and its resistance generalizability. The least mobile group, reduced 
permeability, have the highest generalizability (10.5) while the mobile groups (Target protection, 
Target Inactivation, and Target replacement) have the lowest generalizability (1-2).  

2.4.5. AMR gene mobility patterns holds true for WHO priority 
pathogens 

To confirm the mobility trends observed, I took subsets of the RefSeq dataset 

corresponding to families within the WHO priority pathogens list for R&D of new 

antibiotics and examined their associations. The 5 pathogen families include 

Pseudomonas, Salmonella, Klebsiella, Escherichia and Burkholderia.  For all 5 bacterial 

families, AMR is disproportionately associated with mobile elements. The underlying 

resistance mechanism and the generalizability score of the AMR genes remained the 

biggest determinant of its mobility. 
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2.4.6. Incorporation of GI information into the comprehensive 
antibiotic resistance database (CARD)  

In collaboration with CARD, the predicted GIs from IslandViewer4 are 

incorporated into the CARD-Prevalence workflow. This allowed the predicted AMR 

genes from GIs to be annotated separately to allow for comparison with chromosome- 

and plasmid-associated AMR genes for a subset of ESKAPE pathogens, similar, but at a 

smaller scale, to the work presented in chapter 2. These island-associated AMR gene 

data are included in CARD-Resistomes v3.0.9, release, as of September 2021. The data 

is accessible from https://card.mcmaster.ca/prevalence 

2.5. Discussion & Conclusion 

In the present study, I performed a large-scale examination of mobile trends in 

AMR gene association with high quality reference genomes and showed that there is a 

strong association between AMR elements and the mobile genetic pool regardless of the 

bacterial species. This strong association is indiscriminate of bacterial biological and 

genomic characteristics but depends on the AMR gene itself. It was found that the AMR 

gene’s underlying mechanism of action as well as its generalizability demonstrated the 

greatest relationship to its mobility. Furthermore, the same patterns hold true when I look 

at only specific, pathogenic families, suggesting that AMR mobility depends on the gene 

function rather than the bacteria that contains it.  

The ARO is a custom built, interconnected, and hierarchical controlled 

vocabulary for describing antimicrobial molecules and their targets, resistance 

mechanisms, genes and mutations, and their relationships (Jia, Raphenya, et al. 2016). 

The benefit of using the ARO allowed the exploration of AMR gene functions in the 

context of its mobility. First, certain drug classes are more likely to be associated with 

the mobile gene pool. A majority of these are commonly used, clinically relevant 

antimicrobials. This association could explain the rapid dissemination of AMR within 

nosocomial infections. Furthermore, reduced permeability to antibiotic, antibiotic efflux, 

and target alteration (sequence variants) were identified to be heavily non-mobile 

chromosome associated. Target protection (mechanisms that prevent binding of 

antibiotic), antibiotic inactivation (degradation of antibiotic) and target replacement 

(presence of both sensitive and resistant antibiotic targets in which resistant version 
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confers normal cell function) are heavily mobile elements associated. I first hypothesized 

this trend revolving if each mechanisms impacted the environmental concentration of an 

antibiotic. The six mechanisms were split into two categories: barrier and depletion 

(Figure 2-12). 1) Barrier mechanisms in which resistant is conferred by a passive 

removal of the antibiotic from the cell that does not affect environmental concentration. 

This category includes reduced permeability to antibiotic, antibiotic efflux, target 

alteration and target protection 2) Depletion mechanisms in which resistance is 

conferred by active degradation or sequestration of antibiotics of secreted enzymes, 

removing it from the environment. Depletion methods include antibiotic inactivation and 

target replacement. We hypothesized that barrier mechanisms are more likely to aid a 

bacterial population itself to provide a selective advantage in a niche. By keeping it 

outside of the mobile gene pool, the population may be able to thrive while the 

antimicrobial impact other species. On the other hand, those genes with mechanisms 

that depletes antimicrobials are more altruistic. A bacteria may spend energy itself to 

provide resistance for a greater population, including members of other species to allow 

corporative symbiosis. Perhaps by sharing these genes through lateral gene transfer, 

the entire population can capitalize on this advantage. However, as an exception to the 

barrier/depletion model, the target protection groups a barrier mechanism that is mobile 

element associated. In exploring this category further, I noticed that the resistance genes 

that make up the mobile portion of this category are mostly QNR proteins that confer 

fluroquinolone resistance. 26 out of 520 (5%) AMR gene hits in non-mobile chromosome 

was to QNR proteins versus 77 out of 117 (66%) hits was in mobile elements. QNR 

fluoroquinolone resistance proteins emerged very recently with no clear indication of its 

origin. Clearly, the mobility trend is not a simple case of how it affects environmental 

concentrations, there are temporal associations with how mobile AMR genes are. More 

recently emerged AMR genes are more likely to be associated with the mobile genetic 

pool. 

Moreover, using the ARO, I identified that AMR genes that are specialized in 

function are disproportionately more mobile. It is well known that specialized gene 

functions, for example beta-lactamases under inactivation, are drug specific and have a 

higher fitness cost compared to generalized mechanisms such as an efflux pump 

(Andersson and Hughes 2010). The trends I observed here suggests that there may be 

a fitness benefit for these specialized genes to remain mobile in order to lower the host’s 
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fitness cost. Alternatively, there may be bacterial community interactions at play. 

Previous analyses had identified that virulence factors are associated with mobile 

sequences as well, and this suggested that horizontal gene transfer was a possible 

mechanism to minimize “cheater” strains and restore infectiousness in a pathogen 

population (Olson, et al. 2017) (Springer, et al. 2001). Similarly, the observation that 

specialized genes are more mobile can be explained using the theory of ecological 

public goods (Andersson and Hughes 2010). In a population of microbes, if these 

specialized AMR genes with higher fitness cost are mobile, the fitness burden of these 

genes could be shared across a community, and thus not all members of the bacterial 

community need to carry this AMR gene to confer resistance to an antibiotic, thereby 

increasing the overall fitness of the community while maximizing resistance. 

Furthermore, like virulence factors, horizontal gene transfer of these high-cost AMR 

genes would act as a mechanism to minimize “cheater” strains that are metabolically 

fitter to prevent it from out competing the cooperating strains within a population. I.e. 

allow the AMR gene to survive in the gene pool (Springer, et al. 2001).  

 

Figure 2-12. The effect of Barrier versus Depletion resistance mechanisms.  
A) Barrier mechanisms conferred antimicrobial resistance by a passive removal of the 

antibiotic from the cell that does not affect environmental concentration. Therefore, the 
antimicrobials is capable of killing other bacterial species. This category includes reduced 
permeability to antibiotic, antibiotic efflux, target alteration and target protection. B) 
Depletion mechanisms in which resistance is conferred by active degradation or 
sequestration of antibiotics of secreted enzymes, removing it from the environment. Thus, 
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this could allow the survival of other bacterial species in a corporative environment. 
Depletion methods include antibiotic inactivation and target replacement. 

When I explored the bacterial characteristics, I noticed small but significant 

differences within the chromosome regarding AMR association. With the Gram stain, 

excluding the genes present on plasmids, AMR genes are disproportionally found in 

non-mobile chromosome in Gram negative bacteria but in GIs in Gram positive bacteria. 

This could be because Gram negative bacteria, having double membrane, can utilize 

more barrier mechanisms (non-mobile genome associated) to promote resistance 

compared to Gram positive bacteria which rely more on secreted enzymes (mobile 

element associated) to confer resistance. Furthermore, there are more AMR genes 

present on mobile genetic elements in non-pathogens than pathogens, with pathogens 

having a minor increase in non-mobile chromosomally located AMR gene. Perhaps this 

signifies a selective pressure from common antimicrobials used in the clinics to cause 

only a specific, clinically relevant, subset of resistance genes in the pathogen’s mobile 

AMR gene pool, and to retain more AMR genes to increase its host range. On the other 

hand, non-pathogens – mostly environmental microbes – do not have this specific 

selective pressure from clinical antibiotics but rather face pressure from other species in 

the same niche secreting antimicrobials. Therefore, its mobile AMR gene pool remains 

diverse and is selectively taken into the cell upon a challenge. However, it should be 

noted that this trend could also arise from the inaccurate classification of pathogens at 

the species level. Lastly, AMR gene distribution is not linked to the total number of AMR 

genes present in the bacteria species. The distribution varies widely and is more related 

to the growth environment in which the species are in. In environments where lateral 

gene transfer is limited, such as in the case of intracellular bacteria like Mycobacterium, 

the intrinsic antimicrobial resistance play a key role, and thus AMR genes are retained 

on the non-mobile chromosome. On the other end of the spectrum, opportunistic 

pathogens, such as Enterococcus, readily have access to the environmental mobile 

genetic pool, and thus are more likely to rely on mobile genetic elements harbouring 

AMR genes only when it is necessary. Nevertheless, the underlying resistance 

mechanism and the generalizability score of the AMR genes remained the biggest 

determinant of its mobility.  

Several limitations exist within this analysis related to the In silico prediction of 

GIs and AMR profiles. First, the RefSeq dataset used is overrepresented by species that 
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are human or animal-related but less representative of environmental species. While I 

did attempt to reduce this over representation, this could still bias the trends observed. In 

term of AMR profile prediction, the CARD database contains high quality, up to date 

information on AMR, but is again over-represented by AMR determinants associated 

with pathogens. This may also be a reason why there are more AMR genes in 

pathogens. Nevertheless, CARD remained the most comprehensive database on AMR 

to date and widely used. Lastly, GI prediction with IslandViewer4 have high precision but 

is generally under-predicted, i.e., reduced recall. However, this may not impact what I 

observed as AMR gene is already disproportionately found in mobile sequences.  

AMR mobility is dictated by multiple complex factors that include fitness cost, 

selective pressure, time since acquisition, and their ecological public good, as I 

demonstrated here, plus much more that still needs to be studied. Perhaps with better 

prediction, ecological sampling as well as targeted wet lab experiments, we could 

potentially produce an equation for AMR transmission and exploit this for future AMR 

surveillance and risk assessment. The trends identified here could be used to better 

understand AMR transmission between the environment and the clinics to improve the 

current surveillance effort in both public health and agri-foods industries regarding the 

risk assessment of AMR and prioritization of policies for investigation of inappropriate 

antimicrobial use. 
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Chapter 3.  
 
Read-based Detection of Antimicrobial Resistance 
Genes from Metagenomic Data 

The majority of work reported in chapter three was part of the AMRTime project 

with equal contribution from Dr. Finlay Maguire of Dalhousie University. This work 

presents a novel method to predict antimicrobial resistance genes from short-read 

metagenomic datasets as part of a public health surveillance effort. My contribution to 

this project involved the assessment of issues surrounding common computational tools 

used in shotgun metagenomics. In addition, I also contributed to the design, 

implementation, coding, assessment, and the application of the STP-AMRTime module 

which is used to detect resistant variants in metagenomic data. Dr. Maguire led the 

development of the base AMRTime tool, which detected AMR gene homologs in 

metagenomic data. This chapter presents a novel tool for comprehensive detection of 

AMR genes within metagenomic data, and currently, is the only tool capable of detecting 

known AMR nucleotide and protein variants in metagenomic data.  

This chapter has been published in the journal Microbial Genomics with the 

following citation:  

Maguire F*, Jia B*, Gray KL, Lau WYV, Beiko RG, Brinkman FSL. Metagenome-

assembled genome binning methods with short reads disproportionately fail for 

plasmids and genomic Islands. Microb Genom. 2020 Oct;6(10):mgen000436. 

doi: 10.1099/mgen.0.000436. PMID: 33001022; PMCID: PMC7660262. 

 *These authors contributed equally. 

and another manuscript drafted for submission to the journal PLOS Computation Biology  

Jia B, Alcock BP, Raphenya AR, McArthur AG, Beiko RG, Brinkman FSL, 

Maguire F. A systematic evaluation of metagenomic read-based antimicrobial 

resistance gene detection.   
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3.1. Abstract 

Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) represents a global health crisis. Metagenomics, or the 

direct sequencing of DNA from an environmental sample, enable the simultaneous 

characterization of microbial communities without time-consuming and bias-inducing 

culturing. Metagenome-assembled genome (MAG) binning methods aim to reassemble 

individual genomes from this data. However, the recovery of mobile genetic elements 

(MGEs), such as plasmids and genomic islands (GIs), by binning has not been well 

characterized. Given the association of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) genes and 

virulence factor (VF) genes with MGEs, studying their transmission is a public-health 

priority. To systematically investigate this issue, a low-complexity metagenome 

comprising 30 GI-rich and plasmid-containing bacterial genomes was simulated. MAGs 

were then recovered using 12 current prediction pipelines and evaluated. Results 

indicated that while chromosomes could be correctly recovered and binned with high 

accuracy (greater than 80%), only less than 40% of GIs and less than 29% of plasmid 

sequences were found. Strikingly, no plasmid-borne VF nor AMR genes were recovered. 

It is then concluded that short-read MAG approaches, without further optimization, are 

largely ineffective for the analysis of mobile genes. Furthermore, Metagenomic assembly 

is demanding, and many reads are not assembled and thus lost. Therefore, assembly-

free methods provide a better alternative to investigate the full set of AMR genes present 

in a metagenome. Given these pitfalls, I conducted a comprehensive evaluation of 45 

read-based homology search methods and parameterizations using simulated 

metagenomic data in the context of metagenomic AMR gene detection. BLAST+-based 

approaches yielded the greatest precision (greater than 96%) and recall (greater than 

95%) with accelerated implementations such as DIAMOND providing speed and good 

performance. K-mer-based approaches showed poor sensitivity and were highly 

vulnerable to parameter misspecification. When AMR genes were organized by gene 

family, larger families (i.e. beta-lactamases) with lots of highly similar members were 

consistently difficult to accurately identify from read-level data. Our results then 

demonstrate the different trade-offs across methods, and provide the tool AMRTime that 

enables the best recovery of AMR genes from metagenomic datasets.  
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3.2. Introduction 

AMR of pathogenic microorganisms is a global health crisis. The risks associated 

with AMR are amplified by a rapidly increasing rate of multi-drug resistance observed 

across a broad range of pathogens. This poses a severe and growing threat to human 

health via increased mortality and morbidity of infections (Antimicrobial resistance: 

Tackling a crisis for the health and wealth of nations 2014). Understanding the evolution 

and transmission dynamics of AMR in a broad range of environments through the One 

Health context, is key to predicting, surveillance and controlling AMR in critical settings 

such as clinical and agri-food contexts (Progress report on the 2015 Federal Action Plan 

on antimicrobial resistance and use 2018) (Tackling drug-resistant infections globally: 

Final report and recommendations 2016). 

 While genetic and genomic methods such as genome sequencing and 

microarrays have revolutionised the identification of AMR determinants, these culture-

dependent methods require significant time and resource investments (Bradley, et al. 

2015) and severely restrict the organisms that can be monitored to the small proportion 

which can be easily cultured (Oliver 2010). Culture-free approaches that target single 

sequences can remove the need for culture but rely on polymerase chain reaction 

primers that selectively bind the gene of interest, and variation in the sequence of a 

given AMR class may lead to primer mismatches and failed amplification. On the other 

hand, direct sequencing of the mixture of DNA present in an environmental sample – 

also known as metagenomics – can address the limitations of these genetic and 

genomic approaches. Such metagenomic methods allow researchers to characterize the 

resistome, or the set of all AMR genes found in bacteria that led to potential antimicrobial 

resistance, from a sample of the total genetic material in an environment without error 

prone and bias-inducing culturing steps. Sequencing platforms such as the Illumina 

MiSeq remain the dominant approach in metagenomics due to their high throughput (10-

1000s of millions of reads) and low error rate (0.1-1%) (Quince, et al. 2017). These 

approaches have been instrumental in developing our understanding of the distribution 

and evolutionary history of AMR genes (D’Costa, King, et al. 2011) (Donia, et al. 2014), 

as well as tracking pathogen outbreaks (Loman, et al. 2013). 

These metagenomic reads can be directly analyzed using reference databases 

and a variety of homology search tools (e.g., BLAST). Since these reads are shorter 
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than most genes, however, read-based methods provide very little information about 

their genomic organisation. This lack of contextual information is particularly problematic 

in the study of AMR genes, and VFs as the genomic context plays a role in function (Xu, 

et al. 2010), and likelihood of LGT (Stokes and Gillings 2011). On the other hand, these 

reads can be assembled using specialized metagenomic de Bruijn graph assemblers 

into contigs and grouping them into “bins” representing a single genome to re-gain this 

contextual information, such as the case of metagenome assembled genomes (MAGs). 

However, MAGs pose challenges due to assembly complexity, noisy samples, and 

highly variable coverage from underlying variability in genome prevalence. Due to the 

nature of how MAGs are assembled and binned, MAGs should be used with caution 

when analyzing individual single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), rRNA related genes, 

plasmids, genomic islands, or other potentially missing or misassembled genomic 

features (Maguire, et al. 2020). This issue is particularly challenging when studying AMR 

genes as some are species-specific (in the case of SNPs) or are associated with MGEs, 

as showed in Chapter 2. Moreover, as resource limited settings bear the brunt of AMR 

related mortality, the computational demands of many metagenomic methods are high. 

Furthermore, while MAG methods have been used successfully in unveiling previously 

uncharacterised genomic diversity (Brown, et al. 2015), metagenomic assembly and 

binning has been shown to involve the loss of some information (Woodcroft, et al. 2018) 

(Diamond, et al. 2019).  

As MGEs are key to the function and spread of pathogenic traits such as AMR 

and virulence, and with MAG approaches becoming increasingly popular within microbial 

and public-health research, it is both timely and vital that the impact of metagenome 

assembly and binning on the recovery of these elements using MAGs is assessed. 

Therefore, in this chapter, recovery accuracy across a set of 12 state-of-the-art methods 

for short-read metagenome assemblies was performed and analysed for GI and plasmid, 

and associated AMR/VF genes. I showed that short-read MAG-based analyses are not 

suitable for the study of mobile sequences, including those of public-health importance 

such as AMR genes, and must be complemented with read-based approaches. 

Furthermore, considering the previous findings, I explored using deep-learning artificial 

intelligence approaches to predict AMR genes as well as genomic island directly from 

sequence reads. In parallel, an evaluation of 45 existing homology search tools to show 

their precision and recall accuracies at detecting AMR genes was also performed to 
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demonstrate the different trade-offs across methods. This analysis also identified the 

“best-rounded” tools for metagenomic read-based AMR gene detection, and how these 

tools perform in mock and real metagenomic datasets. These best-rounded tools were 

then packaged into a workflow called “AMRTime”, that can be used by the public to 

detect AMR genes within metagenomic dataset. The goal of AMRTime is to assist the 

surveillance of AMR transmission in One Health, and the prioritization of policies for 

different antimicrobial classes regarding appropriate antimicrobial use. 

3.3. Assessing the recovery accuracy of metagenome 
assembled genomes with respect to AMR genes and 
Virulence factors, especially those on mobile genetic 
elements 

This section of Chapter 3 had been published in: 

Maguire F*, Jia B*, Gray KL, Lau WYV, Beiko RG, Brinkman FSL. Metagenome-

assembled genome binning methods with short reads disproportionately fail for 

plasmids and genomic Islands. Microb Genom. 2020 Oct;6(10):mgen000436. 

doi: 10.1099/mgen.0.000436. PMID: 33001022; PMCID: PMC7660262. 

3.3.1. Methods 

3.3.1.1. Metagenome simulation 

All genomes were selected from the set of completed RefSeq genomes as of 

April 2019.  Genomic islands for these genomes were predicted using IslandPath-

DIMOB (Bertelli and Brinkman 2018). Plasmid sequences and numbers were recovered 

for each genome using the linked GenBank Project IDs. Thirty genomes were arbitrarily 

chosen to exemplify the following criteria: 1) 10 with high numbers of plasmids, 2) 10 

with a very high proportion (greater than 10%) of chromosomes corresponding to 

composition detected GIs. 3) 10 with a very low proportion (less than 1%) of 

chromosomes corresponding to composition detected GIs. In accordance with the 

recommendation in the Critical Assessment of Metagenome Interpretation (CAMI) 

(Meyer, et al. 2018) challenge the genomes were randomly assigned a relative 

abundance following a log-normal distribution (μ=1, σ=2). Plasmid copy number 

estimates could not be accurately found for all organisms; therefore, plasmids were 
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randomly assigned a copy number regime: low (1-20), medium (20-100), or high (500-

1000) at a 2:1:1 rate. Within each regime the exact copy number was selected using an 

appropriately scaled gamma distribution (α=4, β=1) or the minimum edge of the regime. 

Finally, the effective plasmid relative abundance was determined by multiplying the 

plasmid copy number with the genome relative abundance. For the simulation metadata 

of each genome within this dataset, see table 3.1. Sequences were then concatenated 

into a single FASTA file with the appropriate relative abundance. MiSeq v3 250bp 

paired-end reads with a mean fragment length of 1000bp (standard deviation of 50bp) 

were then simulated using `art_illumina` (v2016.06.05) (Huang, et al. 2011) at a fold 

coverage of 2.9 resulting in a simulate metagenome of 31,174,411 read pairs. 

Taxa Sample ID Accession Sequence 
Type 

Chromosome 
Copy Number 

Plasmid 
Copy 
Number 

Mycobacterium gilvum SAMN02598346 NC_009338 chromosome 4 chromosome 
Mycobacterium gilvum SAMN02598346 NC_009339 plasmid 26 medium 
Mycobacterium gilvum SAMN02598346 NC_009340 plasmid 5 low 
Mycobacterium gilvum SAMN02598346 NC_009341 plasmid 4 low 
Shigella dysenteriae SAMN02603600 NC_007606 chromosome 1 chromosome 
Shigella dysenteriae SAMN02603600 NC_009344 plasmid 500 high 
Shigella dysenteriae SAMN02603600 NC_007607 plasmid 530 high 
Shigella flexneri SAMN02603599 NC_004337 chromosome 7 chromosome 
Shigella flexneri SAMN02603599 NC_004851 plasmid 31 medium 
Campylobacter 
subantarcticus 

SAMN03248548 NZ_CP007772 chromosome 28 chromosome 

Pseudomonas syringae 
group genomosp. 3 

SAMN02604017 NC_004578 chromosome 55 chromosome 

Pseudomonas syringae 
group genomosp. 3 

SAMN02604017 NC_004633 plasmid 5 low 

Pseudomonas syringae 
group genomosp. 3 

SAMN02604017 NC_004632 plasmid 20 medium 

Bordetella petrii SAMEA3138272 NC_010170 chromosome 128 chromosome 
Streptococcus 
macedonicus 

SAMEA2272145 NC_016749 chromosome 1 chromosome 

Streptococcus 
macedonicus 

SAMEA2272145 NC_016750 plasmid 1 low 

Lactobacillus 
fermentum 

SAMD00060917 NC_010610 chromosome 1 chromosome 

Streptococcus 
constellatus 

SAMN02603657 NC_022236 chromosome 1 chromosome 

Acetobacter 
pasteurianus 

SAMN06855882 NZ_CP022374 chromosome 1 chromosome 

Synechococcus sp. 
PCC 8807 

SAMN04422305 NZ_CP016483 chromosome 1 chromosome 
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Taxa Sample ID Accession Sequence 
Type 

Chromosome 
Copy Number 

Plasmid 
Copy 
Number 

Synechococcus sp. 
PCC 8807 

SAMN04422305 NZ_CP016484 plasmid 5 low 

Synechococcus sp. 
PCC 8807 

SAMN04422305 NZ_CP016485 plasmid 4 low 

Synechococcus sp. 
PCC 8807 

SAMN04422305 NZ_CP016486 plasmid 2 low 

Synechococcus sp. 
PCC 8807 

SAMN04422305 NZ_CP016487 plasmid 500 high 

Synechococcus sp. 
PCC 8807 

SAMN04422305 NZ_CP016488 plasmid 2 low 

Synechococcus sp. 
PCC 8807 

SAMN04422305 NZ_CP016489 plasmid 34 medium 

Erwinia sp. Ejp617 SAMN02603467 NC_017445 chromosome 71 chromosome 
Erwinia sp. Ejp617 SAMN02603467 NC_017442 plasmid 24 medium 
Erwinia sp. Ejp617 SAMN02603467 NC_017446 plasmid 20 medium 
Erwinia sp. Ejp617 SAMN02603467 NC_017443 plasmid 636 high 
Erwinia sp. Ejp617 SAMN02603467 NC_017447 plasmid 24 medium 
Erwinia sp. Ejp617 SAMN02603467 NC_017444 plasmid 594 high 
Bacillus thuringiensis SAMN02598265 NC_005957 chromosome 11 chromosome 
Bacillus thuringiensis SAMN02598265 NC_006578 plasmid 6 low 
Acinetobacter soli SAMN05554081 NZ_CP016896 chromosome 1 chromosome 
Acinetobacter soli SAMN05554081 NZ_CP016897 plasmid 41 medium 
Acinetobacter soli SAMN05554081 NZ_CP016898 plasmid 5 low 
Acinetobacter soli SAMN05554081 NZ_CP016899 plasmid 910 high 
Acinetobacter soli SAMN05554081 NZ_CP016900 plasmid 20 medium 
Acinetobacter soli SAMN05554081 NZ_CP016901 plasmid 20 medium 
Acinetobacter soli SAMN05554081 NZ_CP016902 plasmid 40 medium 
Acinetobacter soli SAMN05554081 NZ_CP016903 plasmid 75 medium 
Lactobacillus 
paracollinoides 

SAMN04505735 NZ_CP014912 chromosome 1 chromosome 

Lactobacillus 
paracollinoides 

SAMN04505735 NZ_CP014913 plasmid 4 low 

Lactobacillus 
paracollinoides 

SAMN04505735 NZ_CP014914 plasmid 589 high 

Moraxella osloensis SAMN04435858 NZ_CP014234 chromosome 10 chromosome 
Moraxella osloensis SAMN04435858 NZ_CP014238 plasmid 8 low 
Moraxella osloensis SAMN04435858 NZ_CP014237 plasmid 5 low 
Moraxella osloensis SAMN04435858 NZ_CP014236 plasmid 938 high 
Moraxella osloensis SAMN04435858 NZ_CP014235 plasmid 41 medium 
Lactobacillus backii SAMN04505726 NZ_CP014623 chromosome 45 chromosome 
Lactobacillus backii SAMN04505726 NZ_CP014624 plasmid 34 medium 
Lactobacillus backii SAMN04505726 NZ_CP014625 plasmid 36 medium 
Lactobacillus backii SAMN04505726 NZ_CP014626 plasmid 2 low 
Lactobacillus backii SAMN04505726 NZ_CP014627 plasmid 4 low 
Lactobacillus backii SAMN04505726 NZ_CP014628 plasmid 1 low 
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Taxa Sample ID Accession Sequence 
Type 

Chromosome 
Copy Number 

Plasmid 
Copy 
Number 

Lactobacillus backii SAMN04505726 NZ_CP014629 plasmid 2 low 
Lactobacillus backii SAMN04505726 NZ_CP014630 plasmid 20 medium 
Lactobacillus backii SAMN04505726 NZ_CP014631 plasmid 24 medium 
Lactobacillus backii SAMN04505726 NZ_CP014632 plasmid 673 high 
Lactobacillus backii SAMN04505726 NZ_CP014633 plasmid 20 medium 
Klebsiella oxytoca SAMN02786843 NZ_CP008788 chromosome 1 chromosome 
Klebsiella oxytoca SAMN02786843 NZ_CP008789 plasmid 5 low 
Klebsiella oxytoca SAMN02786843 NZ_CP008790 plasmid 1 low 
Klebsiella oxytoca SAMN02786843 NZ_CP008791 plasmid 2 low 
Methylobacterium 
nodulans 

SAMN00000043 NC_011894 chromosome 2 chromosome 

Methylobacterium 
nodulans 

SAMN00000043 NC_011892 plasmid 37 medium 

Methylobacterium 
nodulans 

SAMN00000043 NC_011887 plasmid 3 low 

Methylobacterium 
nodulans 

SAMN00000043 NC_011893 plasmid 500 high 

Methylobacterium 
nodulans 

SAMN00000043 NC_011895 plasmid 1000 high 

Methylobacterium 
nodulans 

SAMN00000043 NC_011888 plasmid 2 low 

Methylobacterium 
nodulans 

SAMN00000043 NC_011889 plasmid 8 low 

Methylobacterium 
nodulans 

SAMN00000043 NC_011890 plasmid 3 low 

Pelagibaca abyssi SAMN04562614 NZ_CP015093 chromosome 1 chromosome 
Pelagibaca abyssi SAMN04562614 NZ_CP015091 plasmid 28 medium 
Pelagibaca abyssi SAMN04562614 NZ_CP015090 plasmid 773 high 
Pelagibaca abyssi SAMN04562614 NZ_CP015092 plasmid 2 low 
Pelagibaca abyssi SAMN04562614 NZ_CP015095 plasmid 500 high 
Pelagibaca abyssi SAMN04562614 NZ_CP015089 plasmid 40 medium 
Pelagibaca abyssi SAMN04562614 NZ_CP015094 plasmid 1 low 
Pelagibaca abyssi SAMN04562614 NZ_CP015097 plasmid 7 low 
Pelagibaca abyssi SAMN04562614 NZ_CP015096 plasmid 500 high 
Paenibacillus bovis SAMN04193493 NZ_CP013023 chromosome 5 chromosome 
Paenibacillus bovis SAMN04193493 NZ_CP021170 plasmid 662 high 
Caulobacter segnis SAMN02598513 NC_014100 chromosome 1 chromosome 
Pedobacter steynii SAMN05582931 NZ_CP017141 chromosome 1 chromosome 
Actinomyces sp. 
Marseille-P2985 

SAMEA4555081 NZ_LT635457 chromosome 1 chromosome 

Streptococcus sp. I-G2 SAMN02299294 NC_022584 chromosome 1 chromosome 
Streptomyces parvulus SAMN04924834 NZ_CP015866 chromosome 7 chromosome 
Streptomyces parvulus SAMN04924834 NZ_CP015867 plasmid 1 low 
Chlamydia pneumoniae SAMN02602979 NC_005043 chromosome 1 chromosome 
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Taxa Sample ID Accession Sequence 
Type 

Chromosome 
Copy Number 

Plasmid 
Copy 
Number 

Lactobacillus 
acidophilus 

SAMN02603047 NC_006814 chromosome 129 chromosome 

Clostridium baratii SAMN03222823 NZ_CP006905 chromosome 12 chromosome 
Clostridium baratii SAMN03222823 NZ_CP006906 plasmid 1 low 
Akkermansia 
muciniphila 

SAMN00138213 NC_010655 chromosome 3 chromosome 

Table 3-1. Metagenome simulation metadata 

3.3.1.2. Building the metagenome assembled genomes 

Reads were trimmed using sickle (v1.33) (Joshi and Fass 2011) resulting in 

25,682,644 surviving read pairs. The trimmed reads were then assembled using 3 

different metagenomic assemblers: metaSPAdes (v3.13.0) (Nurk, Meleshko, et al. 

2017), IDBA-UD (v1.1.3) (Peng, Leung, et al. 2012), and megahit (v1.1.3) (Li, Liu, et al. 

2015). The resulting assemblies were summarised using metaQUAST (v5.0.2) 

(Mikheenko, Saveliev and Gurevich 2015). The assemblies were indexed and reads 

mapped back using Bowtie 2 (v2.3.4.3) (Langmead and Salzberg 2012). Samtools (v1.9) 

were then used to sort the read mappings and the read coverage calculated using the 

MetaBAT 2 accessory script (Kang, et al. 2019). The 3 metagenome assemblies were 

then separately binned using CONCOCT (v0.4.2) (Lu, et al. 2016), MetaBAT 2 (v2.13) 

(Kang, et al. 2019), and MaxBin 2 (v2.2.6) (Wu, Simmons and Singer 2015). Finally, for 

each metagenome assembly the predicted bins from these 3 binners were combined 

using DAS Tool (v1.1.1) (Sieber, et al. 2018). This resulted in 12 separate sets of MAGs, 

one set for each assembler and binner pair.  

3.3.1.3. Assessment of the metagenome assembled genome  

The MAG assessment for chromosomal coverage was performed by creating a 

BLASTN 2.9.0+ (Camacho, et al. 2009) database consisting of all the chromosomes of 

the input reference genomes. Each MAG contig was then used as a query against this 

database and the coverage of the underlying chromosomes tallied by merging the 

overlapping aligning regions and summing the total length of aligned MAG contigs. The 

‘identity’ of a given MAG bin was that of the genome that comprises the largest 

proportion of sequence within that bin. In other words, if a bin is identifiably 70 % species 

A and 30 % species B, it is considered that to be a bin of species A. Ideally, we wish to 
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generate a single bin for each source genome consisting of the entire genome and no 

contigs from other genomes. Coverages less than 5% were filtered out and the number 

of different genomes that a MAG contain contigs aligning to were tallied. Finally, the 

overall proportion of chromosomes that were not present in any MAG were tallied for 

each binner and assembler. The relatedness of the genomes were investigated using 86 

proteins from BUSCO v4.0.2 with the Bacteria Odb10 data (Simão, et al. 2015). These 

proteins are aligned using MAFFT v7.427 (Nakamura, et al. 2018)and phylogeny 

visualized using the Interactive Tree of Life v4 (Letunic and Bork 2019).  

Plasmid and GI coverage were assessed using similar methods. First, BLASTN 

database was generated for each set of MAG contigs. Then each MAG database was 

searched for plasmid and GI sequences. Any plasmid or GI with greater than 50% 

coverage in a MAG was retained. All plasmids or GIs which could be found in the 

unbinned contigs or the MAGs was recorded as having been successfully assembled. 

The subset of these which were found in the binned MAGs was then separately tallied. 

Finally, I evaluated the proportion of plasmids or GIs which were binned correctly in the 

bin which was maximally composed of chromosomes from the same source genome. 

3.3.1.4. Antimicrobial Resistance and Virulence Factors Assessment 

For each of the 12 MAGs, and the reference chromosome and plasmids, AMR 

genes were predicted using Resistance Gene Identifier (RGI v5.0.0; default parameters) 

and the Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database (CARD v3.0.2) (Jia, Raphenya, 

et al. 2016). Virulence factors were predicted using BLASTX against the Virulence 

Factors Database (VFDB) (Liu, et al. 2018) obtained on Aug 26, 2019 with an e-value 

cut-off of 0.001. Each MAG was then assigned to a reference chromosome and plasmid 

using the above-mentioned mapping criteria for downstream analysis. The ability for 

MAGs to properly recover AMR and VF genes was assessed using only the megahit-

DasTool assembler-binner combination as it was the best performing pair. For each bin, 

the total number of AMR/VF genes recovered were counted and then compared this to 

the number predicted in their assigned reference chromosome and plasmids to 

determine MAG’s gene recovery ability. I then mapped the location of reference 

replicon’s predicted genes to the bins to determine the location of those genes in MAGs. 

Moreover, the assessment of how MAGs based predictions would affect protein 

subcellular localization predictions compared to read-based predictions. The MAG bins 
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from megahit-DasTool assembler-binner combination was also inputted into prodigal 

[@doi:10.1186/1471-2105-11-119] to predict open reading frames (ORFs) using the 

default parameter. The list of predicted proteins is inputted into PSORTb v3.0 (Yu, et al. 

2010) with default parameters and unassembled reads were inputted into PSORTm 

(Peabody, Lau, et al. 2020) with default parameters to predict their subcellular 

localization.  

3.3.1.5. Data availability 

The simulated metagenome, assembly and MAG bins are available at 

https://osf.io/nrejs/. The metagenome simulation workflow is available 

https://github.com/fmaguire/AMR_Metagenome_Simulator 

3.3.2. Results 

3.3.2.1. Recovery of genomic elements 

MAG method’s ability to recovery the original genome varied widely. Some 

genomes are cleanly and accurately binned regardless of the assembler and binning 

method used (Figure 3.1). For example, greater than 92 % of Streptomyces parvulus, 

and greater than 96% of Clostridium baratii chromosomes are represented in individual 

bins across all methods. However, no other genomes were consistently recovered at 

greater than 30 % chromosomal coverage across methods, with the three Streptococcus 

genomes performing the worst (1.7–47.49 % recovered).   
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Figure 3-1. Top genome coverage for input genomes across MAG binners.  
Each dot represents the coverage of a specified genome when it comprised the plurality of the 
sequences in a bin. If a genome did not form the plurality of any bin for a specific binner-
assembler pair, no dot was plotted for that genome and binner-assembler. The binning tool is 
indicated by the colour of the dot as per the legend. Genomes such as Clostridium baratii were 
accurately recovered across all binner-assembler combinations, whereas genomes such as 
Streptococcus macedonicus were systematically poorly recovered. 

With respect to the metagenomic assemblers, megahit resulted in the highest 

median chromosomal coverage across all binners (81.9%), with metaSPAdes 

performing worst (76.8%) (Figure 3.2A). In term of the binners, CONCOCT performed 

the worst (median 26 % coverage for top hit per bin), followed by MaxBin2 (83.1%) and 

MetaBAT2 (88.5%). Unsurprisingly, the metabinner DASTool, combines the prediction of 

the other three binners and performed the best (94.3 %). Across binning tools, MaxBin2 

produced nearly twice as many bins that contains multiple species compared to the rest, 

which produced chimeric bins at approximately the same rates (median 1) (Figure 3.2B). 

There was not a clear relationship between coverage of a bin and purity, with low purity 

but high coverage bins observed, as well as high purity but low coverage bins. 
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Figure 3-2. Overall binning performance for every combination of metagenome 
assembler and MAG binning tool.  

Diamonds in the plots represent outliers (greater or lower than the interquartile range marked by 
the error bars), and the boxes represent the lower quartile, median and upper quartile. (a) 
Chromosomal coverage of the most prevalent genome in each bin across binners and 
metagenome assemblies. Of the three assemblers, megahit resulted in the highest median 
chromosomal coverage (y-axis) across all binners (coloured bars) at 81.9 %, with metaSPAdes 
performing the worst (76.8%). Of the four binners, CONCOCT (red) performed poorly with a 
median coverage, followed by MaxBin2 (blue), MetaBAT2 (purple) and DAS Tool (green) 
performing the best. (b) Distribution of bin purity across assemblers and binners. The total 
number of genomes present in a bin at greater than 5 % coverage (y-axis) was largely equivalent 
across assemblers (x-axis). For the binning tools, MaxBin2 (blue) produced nearly twice as many 
bins containing multiple species compared to CONCOCT (red), MetaBAT2 (purple) and DAS 
Tool (green), which all produced chimeric bins at roughly the same rate. 

Very small proportions of plasmids were correctly grouped in the bin that had the 

same identity as the same source genome, regardless of the tools. Specifically, less 

than 30% were correctly binned at greater than 50% coverage. With between 1.5 % 

IDBA-UD+DASTool being worst (1.5%) and metaSPAdes+CONCOCT performing the 

best (29.2%). Interestingly, metaSPAdes was the most successful at assembling 

plasmids, with 66.2 % of plasmids identifiable at greater than 50 % coverage. On the 
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other hand, MaxBin2 and CONCOCT placed an assembled plasmid, with one exception, 

in a MAG bin. However, less than 30% were correctly binned. MetaBAT2 and DASTool 

binners were more conservative in assigning plasmid contigs to bins; but of those 

assigned to bins, nearly all were correctly binned (Figure 3.3). 

 

Figure 3-3. The performance of metagenomic assembly and binning in recovery 
of plasmid sequences.  

Each plot represents a different metagenome assembler, with the groups of bars along the x-
axes showing the plasmid recovery performance of each binning tool when applied to the 
assemblies produced by that tool. For each of these 12 assembler-binner-pair-produced MAGs, 
the grouped bars from left to right show the percentage of plasmids assembled, assigned to any 
bin and binned with the correct chromosomes. These stages of the evaluation are indicated by 
the bar colours as per the legend. Across all tools the assembly process resulted in the largest 
loss of plasmid sequences and only a small proportion of the assembled plasmids were correctly 
binned. 

Similar to plasmids, GIs were poorly assembled and binned (Figure 3.4). 

However, unlike plasmids, the performance of different methods was less variable, with 

no clear best-performing method. Assembly of GIs with greater than 50 % coverage was 

consistently poor (37.8–44.1 %), with metaSPAdes outperforming slightly. CONCOCT 

and MaxBin2 binning tools again assigned all GIs that were assembled to a bin, 

although the proportion of binned GIs that were correctly binned were again lower than 

for DASTool and MetaBAT2. The binners did not display the same drop between those 

assembled and those correctly binned as was observed for plasmids. In terms of overall 

correct binning with the chromosomes from the same genome, 

metaSPAdes+CONCOCT performed best (44.1 %). 
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Figure 3-4. Impact of metagenomic assembly and MAG binning on recovery of 
GIs.  

GIs were recovered in a similarly poor fashion to plasmids. Regardless of binning (x-axis) and 
assembly (panel) methods, less than 40% of GIs were correctly assigned to the correct source 
genome. MaxBin2 and CONCOCT placed GIs in a bin the majority of the time (orange); however, 
a very small fraction was correctly binned (green). Generally, GIs were correctly binned better 
than plasmids with DAS Tool, MetaBAT2 and CONCOCT. 

3.3.2.2. Recovery of antimicrobial resistance genes and virulence 
factors 

MAGs displayed a poor AMR gene recovery with only ~49–55 % of all AMR 

genes predicted in our reference genomes recovered. Again, metaSPAdes performing 

marginally better than other assemblers (Figure 3.5A). Binning the contigs resulted in a 

~1–15 % loss in AMR gene recovery with the concoct-metaSPAdes pair performing best 

at only 1 % loss. Overall, only 24–40 % of all AMR genes were correctly binned. This was 

highest in the metaSPAdes-CONCOCT pair (40 %). Moreover, focusing on only the AMR 

genes that were correctly binned (Figure 3.5B), the impact of different genomic contexts 

(i.e., chromosomal, plasmid, GI) was evaluated. Across all methods only 30–53 % of all 

chromosomally located AMR genes (n=120), 0–45 % of GI located AMR genes (n=11) 

and none of the plasmid-localized AMR genes (n=20) were correctly binned. 

Using a similar approach, I investigated the impact of MAG methods on virulence 

factor (VF) gene recovery. A similar trend as AMR genes (Figure 3.6A) was observed. 

56-64 % of VFs were identifiable in the assemblies, with megahit recovering the greatest 

proportion. The binning process further reduced the number of recovered VFs by 4–

26 %. Like AMR genes, metaSPAdes-CONCOCT performed the best (4 % reduction). 

Most VF genes assigned to a bin were assigned to the correct bin, with metaSPAdes-
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CONCOCT again performed best with 43 % of all VFs correctly assigned. As with AMR 

genes, binning performance of a given VF largely depended on the genomic context, 

i.e., chromosome, plasmid, or GI (Figure 6B). The majority (73–98 %) of all 

chromosomally located VF genes (n=757) were correctly binned. However, 0–16 % of 

GI-localized VF genes (n=809) and again none of the plasmid-associated VF genes 

(n=3) were recovered across all 12 MAG pipelines. 

Both results highlighted that mobile genomic component (GIs and plasmids) and 

plasmids are lost at a disproportionately higher rate than individual gene types during 

MAG recovery. This also emphasizes that better metagenomic assembly does not 

necessarily result in better binning/recovery of GIs and plasmids. 
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Figure 3-5. Recovery of AMR genes across assemblers, binners and genomic 
context. 

(a) The proportion of reference AMR genes recovered (y-axis) was largely similar across 
assembly tools (panels as indicated by title) at roughly 50 %, with metaSPAdes performing 
marginally better overall. Binning tools (x-axis) resulted in a small reduction in AMR genes 
recovered (orange); however, only 24–40 % of all AMR genes were correctly binned (green). 
metaSPAdes- CONCOCT was the best performing MAG binning pipeline. (b) Per cent of 
correctly binned AMR genes recovered by genomic context. MAG methods were best at 
recovering chromosomally located AMR genes (light blue) regardless of metagenomic assembler 
or binning tool used. Recovery of AMR genes in GIs showed a bigger variation between tools 
(light green). None of the 12 evaluated MAG recovery methods were able to recover plasmid-
located AMR genes. 
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Figure 3-6. Recovery of VF genes across assemblers, binners and genomic 
context.  

(a) Per cent of reference VF genes recovered across assemblers and binners. The proportion of 
reference VF genes recovered (y-axis) exhibited a similar trend as AMR genes. Recovery was 
greatest after the assembling stage (blue), with megahit performing best. Binning tools resulted in 
a larger reduction in VF genes recovered (orange) compared to AMR genes. However, in the 
majority of cases, VF genes that were binned were correctly binned (green). metaSPAdes- 
CONCOCT was again the best performing pair. (b) Per cent of correctly binned VF genes 
recovered in each genomic region. MAGs were again best at recovering chromosomally located 
VF genes (light blue), and able to correctly bin the majority of chromosomally located VFs. Again, 
there was very poor performance in terms of the recovery of GIs (light green), and none of the 
plasmid-located AMR genes (orange) were correctly binned. 

Lastly, to explore the potential causes of poor assembly and binning of MGEs, I 

analyzed the coverage distribution from mapping our synthetically generated reads back 

to the original chromosomes, GIs, and plasmids from which they were simulated. This 

analysis identified that while coverage of our synthetic metagenome was consistently 

between 91–100 % across all reference chromosomes, the coverage of GIs and 
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plasmids encompassed a larger range (Fig. 7). Inspecting individual genomes shows 

large spikes and drops in coverage and per base read depth in and around these 

elements. This variability in coverage might be attributed to repeated elements and the 

sequence composition differences that are commonly associated with MGEs. This issue 

is likely responsible for failures to accurately estimate the read-depth/coverage in these 

regions, upon which both assembly (in traversal of the assembly graph) and binning rely. 
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Figure 3-7. Mean coverage by genomic region. 
The mean coverage of our synthetic reads to their source genome is plotted by their genomic 
region. Chromosome (blue) and GI (green) displayed a similar mean coverage of ~96.5 %. 
Plasmids (orange) had a higher mean coverage at ~98 %. The per genome coverage range of 
plasmids and GIs are higher than that of chromosomes. Diamond dots indicate the mean 
coverage of a region and black dots indicate outliers. 
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3.4. Exploratory investigation of utilizing deep learning 
methods to detect antimicrobial resistance genes and 
genomic islands in metagenomes 

3.4.1. Methods 

3.4.1.1. The GI-BERT and AMR-BERT models 

GI-BERT and AMR-BERT models are adapted from a previous tool, DNABERT, 

which had adapted the Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformers (BERT) 

model, a machine learning technique for natural language processing (Ji, Zhou, et al. 

2021). BERT is a high performing natural language processing, transformer-based, 

contextualized language representation model. The work outlined in chapter 3.3.2 

utilized a modified version of DNABERT for prediction of AMR genes and genomic 

islands from metagenomes. In short, DNABERT’s input is a series of tokenized k-mer 

sequences. These tokens also contain a CLS token (a tag representing meaning of 

entire sentence), a SEP token (sentence separator) and MASK tokens (to represent 

masked k-mers in pre-training). The input is then passed through an embedding layer, 

which converts each sequence into a matrix M by embedding each token into a 

numerical vector. Then, the matrix is fed to 12 Transformer blocks. The first output 

among the last hidden states will be used for sentence-level classification while outputs 

for individual masked token will be used for token-level classification. DNABERT follows 

a pre-training/fine-tuning scheme in which the model learns basic syntax and semantics 

of DNA during pre-training and then fine-tunes the model for specific predictive tasks - in 

our case, that is predicting AMR and GIs from DNA sequences.  

3.4.1.2. Training of the GI-BERT and AMR-BERT Model 

The first step of the BERT model requires the tokenization of DNA sequences. 

Following the methods in DNABERT, DNA sequences are represented as k-mers of size 

6. Therefore, the entire vocabulary of the model consists of all the permutations of the 6-

mer and five special tokens: [CLS] stands for classification token; [PAD] stands for 

padding token, [UNK] stands for unknown token, [SEP] stands for separation token and 

[MASK] stands for masked token. In total, there were 4101 tokens.  

Next, the pre-training step tuned the model to understand the sematic rules of the 

DNA language. Using a sequence of maximum length of 512 bases as input, these 
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sequences were tokenized into k-mers with CLS and SEP flanking the beginning and 

end of the sequence. In the pre-training step, DNABERT learns by masking contiguous 

k-length spans of certain k-mers, then infers that masked k-mer from the immediately 

surrounding k-mers. For GI-BERT and AMR-BERT models, the E.coli K12-MG1655 

genome (RefSeq Accession: NC_000913.3) was used as the pre-training data. Given 

the maximum length requirement of 512 bases, the E.coli genome was split via two 

approaches: 1) direct non-overlap splitting where consecutive sequences of length (?) 

512 are taken from the genome until the end, and 2) random sampling where random 

512 bases are taken from the genome until the number of bases is equal to the genome 

size. The 512 base sequences from the two approaches are then concatenated and fed 

as input into DNABERT using the default learning parameters. In short, the pre-training 

involved 120000 steps with a batch size of 2000. 15% of tokens are masked in the first 

100000 step and 20% are masked for the last 20000 steps. The learning rate was 

linearly increased from 0 to 4e-4 in the first 10000 steps and then linearly decreased to 0 

after 200000 steps. The pre-training used the same model architecture as the base 

BERT, which consists of 12 Transformer layers with 768 hidden units and 12 attention 

heads in each layer. The GI-BERT and AMR-BERT models were trained with half-

precision floating point arithmetic on the Compute Canada Cedar cluster with 2 x NVDIA 

P100 Pascal GPUs. The pre-training with this dataset took ~7days. 

Lastly, I fine-tuned the previous models with task-specific data. For AMR-BERT, 

the task was to provide a binary classification of whether a sequence was an AMR gene 

or not. For GI-BERT, the task involved the binary classification of sequences into GI or 

not GI. The training and evaluation data contained labelled sequences of each class 

(see 3.3.2.3 for dataset details) and a modified tokenizer, allowing a maximum sequence 

length of 3072 bases. An adjusted learning rate of 2e-4 was used with a batch size of 6 

for a total of 3 training epochs was used for the best performing model. Three models 

were generated that maximized either precision, recall, or F1 score. The fine-tuning of 

GI-BERT and AMR-BERT models were done with half-precision floating point arithmetic 

on the Compute Canada Cedar cluster with 2 x NVDIA V100 Volta 32GB GPUs. Each 

fine-tuning run took ~4-6 days depending on the batch size and epochs. 
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3.4.1.3. Training and Evaluation Datasets 

For antimicrobial resistance gene (ARG) predictions, 2904 AMR homologs (i.e., 

positive dataset) from CARD (v3.1.4) and 2904 random, non-AMR associated genes (i.e. 

negative dataset) were used as the training data for fine-tuning. For evaluation, 2300 x 

251 base sequences were taken from CARD prevalence and 2300 x 251 base 

sequences of random genes were used to evaluate the accuracies of the model. For 

genomic island (GI) predictions, the training dataset contains 80 literature curated GIs 

(i.e., positive dataset) from Bertelli et al. 2018 and 80 non-GI regions (i.e., negative 

dataset) from the same genomes. The evaluation set consisted of 4500 x 3003 base 

sequences chosen from the IslandViewer4 pre-calculated genomes database, and 4500 

x 3003 base sequences from regions not predicted to be GI of the same genome. The 

accessions that were used in the training set were excluded from the evaluation set.  

3.4.1.4. Data Availability 

The GI-BERT and AMR-BERT models and training data are available at 

https://github.com/bfjia/xBERT.  

3.4.2. Results 

3.4.2.1. AMR-BERT model does not classify AMR genes from short 
reads with sufficient accuracy  

Firstly, a binary classification of 251 base sequences to predict whether it is an 

AMR gene or not was performed. Using the fine-tuning dataset, AMR-BERT produced a 

best classification accuracy of 87%, with precision at 89% and recall at 85%. i.e., there 

were more false positives than false negatives. I also attempted to maximized recall with 

the AMR-BERT model. The best recall rate the model achieved was 90%, with a very 

low precision of 25%. Given our best-case scenario (87% accuracy), this prediction 

method was not further optimized or evaluated as multiple other tools exist that predicts 

AMR genes from metagenomic data with far greater accuracy (See section 3.5 for 

details). For example, homology-search methods like BLASTX and DIAMOND-BLASTX 

achieved an AMR classification accuracy of greater than 95%. The utilization of 

homology search tools was preferred instead. 
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3.4.2.2. GI-BERT model classifies genomic islands from DNA 
sequences with similar accuracies than the existing consensus methods  

Unlike AMR-BERT, GI-BERT performed much better in the binary classification 

of 3072 base DNA sequences to predict genomic islands. I compared the prediction 

metrics of GI-BERT with the consensus method IslandViewer4, along with each 

individual tool within IslandViewer4, using the evaluation data from Bertelli et al, 2018, 

termed “new genome files”. See table 3-2 for predictive metrics of all tools. In summary, 

the unoptimized model, i.e., with no hyperparameter tuning, performed better than any of 

the individual GI prediction tools. GI-BERT achieved a F1 score of 0.69 with a precision 

of 0.77 and recall of 0.71. Individual GI prediction tools had a F1 score ranging between 

0.2-0.55, with precision ranging from 0.55-0.92 and recall between 0.14 - 0.68. This 

unoptimized model did not perform better than the consensus IslandViewer4 (F1=0.78, 

Precision = 0.9, Recall = 0.73). Given the success of GI-BERT, I opted for some 

rudimentary, manual hyperparameter optimization that involved reducing the batch size, 

learning rate, and number of training epochs. As expected, the manually optimized 

model performed better. The optimized GI-BERT produced a best F1 score of 0.82 with 

0.82% precision and recall, which is on-par with the consensus method IslandViewer4 

(F1=0.78, Precision = 0.9, Recall = 0.73). Other metrics were largely similar as well with 

MCC=0.67 and 0.70, and accuracy of 0.85 and 0.89 for GI-BERT and IslandViewer4 

respectively. It should be noted that IslandViewer4 was designed to have high precision 

at a cost of recall whereas GI-BERT’s prediction was trained to balanced both. Due to 

the limited computational resources, I did not calculate a recipient-operator curve. 

Nevertheless, the results here indicate the potential of using deep-learning machine 

learning methods for genomic island prediction from DNA sequences that needs to be 

further evaluated.  
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Method MCC F-Score Accuracy Precision Recall 
GI-BERT Unoptimized 0.48 0.69 0.71 0.77 0.71 

GI-BERT Optimized 0.67 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 
IslandViewer4 0.70 0.78 0.89 0.90 0.73 

SIGI-HMM 0.35 0.37 0.73 0.92 0.26 
IslandPath-DIMOB v1 0.49 0.55 0.77 0.87 0.47 

MTGpick 0.32 0.56 0.70 0.55 0.68 
ZislandExplorer 0.2 0.23 0.69 0.85 0.18 

Islander 0.19 0.20 0.7 0.97 0.14 
MSGIP 0.15 0.20 0.68 0.87 0.16 

Table 3-2. Comparison of prediction metrics calculated for GI-BERT and 
existing tools using the “new genome files” dataset from Bertelli et 
al 2018. Best performing tool of each metric is highlighted in black. 
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3.5. Systematic evaluation of metagenomic read-based 
antimicrobial resistance gene detection and AMRTime: Tool 
for detection of AMR genes from metagenomic data 

Chapter 3.5 is in preparation for publication. 

3.5.1. Methods 

3.5.1.1. Creating the synthetic evaluation metagenome  

The metagenome used to assess homology-based AMR detection performance 

from reads was constructed using the WHO priority pathogen genomes and plasmid 

assembled as well as sequences from CARD database. These were annotated with the 

Resistance Gene Identifier (RGI) version 4.0.1 with default parameters using the CARD 

(v2.0.3) database. The genome and plasmid assemblies were randomly assigned a 

relative abundance between 1-10 copies. Then, 250-base-pair single-ended reads were 

simulated at an average depth of 25 under the MiSeq v3 empirical error profile (‘msv3’) 

setting of ‘art illumina’ (v2.5.8). This resulted in total of 23,223,129 reads, of which 

119,522 came from an RGI annotated AMR gene, defined as a minimum overlap of 

50bp, and the remaining 23,103,607 reads from DNA that contained no annotated AMR 

genes. Additionally, to increase coverage of all known AMR protein-coding determinants, 

7,094,306 x 250bp reads were simulated at random from a database containing all 

CARD characterised (v2.0.3) and in silico predicted AMR alleles (v3.0.2) nucleotide 

sequences from protein-coding AMR determinants (i.e., excluding rRNA mutations) 

using the same approach. These reads and respective labels were then combined with 

the reads simulated from the genomic data to produce a dataset comprising a total of 

30,317,435 reads. 

For assessing the detection of SNPs conferring AMR in metagenomic data, 110 

AMR determinants (55 mutant + 55 wildtype) that contains a known SNP causing AMR 

from CARD is randomly inserted into the benchmarking dataset from (Maguire, et al. 

2020), hereafter referred to as “Synthetic Variants”. This benchmarking set contains the 

same 30 bacterial species from chapter 3.3.1 with randomly assigned relative 

abundance following the same distributions. This synthetic metagenome is simulated 
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using the same parameters as the Synthetic Homolog dataset, generating a dataset of 

16,481,784 paired end reads.  

In addition, two synthetic metagenomes from the CAMI2 challenge (Fritz, et al. 

2019), here after referred to as CAMI-1 and CAMI-11, two mock datasets, from 

(LomanLab n.d.) (referred to as “Zymo”) and (Peabody, Caravas, et al. 2017) (referred to 

as “Peabody”), consisting of predetermined spiked-in bacterial communities sequenced 

on an Illumina MiSeq, and one clinical dataset, hereby referred to as “IC9”, that gut 

metagenome of a chronically critically ill patient collected in a critical care unit harboring 

many antibiotic-resistant strains, from (Ivanova, et al. 2022), were used to assess the 

accuracy of the most versatile metagenomic AMR detection methods. RGI version 4.2.3 

and CARD 3.1.4 was used to annotate the reference genomes of each dataset to 

identify the ground truth resistome. Accuracy is calculated as the precision and recall of 

detected AMR genes against the ground truth resistome predicted by RGI.   

3.5.1.2. Tools and parameters used for homology-based search of 
AMR genes from metagenomic data. 

A complete listing of tools and parameters used is given in Figure 3-8 and Table 

3.3 and summarized below. Runs were initially performed with looser thresholds to 

include a large set of candidate matches, then subjected to a set of more stringent 

Evalues/bitscores thresholds to assess performance at a range of different stringencies. 
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Query Database Tool Version Run-time 
Nucleotide Nucleotide BLASTN 2.7.1+ algorithm={MEGABLAST,BLASTN}, 

wordsize={3}  
BWA-MEM 0.7.17-

r1188 
minscore={15,30,45} 

Bowtie2 2.3.4.3 mode={end-to-end,local}, 
sensitivity={very-
fast,fast,sensitive,very-sensitive} 

biobloom 2.1.1-
dirty 

k={5,9,15,25} 

groot 0.8.2 k={5,7,9}, h={64,128,256}, j={0.90, 
0.99} 

HMMsearch 3.2.1 default 
Nucleotide Amino Acid BLASTX 2.7.1+ wordsize={3}  

DIAMOND-
BLASTX 

0.9.22 sensitivity={default,sensitive,more 
sensitive} 

PALADIN 1.3.1 minscore={5,15,25} 
Amino Acid Amino Acid BLASTP 2.7.1+ wordsize={3}  

DIAMOND-
BLASTP 

0.9.22 sensitivity={default,sensitive,more 
sensitive} 

HMMsearch 0.3.2 default 

Table 3-3. Summary of tools used, version and run-time parameter settings 
evaluated.  
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Figure 3-8. Overview of the evaluation framework 

A simulated metagenome was generated from CARD AMR gene sequences and 

a selection of 11 WHO Priority Pathogen genomes using `ART-simulator'. The 

performance of different homology-search tools was then assessed against both 

nucleotide and protein reference sequences from the CARD database.  ORFM was used 

to predict and conceptually translate ORFs. Tools named in italics could only be 

assessed at the AMR family level instead of individual gene accuracy. Tools indicated by 

`*' only performed filtering-level classification and are absent from further accuracy 

analyses.  

DNA Query and DNA Database Methods 

The query input file for this search paradigm consisted of the raw simulated 

reads in FASTA format with nonAGCT (i.e., IUPAC ambiguity characters) replaced with 

Ns. All searches under this paradigm used a concatenated FASTA of the CARD 

canonical nucleotide sequences (v2.0.3) as a database indexed as required by the tool 

in question.  
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BLAST: BLASTN (v2.7.1+) was run only with default settings (word size of 3) due 

to the lengthy run-time for this tool on full metagenomic datasets.  

Burrows-Wheeler Transform: The CARD nucleotide database was indexed using 

‘bowtie2-build’ then mapped using ‘bowtie2’ (v2.3.4.3). AMR SNPs were predicted with 

‘bowtie2 mpileup’ with a range (0-25) of minimum base quality threshold assessed. For 

BWAMEM (v0.7.17-r1188) the CARD sequences were indexed using ‘bwa index’ before 

alignment using ‘BWA-MEM’. All output BAM files were filtered to remove unmapped 

reads and then sorted by read name and edit distance via the command ‘samtools sort‘.  

HMMsearch: CARD nucleotide sequences were exported to AMR gene family 

FASTA files with the ‘dump to  gene family fasta.py’ accessory script based on the 

CARD Antibiotic Resistance Ontology (ARO). These individual families were then 

aligned using ‘mafft’ (v7.310) with the ‘–auto’ setting and the resulting multiple sequence 

alignments (MSAs) were converted to Stockholm format. The MSAs were then used to 

train HMMs using HMMER3 (v3.2.1) with the ‘hmmbuild’ command and compressed into 

a single database file using ‘hmmpress’. Finally, the metagenome reads in fasta format 

were used as a query to ‘hmmsearch’. The resulting alignments were filtered using 

minimum E-values of 1e−5, 1e−10, 1e−20, and 1e−40 as well as minimum scores of 50, 

100, 150, and 200. 

K-mer Methods: BioBloom (v2.1.1-dirty) was used to generate Bloom filters of k-

mer sizes 5, 9, 15, 25 via biobloommaker from the CARD nucleotide sequences. The 

simulated metagenomic reads were then used to query these Bloom filters using 

biobloomcategorizer with a minimum score threshold of 1. For the method groot (v0.8.2), 

the CARD database nucleotides were clustered at 90% and indexed for read length of 

250 following the same protocol as the built-in pre-prepared CARD database. These 

databases were indexed, and the alignment was then performed on each of these 

indexed databases.  

DNA Query and Protein Database Methods 

This section includes methods that had a built-in 6-frame translation system. All 

searches under this paradigm used the raw simulated reads in FASTA format and the 

concatenated FASTA of the CARD canonical protein sequences (v2.0.3) as a database 

indexed as required by the tool in question. 
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BLASTX and DIAMOND: BLASTX (v2.7.1+) was only run with the default word 

size due to it’s long run-time. DIAMOND (v0.9.22.123) (19) was also used in ‘BLASTX’ 

mode (i.e. DIAMOND-BLASTX) with a ‘max target seqs’ of 1 for each read query and 

output in tabular BLAST format.  

Burrows-Wheeler Transform: PALADIN (v1.3.1) (17) was used to align translated 

reads against the indexed CARD protein database, output BAM files were filtered to 

remove unmapped reads and then sorted by read name and edit distance via ‘samtools 

sort’. 

Protein Query and Protein Database Methods 

ORFs were predicted from the query metagenomic reads using OrfM (v0.7.1) 

(27) with a minimum number of nucleotides required to call an ORF set to 96 (i.e. 32 

amino acids). All DNA query-protein database searches used a concatenated FASTA of 

the CARD canonical protein sequences (v2.0.3) as a database indexed as required by 

the tool in question. 

BLASTP and DIAMOND-BLASTP: BLASTP’s (v2.7.1+) output table was then 

filtered to retain only the top hit for each query. DIAMOND (v0.9.22.123) was used in 

‘BLASTP’ mode (i.e. DIAMOND-BLASTP) with a single top hit for each query. The 

outputs for all runs of both DIAMOND-BLASTP and BLASTP were then filtered at E-

values of ≤1e−5 and ≤1e−10 as well as the bitscore cut-offs of ≥50 and ≥100. 

HMMsearch: HMMER3 (v3.2.1) (26) was used to query the amino acid ORFs in 

the same manner as HMMER3 for the nucleotide query with the lone difference of using 

the CARD protein sequences to generate the MSAs and trained HMMs. The resulting 

alignments were filtered using minimum E-values of 1e−5, 1e−10, 1e−20, and 1e−40 as 

well as minimum scores of 50, 100, 150, and 200. 

3.5.1.3. Identification of AMR gene homologs and gene variants in 
metagenomic data. 

For identification of AMR gene homologs DIAMOND-BLASTX (v2.7.1+) in more-

sensitive mode was executed with a ‘max target seqs’ of 1 for each read query and 

output in tabular BLAST format. Results were filtered down to the top scoring hit for each 

read by bitscore and then thresholded at a bitscore cut-offs of ≥100). For identification of 
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AMR gene variants, Bowtie2 in local and very-sensitive mode was used to align 

metagenomic reads to a reference nucleotide FASTA file containing all known AMR 

genes with mutations conferring resistance from CARD 3.1.4. Aligned reads that 

mapped to reference AMR genes is retained and were sorted and summarized using 

`samtools mpileup`. Then, the CARD recorded mutation position is examined for 

variants, including both protein variants and nucleotide variants (rRNA mutations). These 

variants include single mutations, multiple co-occurrent mutations, frameshift, nonsense, 

and indels. If a resistant variant is identified, supporting information such as depth, 

mapping quality, and the total occurrence of the mutant base found are recorded. The 

resulting variants are then filtered using parameters, including read depth, mapping 

quality, and base occurrence count, optimized using the evaluation dataset to maximize 

precision and recall. 

3.5.1.4. Assessment of Classification Accuracy 

For AMR homologs, metrics were calculated at 3 different levels. Firstly, the 

overall precision and recall of AMR gene detection was calculated (i.e., the proportion of 

reads identified as AMR which were actually AMR-derived, and the proportion of all AMR 

reads in the metagenome that were recovered by the tool). The harmonic mean of these 

two metrics was also summarised in the form of F1-scores. AMR gene family accuracy 

metrics were then also calculated for each of the AMR gene families defined in CARD’s 

ARO. The parameter settings for each tool that generated the highest mean gene family 

accuracy was selected for reporting in the manuscript. For each AMR gene family, I 

tabulated the proportion of reads derived from that family that were correctly assigned to 

that family, the proportion assigned to an incorrect family, and the proportion of the 

reads that were missed i.e., false negatives. I also calculated the proportion of total 

reads identified as belonging to a given family that were false positives i.e., non-AMR 

reads identified as AMR reads of that family. Finally, the accuracy was calculated at the 

level of individual AMR genes within CARD for the parameter settings which generated 

the highest overall median gene-level accuracy for each tool, i.e., the proportion of reads 

derived from a given gene that were correctly identified as belonging to that gene. As 

AMR gene families had variable sizes and diversity, the overall gene level accuracy 

metric was again calculated excluding the 25 largest gene families, the 25 families 

containing the most similar sequences, and the beta-lactamase gene families. Diversity 

was assessed by performing all-vs-all BLASTN searches for each nucleotide sequence 
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in CARD. Similarly, for AMR variants, precision and recall were calculated using the 

presence/absence of resistant variant in the prediction versus ground truth of each 

dataset. 

3.5.1.5. Assessment of runtime 

For AMR homolog detection, tools were run separately on a single dedicated 

machine with 126GB of memory and 2 6-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-1650v2 CPUs 

(3.50GHz). Each tool was run using 2 processors (if the tool supported multiple 

processors) using an Arch-Linux operating system running a 4.20.1 kernel. 

Computational performance was tallied using GNU ‘time’ v1.8 using the ‘-f ”%C %e %M”’ 

option and was included for the homology-search component itself. For AMR variant 

detection, tools were run on a machine with 64GB of memory and a 16-core Intel I7-

12700KF CPU (3.6Ghz). Each tool was run using 2 processors. The process of 

generating the indexed reference database for each tool was not included in runtime 

assessment; in general, database construction was significantly less demanding than 

the query process itself and was a constant factor that did not scale with the number of 

queries. 

3.5.1.6. Data availability 

The simulated metagenome is available at https://osf.io/62ef8. The AMRTime 

tool is available at https://github.com/beiko-lab/AMRtime. The STP-AMRTime tool is 

available at https://github.com/bfjia/ProjectAMRVariant 

3.5.2. Results 

3.5.2.1. Detection of AMR Genes 

Together, the precision and recall values of all tested tools and parameter for a 

range of thresholds were mapped onto a Precision-Recall plot (Figure 3-9). Protein 

databases, with either 6-frame translated or ORF queries, consistently achieved greater 

than 90% precision and recall. These tools utilized BWT, in case of PALADIN, or BLAST 

methods, in case of BLASTP/X, DIAMOND-BLASTP/X. On the other hand, BWA-MEM 

and BLASTN, which uses nucleotide databases, also achieved greater than 90% 

precision and recall. Of these approaches, BWA-MEM had the overall highest precision 

(97%) but poorer recall (90%). BLASTX and BLASTP had the highest overall recall 
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(99.5%) at a cost of precision (90%). The top three tools had similar F1 scores, and 

these were the BLAST+ tools (BLASTN, BLASTX, and BLASTP) with a ≥100 bitscore 

filter (F1 = ~95.7%), followed by DIAMOND-BLASTX at ‘more sensitive’ sensitivity and a 

similar ≥100 bitscore (F1 = 95.6%), and PALADIN with a minimum alignment score of 5 

(F1 = 95.4%). The only other approaches with an F1-score more than 0.95 were 

DIAMOND BLASTP and BLASTX in ‘more sensitive’ mode with different E-value and 

bitscore cut-offs and PALADIN with different minimum alignment scores. Of these tools, 

DIAMOND-BLASTX, in more-sensitive mode, and DIAMOND-BLASTP with a minimum 

E-value of 1e−10 had the highest recall (99%) at the expense of a lower precision of 

92%. 

On the other hand, groot exhibited extremely low recall (less than 0.5%) but had 

the highest overall precision (99%) across a range of settings. However, the low recall 

demonstrates that most AMR related reads were not detected. The other k-mer based 

method, biobloom, had the highest observed recall (100%) but at the lowest precision 

(13-24%). Interestingly, despite its reputation for sensitivity, HMMsearch displayed a 

similar failure mode, with precision of 79-92% for nucleotides and 80-93% for amino 

acids. Again, this was paired with a very low recall (11-28% and 24-65% for nucleotides 

and amino acids, respectively). 
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Figure 3-9. Accuracy of evaluated methods and parameter settings with respect 
to read-based AMR detection. 

The pairwise precision (Y-Axis) – recall (X-Axis) was plotted for each tool (colored dots) A) 
contains the full precision-recall space across all methods and parameters evaluated with the 
color indicating the homology search paradigm used.  B) shows the subset of (A) with greater 
than 90% precision and recall indicated by the hashed box in (A). The specific tool is indicated by 
the legend. 

3.5.2.2. AMR Classification Accuracy 

For family-Level AMR homolog classification accuracy, many of the methods 

tested achieved scores of greater than 95% in classifying reads at the AMR gene family 

level. In particular, the BLAST methods (BLASTP, BLASTX, BLASTN, DIAMOND-

BLASTX, DIAMOND-BLASTP) were the most accurate in terms of family-level 
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classification of individual AMR reads, with a mean proportion of reads per family correct 

of 0.98-0.99 (Figure 3-10A, B). The BWT methods PALADIN (0.96), BWA-MEM (0.95) 

and Bowtie2 (0.94) also performed relatively well in terms of family-level classification. 

Consistent with what was observed in section 3.5.2.2, HMMs and groot (less than 2%) 

again performed poorly. However, protein-space HMMs was far more accurate than 

nucleotide, with 94% versus 47% of reads per family correctly assigned respectively. 

With respect to false positives and false negatives, expressed as a proportion of reads 

per family predicted to be false positive/negatives, varied across approaches (Figure 3-

10C, D). Of the previous tools noted with a high true positive rate, BWT methods BWA-

MEM (42%) had the highest false positive rate, while PALADIN (11%) and Bowtie2 (8%) 

had lower false positive rates than BLAST based methods. BLAST-based methods had 

very consistent family false-positive proportion (~22%), except for BLASTN that had a 

false-positive rate of 12%. HMMSearch had a some the highest levels of false positives 

(33% and 47% for amino-acid and nucleotide models respectively). In term of false 

negative proportions, all tools, except for HMMSearch in nucleotide space (54%), had 

less than 3% false negatives. Overall, bowtie2 produced the best balance of recall and 

precision for read-based AMR family classification.  

It should be noted that these AMR gene families vary in size. For example, the 

OXA beta-lactamase family have greater than 400 genes within it. The worst 50 

performing families were then broken down in terms of average classification accuracy 

across the best settings for all tools. This revealed some interesting patterns among 

these families (Figure 3-11). For example, and as expected, the majority of families had 

consistent poor performance across tools of the same paradigm e.g. BLAST versus 

BWT based. The choice of protein or nucleotide database also made a difference with 

nucleotide databases performing slightly worse for some families (e.g. Penicillin-binding 

proteins). This was most obvious for HMMsearch where the better performance of the 

amino acid models was clear (with only gyrB and ampC-type beta-lactamase AMR gene 

families performing better under nucleotide models). 
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Figure 3-10. Distribution of classification performance across AMR gene families 
for each tool. 

The proportion (X-Axis) are calculated for each tool (Y-Axis) using the setting that yielded 
maximum mean family accuracy. A) shows the proportion of reads assigned to the correct family 
for each family. B) displays the proportion of reads assigned to the wrong family for each family. 
C) represents the proportion of false positives for each family, i.e., non-AMR reads placed 
erroneously within a family, D) shows the corresponding false negative distribution for the best 
parameter setting of each tool, i.e., AMR reads not placed into any family. 
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Figure 3-11. Proportion of reads correctly classified for worst 50 AMR gene 
families for each tool. 

Each tool is represented by the run with the best parameter settings in terms of mean AMR gene 
family accuracy (color, darker is worse). Worst predicted families were selected based on the 
lowest median accuracy across these best tool runs. Rows and columns were hierarchically 
clustered based on Euclidean distance in seaqborn. 

In terms of gene-level AMR homolog classification accuracy of the 2,433 

individual AMR genes, it was much lower regardless of the tool used (Figure 3-12). I 

evaluated the proportion of reads from each gene that were correctly identified as being 

derived from that gene. With respect to the proportion of reads per gene assigned 
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correctly, the best performing tool was consistently BLASTN (62%) across all 

parameters. These were very closely followed by the nucleotide based BWT methods, 

with BWA-MEM having the same performance of 55% for all evaluated settings, and 

Bowtie2 ranging from 55% at ‘local very sensitive’ down to 50% with ‘end-to-end fast’. 

The most accurate protein-space methods were against BLAST based, with BLASTP > 

BLASTX > DIAMOND-BLASTX > DIAMOND-BLASTP (45-40%). Groot, the k-mer based 

tool, again had the lowest accuracy at the gene-level (less than 0.8%).  

It is hypothesized that the most likely source of error in correctly identifying 

individual AMR genes were those families with highly similar gene sequences. i.e., some 

beta-lactamases. Therefore, the distribution of pairwise BLASTN bitscores within a 

family was visualized (Figure 3-13) and the score used to remove the 25 families with 

the highest median pairwise bitscore. Unsurprisingly, a majority of these were beta-

lactamase families. Removing these resulted in an overall accuracy increase by 10% 

across all tools (Figure 3-15A). Moreover, the accuracies excluding the 25 largest AMR 

gene families (Figure 3-14) was calculated. While still dominated by beta-lactamases, 

this removed a higher number of non-beta-lactamase families (e.g. efflux pumps). This 

resulted in a considerable increase in mean gene accuracy across all tools by 25% 

(Figure 3-15B). Lastly, since 94 beta-lactamase gene families were present in both 

groups, a dataset in which all the beta-lactamase families were removed yielded the 

biggest overall increase in accuracy by 25% (Figure 3-15C). This result indicates that 

families with the biggest disruption on gene-level accuracy were all families that 

contained large number of genes with similar sequences. 
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Figure 3-12. Distribution of gene-specific performance for each tool in terms of 
median gene-level accuracy.  

Overall gene-level accuracy at the best performance parameters across each gene for each tool 
indicating the proportion of reads assigned to the correct AMR gene for each gene. The left-most 
edge of the boxplots represents the lower quartile, followed by the median, and upper quartile as 
you move right. The whisker lines represent the inter-quartile range and points outside of this are 
identified as outliers and shown as points. BLAST based methodologies had marginally higher 
accuracies, with BLASTN being the best performing tool.  
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Figure 3-13. Distrbution of pairwise BLASTN bitscores within a family.   
Pairwise bitscores (X-axis) of each AMR gene family (X-axis) was calculated using BLASTN and normalized. The families with a score of 1 
indicates that the genes with that family have near identical DNA sequences. The beta-lactamases families (bottom of graph) consistently (24 of 
the top 25 families) have the most similar genes. 
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Figure 3-14. Distribution of the number of genes within a family.  
The number of  (X-axis) of each AMR gene family (X-axis) was calculated using BLASTN and normalized. The graph is truncated to show only the 
top 100 AMR families. The beta-lactamases families (bottom of graph), with certain aminoglycoside resistance genes consistently have the largest 
families. 
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Figure 3-15. Distribution of gene-specific performance for each tool at its “best” 
parameter setting in terms of median gene-level accuracy with 
certain families removed.  

The proportion (X-Axis) are calculated for each tool (Y-Axis) using the setting that yielded 
maximum mean family accuracy A) shows the overall gene-level accuracy, excluding the 25 most 
similar families. B) shows the overall gene-level accuracy across each gene for each tool, but 
excluding the 25 largest AMR gene families. C) shows the overall gene-level accuracy across 
each gene for each tool, but excluding all beta-lactamase genes. The left-most edge of the 
boxplots represents the lower quartile, followed by the median, and upper quartile as you move 
right.  The whisker lines represent the inter-quartile range and points outside of this are identified 
as outliers and shown as points. Removing the beta-lactamases families yielded the greatest 
increase in gene-level classification accuracy. 

Lastly, I looked at known AMR Variant classification accuracy. Given the high 

performance of BWT methods, particularly bowtie2, in the nucleotide space for overall 

gene-level classifications, I evaluated its detection accuracy of AMR variants conferring 

resistance from metagenomic data using a synthetic metagenome dataset of known 

resistant and non-resistant AMR Variants (see methods 3.5.1.4). For protein variants 

(Figure 3-16A), the best combination of filtering parameters achieved a precision of 86% 

with a recall of 82% (MCC=80.88%). With altered filtering criteria, the maximum recall 

achieved was 86% (precision = 76%) while the maximum precision achieved was 100% 

(recall = 31%). For rRNA variants (Figure 3-16B), the best combination assessed 

achieved a precision of 80% with recall of 76%, which is also the best recall bowtie2 can 
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achieve in detecting rRNA variants. The maximum precision achieved with adjusted 

filtering parameters was again 100%, with a recall of 33%.  

Variant detection accuracy can be impacted by the sequencing depth and copy 

number of the AMR gene within a metagenome. Therefore, I further evaluated the effect 

of copy number on the classification accuracy of known AMR variants by using a 

simulated metagenome inserted with mutations at copy numbers ranging from 1-100 

binned into 10 groups (Figure 3-17A). Using bowtie2, I noted that the copy number does 

not hugely impact prediction accuracy (Figure 3-17B, C). For low copy-number genes, 

i.e., less than 20), the filtering parameter tuned for maximum recall provided the best 

balance between recall and accuracy (Figure 3-17B). Interestingly, using these 

parameters, single copy variants (n=10) were able to be detected, i.e., 100% recall. 

However, the precision for these variants was only 20%. It should be noted that with 

precision optimized parameters, I was still able to detect 25% of AMR variants with 

100% precision. On the other hand, for high copy (greater than 20) AMR variants (Figure 

3-17C), filtering parameters tuned for precision consistently recovered AMR variants at 

85-100% precision and greater than 80% recall while parameters tuned for recall 

consistently had greater than 90% recall with a declining precision (80-60%) as copy 

number increases.  
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Figure 3-16. Receiver operating characteristic curve of AMR variant detection with bowtie2 using different filtering 
criterias.  

Each dot represents a pairwise precision (Y-Axis) – recall (X-Axis) of one set of filtering parameters used with bowtie2 for detecting AMR variants, 
including both protein and rRNA variants. Blue arrows indicate the parameter set used for the three modes (precision optimized, recall optimized, 
and balanced) of STP-AMRTime.  
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Figure 3-17. Precision and recall metrics for AMR variants of different copy 
number.  

The effect of AMR gene copy number, and in turn sequencing depth on precision and recall is 
calculated and plotted. A) Plot shows the expected copy number (X-axis) and the observed gene 
depth (Y-Axis) of mutant (cyan) and wildtype (orange) bases in our simulated metagenome. B) In 
recall mode of STP-AMRTime, recall was consistent over 85% regardless of the copy number, 
and is better suited for use in low-read depth metagenomes. C) In precision mode of STP-
AMRTime, precision was consistent over 90% regardless of copy number. However, the recall at 
low copy numbers is less than 30%. This mode is suited for high coverage metagenomes.  
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3.5.2.3. Run-time and Memory Usage 

The slowest tools for performing homology searches of our simulated 

metagenome were BLASTX and BLASTP at 43.8 and 53.5 hours respectively (Figure 3-

18). BLASTN, was considerably faster at 16.0 hours for the regular BLASTN algorithm 

and only 1.12 hours for the less sensitive MEGABLAST. The only other tools that 

required greater than 10 hours to process the full dataset were HMMER3’s ‘hmmsearch’ 

using 24.1 hours for protein-space HMMs and 31.2 hours for nucleotide HMMs. 

DIAMOND ranged from 3.7 hours for DIAMOND-BLASTP mode at default sensitivity to 

4.9 hours for. All DIAMOND executions required between 0.9 and 4.9 hours with 

DIAMOND-BLASTX at ‘--more sensitive’ being the slowest. The sensitivity level of 

DIAMOND was the main determinant of run-time. PALADIN, the BWT based amino acid 

database method required 4.5 hours, possibly reflecting the 6-frame translation required. 

For the remaining BWT based methods, Bowtie2 in end-to-end alignment was fastest 

using only 0.4 hours in the ‘very sensitive’ mode. BWA-MEM followed (0.5 hours), and 

finally Bowtie2 in local alignment mode (1 hour). Of the k-mer methods, groot’s run time 

was highly parameter defined requiring from as little as 0.4 hours for low hash 9-mer to 

9.4 hours for some 7-mer runs. The biobloom tool was very quick, taking 0.4 hours but 

still slightly slower than the fastest Bowtie2 end-to-end BWT runs.  

In terms of peak memory usage biobloom was highly efficient regardless of k-mer 

size tested using only less than 8MB. Bowtie2 was also very efficient with only 26 - 40 

MB used, followed by BLASTP and BLASTX requiring ~136 MB. Interestingly, BLASTN 

was one of the more memory hungry tools evaluated, occupying a peak of 3.45 GB. The 

other BWT methods came next with BWA-MEM occupying 238-246 MB and PALADIN 

requiring 421-435 MB. In contrast to biobloom, groot used, from as little as 2.08 GB (low 

hash 9-mer) up to 79.21 GB (7-mer runs). HMMSearch using nucleotide query and 

database required 3.43 GB, while the protein space query and database needed the 

much larger 6.95GB. Finally, the DIAMOND runs had the largest maximum memory 

residency with DIAMOND-BLASTX mode requiring less (7.08-8.99GB) than DIAMOND-

BLASTP mode (9.31-9.32 GB), which followed the expected pattern of higher sensitivity 

requiring more memory. The exception was DIAMOND-BLASTP, where the ‘more 

sensitive’ setting required marginally less memory than the ‘sensitive’ setting (9.324 GB 

vs 9.328 GB). 
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Figure 3-18. Computational resources used by specified tools across evaluated 

parameter settings.  
A pairwise plot of all tools showing the relative relationship between run-time and maximum 
memory residency for each run of each homology search tool.  

3.5.2.4. The AMRTime and STP-AMRTime metagenomic AMR 
prediction tool 

Diamond-BLASTX in the more-sensitive mode with an E-value cutoff of 1E-10 

proved to provide the best trade-off between speed, memory requirement and accuracy 

compared to the other tools for detecting AMR gene homologs from reads, while bowtie2 

with custom filtering profiles proved best for gene-level AMR classification and variant 

detection. These two tools and custom filtering profiles were packed together as 

AMRTime and STP-AMRTime, tools capable of read-based prediction of known AMR 

homologs and known AMR variants from metagenomic datasets. These tools are 

released under open-source MIT license, for details please see section 3.5.1.6.  

On top of our simulated dataset, the accuracy of these tools were further 

evaluated using five other published datasets. Two sets (CAMI1 and CAMI11) are 

synthetic metagenomes generated from genomes of clinical isolates made for the CAMI-

2 challenge, two (Peabody & Zymo) are mock metagenomes of spiked-in community 
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sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq, and one (IC9) is a clinical metagenomic dataset taken 

from a patient in the ICU. The RGI predicted resistome of the underlying genomes of 

each of these datasets were assigned as the ground truth and was used to analyze the 

prediction accuracy of AMRTime and STP-AMRTime (Figure 3-19). For AMR homologs 

families, AMRTime exhibited a recall of 15% (IC9) to 91% (Zymo) with precision ranging 

from 19% (Peabody) to 88% (CAMI11). Like the previous gene-level versus family level 

observation in the evaluation synthetic dataset, the precision of gene level classification 

in these five datasets was on average 25% lower than the precision of family level AMR 

classification. This change of classification had minimal effect (less than 5%) on the 

recall. Again, this disruption is largely due to the large beta-lactamases OXA and PDC 

families in which a gene can be accurately assigned a family label but not a gene label. 

Detection of AMR variants was largely in line with our synthetic evaluation dataset. The 

precision ranged from 0.83 (CAMI-11) to 1 (Peabody) and recall ranged from 0.71 

(CAMI-11) to 1 (Peabody & IC9). 

 

Figure 3-19. Recovery accuracy of AMRTime and STP-AMRTime for detecting 
AMR genes in other metagenomic datasets.  

A pairwise precision (Y-Axis)-recall (X-Axis) value for predicting family-level AMR homologs 
(orange), gene level AMR homologs (green), and AMR variants (blue) for each dataset (shapes) 
is plotted. Family level classification precision is ~25% higher than gene level classification, with 
no large impact on recall, regardless of the dataset.  
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3.6. Discussion & Conclusion 

In chapter 3, I first evaluated a common assembly-based approach in 

metagenomic analysis, MAG's, ability to recovery AMR genes especially those that are 

associated with MGEs. I identified that while chromosomal sequences were recovered 

well with MAGs (up to 94.3 % coverage, with perfect bin purity using megahit-DASTool 

too pair), the same cannot be said for MGEs. Given the importance of MGEs in the 

transmission and function of AMR and Virulence factors (VFs), it is noteworthy that 

regardless of MAG binning method, plasmids and GIs were disproportionately lost 

compared to core chromosomal regions. At best (with metaSPAdes-CONCOCT), less 

than 29.2 % of plasmids and 44.1 % of GIs were identifiable at greater than 50 % 

coverage in the correct bin (i.e. grouped with a bin that was mostly made up of contigs 

from the same genome). The possibility of the partial recovery of some MGEs (i.e. less 

than 50% coverage) cannot be excluded. The use of these by researchers interested in 

studying lateral gene transfer (LGT) might lead to inaccurate inferences. This poor result 

is congruent with the intuition that the divergent compositional features and repetitive 

nature of these MGEs is problematic for MAG methods. This is supported by the high 

variability in coverage and read depth of MGEs when I mapped simulated reads back to 

the original genomes. The poor plasmid binning performance is likely attributable to the 

known difficulties in assembly of plasmids from short-read data (Arredondo-Alonso, et al. 

2017). Therefore, long-read sequencing or the use of assembly methods optimized for 

plasmid sequences, e.g., SCAPP (Pellow, et al. 2020), might improve the assembly and 

binning of plasmid sequences, as demonstrated in (Giguere, et al. 2020) (Suzuki, et al. 

2019). However, current long-read technologies present other challenges such as the 

low throughput and high error rate that prevent their wide adaptation. Further research is 

needed to fully characterize the performance of different long-read protocols and 

analytical approaches (including hybrid approaches with short-reads) on the accuracy of 

recovering MGEs in metagenomic samples. Furthermore, with the growing use of MAG 

methods in infectious disease research (Ravi, et al. 2019) (Liu, et al. 2019) (Newberry, et 

al. 2020) (Zhang, et al. 2017) (Huang, et al. 2017) and the important role of LGT of 

AMR/VF genes in the One Health context, I also specifically evaluated the binning of 

these gene classes. Most of these genes were correctly assembled across assemblers 

but were either not assigned or incorrectly assigned to MAG bins during binning. At best, 
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40 % of all AMR genes and ~63 % of VFs (CONCOCT- metaSPAdes) present in the 

reference genomes were assigned to the correct MAG. While a majority of 

chromosomally located VF genes (73–98 %) and AMR genes (53%) were binned 

correctly, only 16 % of GI VFs (n=809), 45 % of GI AMR genes (n=11) and not a single 

plasmid-associated VF (n=3) or AMR gene (n=20) were correctly binned. This included 

critical high-threat MGE-associated AMR genes such as oxacillinases (OXA) and 

Klebsiella pneumoniae carbapenemases (KPC). Although not yet developed at the time 

of this analysis, methods that combine the assembly/binning pipelines tested here with 

read-based inference would provide a better sense of which functions are potentially 

being missed by the MAG reconstructions. 

Our simulated metagenomic community was rather simple and contained only 30 

distinct bacterial genomes with varying degrees of relatedness. The presence of closely 

related genomes had unclear impacts on the coverage and cross-contamination of bins. 

While this diversity can be representative of certain clinical samples (Abayasekara, et al. 

2017) (Rogers, et al. 2004), other environments with relevance to public health, such as 

the human gut, soil, and livestock, can have 100–1000s of species (Gołębiewski, et al. 

2014) (Youssef, et al. 2009) (Claesson, et al. 2009). In addition, MGEs such as GIs and 

plasmids are known to recombine, producing closely related variants (Arora, et al. 2004) 

that could further complicate assembly from a metagenomic sample. Polymorphic and 

short MGEs, such as transposons and integrons, were not explicitly introduced in our 

simulated metagenome. It is also possible that some AMR genes and VFs may no 

longer be detectable in MAGs due to issues with ORF prediction. This, combined with 

previous studies observing fragmented ORF predictions in draft genomes, can lead to 

downstream over- or under-annotation with functional labels depending on the approach 

used. Consequently, our analysis likely over-represents the effectiveness of the methods 

tested in a public-health setting. However, it does provide a “best-in-case” scenario in 

which MGEs were still not recovered with high efficiency. Metagenomic simulation is 

also unlikely to perfectly represent the noise and biases in real metagenomic 

sequencing, but it does provide the ground-truth necessary for evaluation (Meyer, et al. 

2018) (Redondo-Salvo, et al. 2020). Nevertheless, this simulation approach of an 

MGE/AMR-focused mock metagenome could provide a key resource to develop and 

validate new or parameter tuning of existing tools as well as the bias of different 

sequencing strategies without overfitting to a particular metagenome.  
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Chapter 3.2 had shown that while short-read MAG-binning approaches can be a 

useful tool to study a bacterial species’ core chromosomal elements, they have severe 

limitations in the recovery of MGEs. The consequence of this is the disproportionate loss 

of MGE-associated VF and AMR genes. Combined with what was observed in Chapter 

2, this may lead to the loss of crucial markers for monitoring the spread of virulence and 

resistance among clinically important pathogens. As many of these clinically relevant 

genes have a high association with MGEs and a propensity for LGT between unrelated 

bacteria (Ho Sui, et al. 2009) (von Wintersdorff, Penders, et al. 2016), it is critical to 

highlight that short-read MAG approaches are currently insufficient to thoroughly profile 

them. Within public-health metagenomic research, as well as other research areas that 

study MGEs, it is vital we utilize MAGs in conjunction with other methods (e.g. targeted 

AMR assembly (Hunt, et al. 2017), long-read sequencing, plasmid optimized assembly 

(Pellow, et al. 2020) and read-based sequence homology search (Buchfink, Xie and 

Huson 2014)) before drawing biological or epidemiological conclusions. 

Next, given the previous findings in chapter 3.2, there is a lack of, and a need for 

a read-based tool that can perform read-based AMR gene prediction from metagenomic 

datasets. Therefore, the tool AMRTime is developed to aid in the improved 

characterization of AMR genes, including those on MGEs, in metagenomic datasets. To 

do this, I first explored the possibility of utilizing natural language processing based on 

deep-learning methods to predict AMR genes from short reads. Using bidirectional 

encoders representations from transformers (BERT), I produced AMR-BERT, a model 

capable of binary classification of AMR genes from 251bp reads. While the unoptimized 

model produced a decent prediction accuracy of ~85%, existing tools, such as 

DIAMOND and bowtie2, yielded much higher prediction accuracy compared to AMR-

BERT. Therefore, this was not pursued further. However, BERT proved to be much 

more successful at the prediction of genomic islands from 3072 base DNA sequences. 

While improving the prediction of GIs is largely outside the scope of this thesis, it can still 

benefit researchers who study LGT of AMR genes and VFs. With this in mind, I trained a 

rudimentary model for the binary classification GIs, named GI-BERT, and produced a 

classification accuracy that was vastly better than most of the existing tools. Further 

manual optimization generated a model that was on-par with the existing, best-

performing, consensus tool, IslandViewer4. Previously, Transformer-based models have 

achieved state-of-the-art performance on various NLP tasks in the biomedical field (Ji, 
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Zhou, et al. 2021). Given the success of BERT both in this chapter and previously in 

other research (e.g. DNABERT), I hypothesize that BERT is able to capture the hidden 

syntax, and semantics within DNA sequences. This success may be attributed to the 

top-down approach used by BERT. The model first learns a general understanding of 

the DNA language in the self-supervised re-training step and then applies it to a specific 

task, i.e., classification of GIs. This is different than the traditional bottom-up approach of 

using task-specific data to force train a classifier. This also vastly decreases the chance 

of the model over-fitting the training data. While not explored in this thesis, BERT is able 

to produce plots of attention-heads, i.e., show the connectivity between one token and 

the next. This can be utilized to understand how the model works, and what are the key 

characteristics and/or sequences of k-mer that it uses to make the classification. The 

work done here acts as a foundation for future exploration of GI-BERT using better 

curated GI data, and improved hyperparameter optimizing could lead to improved 

understanding and prediction of genomic islands.  

In parallel, I evaluated the performance of 45 existing homology search methods 

across a wide array of parameters settings over 3 different levels of accuracy: (1) 

assignment as a read from an AMR gene (vs. a read from a non-AMR locus), (2) 

assignment of a read to correct AMR gene family, and (3) assignment to correct AMR 

gene. As expected, the tested methods differed widely in their accuracy and 

computational demands; unsurprisingly, no tool dominated the others across all criteria. 

Although it is not surprising that the performance of methods was dependent on the 

parameter settings chosen, the results above highlight the sensitivity of k-mer-based 

approaches to the choice of parameter k. Given their popularity and reliance on exact 

matches, these results are an important caveat that should inform their use. One 

possible solution that is relatively under-explored is to try and apply k-mer methods in 

protein space, thus getting the advantage of codon degeneracy masking some 

sequence variation while exploiting the speed of these approaches. Overall, and at every 

level BLAST based approaches consistently performed best in our analyses. The 

DIAMOND accelerated implementations of the BLAST algorithm despite trade-offs which 

slightly reduce sensitivity in favour of hugely increased speed (Buchfink, Xie and Huson 

2014), performed very nearly as well at both overall ability to detect AMR genes (recall 

0.997) and ability to correctly ascribe a read to an AMR gene-family (0.990). However, in 

the absence of any downstream post-processing the maximum possible accuracy at 
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identifying which AMR gene a single 250bp metagenomic read was from was relatively 

poor overall regardless of the approach used. The best median proportion of reads 

correctly assigned per gene were all from nucleotide database-based methods (contrary 

to the other two levels of evaluation): BLASTN (0.61), BWA-MEM, and Bowtie2 (0.55). 

To identify which AMR genes were the cause of this poor gene-level performance, the 

25 largest families, the 25 families that contained the most similar genes, and the beta-

lactamase gene families were removed. The removal of the families containing the most 

similar genes improved median gene-level accuracy up to 0.996 for BLASTN and 0.933 

for DIAMOND-BLASTX. However, it was the removal of the largest families that led to 

the greatest increase in performance with near perfect gene-level accuracy for all 

methods except groot. By analysing the impact each AMR gene family had on gene level 

classification accuracy, it was observed that the large and highly similar beta-lactamase 

families were disproportionately to blame for these misclassifications. Ultimately, short 

250bp fragments are insufficient to distinguish different genes within a beta-lactamase 

family as they are unlikely to contain enough signal. Classification to AMR gene Family 

may be a better objective for these data. Localised assembly methods (e.g. ARIBA or 

HMM-GRASPx) or sub-assembly of reads, once assigned to given AMR gene families, 

could help determine exact gene sequences. Nevertheless, DIAMOND-BLASTX bowtie2 

proved to be sufficient in detecting variants conferring antimicrobial resistance if there 

are sufficient coverage of the AMR gene in question. Using this knowledge, DIAMOND-

BLASTX and bowtie2, with custom filter profiles designed to maximize recall or precision 

were packaged as AMRTime, a metagenomic, read-based tool for detecting AMR 

genes. 

There are a few caveats to address. Firstly, only the top hit for each read for 

each tool was examined based on whatever scoring metric a specific tool used. e.g., 

Evalue, bitscore, mapping score, etc. In cases where there is no sequence signal to 

distinguish a pair of very similar genes the correct gene may be within the best-matching 

sequences but unless it was the first, it was counted as an incorrect classification. 

Second, the optimization of parameter settings for each tool could be further improved 

using a standardized cross-validation scheme. However, as there was no true held-out 

test set to evaluate the performance of the optimized methods, the model is very likely to 

rapidly over-fit to this dataset. Third, these results are only based on a single synthetic 

metagenome with a disproportionately large number of AMR related sequences. 
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However, this simulated metagenome contains the entire curated AMR diversity within 

CARD v2.0.3. This meant that the results found here should be representative of the 

AMR genes detectable in any other metagenomic sequencing dataset with similar read-

lengths. Finally, the definitions of AMR genes and AMR gene families are problematic as 

their nomenclature does not necessarily map onto sequence space, despite the best 

efforts of the CARD curators. Some families are defined phenotypically (e.g., OXA-beta-

lactamases) so do not consist of a set of sequences with shared evolutionary history and 

thus detectable sequence homology, which would mislead our HMM construction in 

particular; curated HMMs such as Resfams (Gibson, Forsberg and Dantas 2014) or 

Meta-MARC (Lakin, et al. 2019)  may be superior. Other families may be defined 

phylogenetically or based on sequence similarity but consist of a large amount of within 

family sequence diversity, making sequence similarity difficult to detect.. For example, 

BWT methods would struggle with ‘mapping allele network’ problems, i.e., reads 

belonging to one member of an AMR gene family have the potential to map to multiple 

members, leading to an inflated number of genes with mapped reads and consequent 

reduction in the mapping quality for many reads (Lanza, et al. 2018). These factors 

might explain the relatively poor performance of HMMs in this study and explain why 

many researchers ignore the AMR family definitions and use 90% sequence similarity 

clusters instead, e.g. groot. The false positive rate of HMMs observed in our study 

suggests similar methods to predict AMR genes from environmental settings should 

include careful assessment of false discovery rates, as was the case for Resfams. 

Read-based approach can provide a more comprehensive prediction of the 

environmental resistome using culture-free metagenomics that are missed by assemble 

and bin methods like MAGs. While it was previously noted that there was a lack of 

genomic context surrounding short read-based approach, with the identification of an 

AMR genes from a short-read metagenome paired with the AMR mobility findings in 

chapter two, one can hypothesize and estimate with high certainty whether the detected 

AMR gene is likely mobile or non-mobile. This allows the inference of the genomic 

context, and estimating the potential risk for the LGT dissemination of an AMR gene. 

Using findings and tools produced in this chapter, it could better assist researchers with 

AMR profiling in metagenomic datasets. This will aid in the delineation of AMR 

prevalence rates to give insights across different environments, harnessing the power of 
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metagenomics in One Health AMR surveillance, risk assessment, and prioritization of 

policies for investigation of inappropriate antimicrobial use. 
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Chapter 4.  
 
Analysis of Environmental and Animal Metagenomic 
Datasets in Relation to Contaminant Exposure and 
Antimicrobial Resistance Genes. 

Chapter 4 describes research in partnership with the Department of Fisheries 

and Oceans Canada, the labs of Dr. Jonathan Verreault at Université du Québec à 

Montréal, and Dr. Caren Helbing at University of Victoria, Canada. Part of this chapter, 

at time of this thesis draft, had been submitted to Frontiers in Environmental Science, 

and is currently under review. The title of the article entitled “Characterizing the 

Relationship Between the Skin Microbiome and Flame Retardant Exposure of the 

Endangered St. Lawrence Estuary Beluga.” Co-authored by myself, Baofeng Jia, Emma 

Garlock, Raymond Lo, Michael J Allison, Jessica M Round, Caren Helbing, Jonathan 

Verreault, and Fiona Brinkman.  

In this chapter, I aim to produce environmental metagenomic datasets that can 

be uses as validation datasets for AMRTime. Through this process, I had the opportunity 

to investigate microbial communities associated with the skin of belugas, as well as the 

surrounding water of the St. Laurence Estuary across 2 years. This investigation 

included both taxonomic as well as functional metagenomic analysis, which enabled the 

correlation and identification of potential biomarkers for beluga blubber contaminant 

levels.  

The initial concept, design, sampling, DNA extraction, and analysis of blubber 

contaminants of these experiments were led and conducted by a collaboration between 

other members of the Brinkman, Verreault and Helbing labs. My contribution to these 

experiments includes the sequencing, both 16S and shotgun, of the microbiomes. I also 

led the data analysis of the generated data, as well as reporting the results and led 

writing the manuscript reporting these results. The approaches used here highlight the 

potential of the microbiome to act as biomarkers of contaminants in environmental and 

animal datasets.  
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4.1. Abstract  

The endangered beluga (Delphinapterus leucas) population in the St. Lawrence 

Estuary (SLE) in Eastern Canada, the largest estuary in the world, is declining. Elevated 

tissue concentrations of a wide range of environmental contaminants, e.g, halogenated 

flame retardants (HFRs) including polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), might play a 

role in the non-recovery of this population. In mammals, HFRs have been reported to 

impair the metabolic regulation, including amino acid and fatty acid pathways. In the 

present study, both blubber and skin swab samples from tissue biopsies from 56 adult 

SLE belugas were collected and analyzed their blubber for the concentrations of a 

comprehensive suite of PBDEs and other HFRs. Using 16S rRNA marker and shotgun 

metagenomic approaches using skin swabs, it was characterized, for the first time, the 

SLE beluga skin microbiome and the SLE water microbiome, providing valuable 

comparative taxonomic and functional microbiome information. It was observed that 

belugas have a unique skin microbiome that is distinct from surrounding SLE water, 

regardless of beluga sex or location in the SLE. Furthermore, the core microbiome of 

SLE beluga skin and surrounding SLE water was characterized, and bacterial taxa and 

gene functional pathways associated with the skin microbiome that correlated with 

beluga blubber HFR concentrations were identified. Namely, the phylum Nitrospinae and 

candidate phylum PAUC34f was identified as potential taxa of interest that are 

associated with blubber HFR concentrations. It is then hypothesized that the 

biodegradation of HFRs within the beluga blubber and skin is resulting in an increase in 

local metabolite concentrations that leads to the proliferation of Nitrospinae and 

PAUC32f. This work demonstrates the utility of studying the core microbiome of the SLE 

beluga skin using a swab method that could be adapted to field sampling. Further 

studies of the temporal effects of contaminant exposure on SLE beluga skin and SLE 

water microbiomes is warranted, for potentially better monitoring and protection of this 

at-risk marine mammal. 
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4.2. Introduction 

Belugas (Delphinapterus leucas) are cetaceans that are well adapted to life in 

cold waters. In the St. Lawrence Estuary (SLE) in Eastern Canada, there is a small 

resident population of belugas, geographically isolated from other populations. In 1885, 

there were greater than ,1000 belugas in the SLE but there has been a rapid decline in 

their population size due to commercial hunting that depleted this population to less than  

by 1979 (Mosnier, et al. 2015). While hunting has been banned since 1979, the SLE 

beluga population has shown no signs of recovery despite four decades having passed 

(Simond, Houde, et al. 2017). The last census in 2012 identified less than 900 

individuals in the SLE and documented a slow population decline of 1% per year 

(Mosnier, et al. 2015). This trend has likely continued given the abnormally elevated 

number of calves found dead in recent years (Government of Canada and Canada 

2013). The SLE beluga population is classified as endangered under the Committee on 

the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada and the federal Species at Risk Act since 

2015 and 2017 respectively. The non-recovery of the SLE beluga population has mainly 

been tied to the impact of anthropogenic activities. The potential factors contributing to 

this decline were identified as increased maritime traffic and commercial activities, food 

scarcity, toxic algal blooms, climate warming, and most importantly, exposure to high 

levels of environmental contaminants (Lesage, et al. 2020).  

The SLE beluga’s critical habitat (Figure 4.1) is located downstream of the 

Laurentian Great Lakes, and the St. Lawrence River in Canada and the United States. It 

is surrounded by several large cities and agricultural regions and is located in an 

urbanized waterway exposed to a plethora of both organic and inorganic contaminants 

released by human activities. Halogenated flame retardants (HFRs) such as 

polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) and other HFRs, including replacement 

chemicals known as emerging HFRs, have been reported at high levels in SLE beluga 

blubber. These chemicals are known to disrupt the regulation of thyroid and steroid 

hormones in a range of experimental animal models and wildlife species including 

marine mammals (Zhang, et al. 2016) (Thambirajah, et al. 2022). Recently, studies have 

examined the metabolomic profiles of SLE belugas with respect to organohalogen 

contaminant exposure and identified potential mechanisms of toxicity and metabolic 

disruption (Simond, Houde, et al. 2020). By examining the skin biopsy concentrations of 
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targeted metabolites, ecological factors such as local prey availability and diet 

composition played a key role in explaining the metabolite profiles of belugas (4.3-9). 

Furthermore, concentrations of HFRs were notably greater in SLE belugas compared to 

other beluga populations from the Arctic, however, no significant PBDE concentration 

trends in blubber were observed, perhaps due to the recent introduction of PBDE 

regulations globally (Simond, Houde, et al. 2017).  

The skin is often associated with highly diverse microbial communities that are 

host-species specific and distinct from their surrounding habitat (Chiarello, et al. 2017). 

While the characterization of skin microbiome has largely been focused on humans and 

model organisms to date (Grice, et al. 2009), there is increasing interest in exploring the 

skin microbiota of wildlife species. The skin usually acts as the first line of defense from 

surrounding contaminants to modulate immunity and support antagonistic effects against 

stressors (Nakatsuji, et al. 2013) (Cogen, et al. 2010) (Wang, et al. 2017). Studies have 

shown that the skin surface microbiota is dynamic in both vertebrates and invertebrates. 

As reviewed by (Ross, Rodrigues Hoffmann and Neufeld 2019), the skin microbiome of 

vertebrates, including amphibians, reptiles, aquatic/terrestrial mammals, and fish, was 

linked to changes in the host life stages, diet, environmental pollution, health state, and 

geographical locations. A similar linkage was also observed in invertebrates. In coral 

reefs, water temperature, overfishing, and nutrient pollution were shown to destabilize 

microbiomes and elevate putative pathogen loads (Lema, Bourne and Willis 2014). 

Furthermore, while the coral reef’s community can be dynamic, bacteria with likely 

important functional roles remained stable throughout their life stages (Zaneveld, et al. 

2016). Past studies have well demonstrated the ability for the microbiome to act as 

biomarker for the association with certain phenotypes. For example, gram-negative 

bacteria were associated with halitosis and periodontitis in human mouth (Dewhirst, et 

al. 2010), betaproteobacteria were associated with increased parasite susceptibility in 

honeybees (Schwarz et al. 2016), and Gallionellaceae were associated with copper 

contaminated water streams (Van Rossum, et al. 2016).  

A previous study (Van Cise, et al. 2020) compared the derived microbiomes from 

samples collected over a multi-year span from a stable Alaskan beluga population 

(Bristol Bay) to an endangered population (Cook Inlet). Using amplicon sequence variant 

(ASV) analyses based upon the 16S rRNA gene, the researchers identified considerable 

microbiome variability amongst the two beluga populations. Comparison of 14 healthy to 
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15 belugas with skin disease in the Bristol Bay population revealed no significant 

differences in potential pathogenic ASV composition but did show significant differences 

in abundance of 11 genera including Klebsiella and Psychrobacter spp. This study was 

limited to ASV analyses and did not generate functional metagenome profiles. Moreover, 

it was not possible to determine if the variability observed in the populations’ 

microbiomes were influenced by the surrounding seawater microbiota as no seawater 

controls were used. 

In the present study, I hypothesized that the skin microbiome of SLE belugas 

obtained from surface swabs is influenced by their exposure to elevated concentrations 

of a range of HFRs, either through contact with the water or the animal’s innate defence 

against accumulated HFRs in their tissues. Thus, the objectives of the present study 

were to 1) characterize the SLE beluga’s skin microbiome, versus SLE water 

microbiome, and describe the core skin microbiota with respect to both taxa and 

functional profiles using 16S and shotgun metagenomic sequencing, respectively, 2) 

understand the potential linkages between blubber concentrations of HFRs and skin 

microbiota in this highly contaminant-exposed population, and 3) identify potential 

microbial taxa within the skin microbiota that correlate with blubber HFR levels. To our 

knowledge, this is the first study that assesses the skin microbiome of SLE beluga 

population with the additional unique attribute of assessing the burden of contaminant 

exposure on the microbiome. The results indicate that the SLE belugas have a distinct 

skin microbiome that does not vary as a result of sex or location, but may change as a 

result of contaminant exposure. This work describes a baseline for future experiments to 

study temporal effects of contaminant exposure on cetacean skin microbiomes and may 

lead to an innovative alternative approach to monitor environmental contaminant 

exposure and health in SLE belugas. 
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Figure 4-1. Critical habitat of the beluga in the St. Lawrence Estuary (SLE).  
The beluga is a marine mammal well adapted to life in cold waters. A small, endangered 
population resides within the SLE in Eastern Canada, geographically isolated from other 
populations. Two critical habitats exist, the upper and lower estuary, and the depths are indicated 
according to the figure legend. The coordinates of each habitat are marked by the red polygon. 
Figure adapted from (Mosnier, et al. 2015). 

4.3. Methods 

4.3.1. Field sampling 

A total of 42 male and 14 female belugas from the SLE were biopsied from the 

dorsal region in September 2016 and 2018 using sharpened 8 x 25 or 8 x 35 mm 

stainless steel tips, pre-cleaned with acetone, 95% ethanol and Virkon, and fired from a 

MK24C Paxarms dart projector with 0.22 caliber blank charges (Domett, New Zealand). 

Each biopsy consisted of the outer skin layer and inner blubber layers. Immediately after 

sampling, swab samples from the biopsy skin surface (8 mm diameter) were obtained 

using sterile cotton tipped applicators, transferred into sterile cryovials, and stored in 

liquid nitrogen in the field and at -80°C in the laboratory until DNA extraction (Methods 
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2.3). For each beluga skin swab, four swabs from the SLE water in which each beluga 

was found were also collected as background controls as well as four unused swabs that 

were only exposed to ambient air as additional controls. Control swabs were similarly 

transferred into sterile cryovials and stored in liquid nitrogen in the field and at -80°C in 

the laboratory until DNA extraction. 

Blubber from each biopsy was then separated from the skin using disposable 

DNAse/RNAse-free scalpels and forceps pre-cleaned with acetone and 70% ethanol, 

transferred into cryovials, and stored in liquid nitrogen in the field and at -80°C in the 

laboratory until chemical analysis (Methods 4.4.2). The biopsy skin was also stored in 

cryovials in liquid nitrogen in the field and at -80°C in the laboratory until sexing.. The 

GPS coordinates of the biopsy sampling location were recorded for each beluga. Animal 

age was not determined. 

The present study was conducted under permits granted by Parks Canada 

(SAGMP-2013-14734) and Fisheries and Oceans Canada (IML-2015-13 and IML-2016-

021). Sampling methods were approved by the animal care committee of Fisheries and 

Oceans Canada, which is accredited by the Canadian Council on Animal Care (Ottawa, 

ON, Canada). 

The sampling locations were recorded and used to classify the belugas into 

sampling areas using two methods. For the first grouping, each sample was identified as 

originating from either the upper or lower estuary. Then each sample was segregated 

into upper versus lower estuary as shown in Figure 4-1. For the second grouping, 

belugas were clustered to an area identified by their nearest land marker (Table 4-1). 
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SampleorControl SamplingLocation 
DLB1615 Saguenay River 
DLB1811 Baie-Sainte-Catherine 
DLB1815 Sand dune of Tadoussac 
DLB1640 Ile Rouge and Saguenay mouth 
DLB1637 Ile Rouge and Saguenay mouth 
DLB1812 Rivière-du-Loup 
DLB1825 Cap au saumon  
DLB1677 Between Ile aux Pommes and Ile Verte 
DLB1830 Île aux lièvres  
DLB1657 Between Cap-de-Bon-desir and Ile aux Basques 
DLB1662 Between Cap-de-Bon-desir and Ile aux Basques 
DLB1655 Between Cap-de-Bon-desir and Ile aux Basques 
DLB1660 Between Cap-de-Bon-desir and Ile aux Basques 
DLB1670 Off the coast of Cap-de-Bon-Desir 
DLB1813 Sand dune of Tadoussac 
DLB1675 Between Ile aux Pommes and Ile Verte 
DLB1824 Île aux lièvres  
DLB1626 Ile verte 
DLB1823 Île aux lièvres  
DLB1643 Cacouna, Ile aux aux LiÃ¨vres and Ile aux Fraises 
DLB1666 Between Cap-de-Bon-desir and Ile aux Basques 
DLB1672 Off the coast of Cap-de-Bon-Desir 
DLB1814 Sand dune of Tadoussac 
DLB1826 Saint-Siméon  
DLB1818 Île verte 
DLB1664 Between Cap-de-Bon-desir and Ile aux Basques 
DLB1668 Off the coast of Cap-de-Bon-Desir 
DLB1821 Cacouna  
DLB1629 Ile verte 
DLB1822 Cacouna  
DLB1653 Between Cap-de-Bon-desir and Ile aux Basques 
DLB1829 Saint-Siméon  
DLB1834 Saguenay mouth 
DLB1816 Île aux Pommes 
DLB1817 Île aux Pommes 
DLB1831 Île aux lièvres  
DLB1819 Île verte 
DLB1833 Saguenay mouth 
DLB1827 Saint-Siméon  
DLB1820 Île verte 
DLB1828 Saint-Siméon  

Table 4-1. Sampling location grouping of the beluga samples  
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4.3.2. Chemical analysis  

SLE beluga blubber samples from the 42 males (samples for females had been 

used for other analyses) were analyzed for 33 PBDE congeners and 12 other HFRs at 

the Université du Québec à Montréal (Montréal, QC, Canada; Table S2). Methods for 

sample extraction and clean-up as well as HFR identification and quantification were 

described in (4.3-8) and applied with the following minor modifications. Briefly, blubber 

aliquots (50-75 mg) were homogenized with diatomaceous earth (J.T. Baker, 

Phillipsburg, NJ, USA) and spiked with an internal standard solution (BDE-30, BDE-156, 

13C-BDE-209, and 13C-syn-DP). Extraction was performed using n-

hexanes:dichloromethane (1:1, volume ratio) using a pressurized liquid extraction 

system (Fluid Management Systems, Watertown, MA, USA), and the extracts were 

cleaned-up using PBDE-free acid-basic-neutral silica and neutral alumina columns (Fluid 

Management Systems). The total extractable lipid content was measured gravimetrically. 

Analytes were identified and quantified using a gas chromatograph coupled to a single 

quadrupole mass spectrometer (Agilent Technologies 5975C Series, Palo Alto, CA, 

USA) operating in electron capture negative ionization mode (GC/MS-ECNI). The 

column was a fused silica DB-5 HT capillary column (15 m X 0.25 mm X 0.10 mm; J & W 

Scientific, Brockville, ON, Canada). 

Quality control included method blanks and standard reference material (NIST 

1945 Whale Blubber, Gaithersburg, MD, USA). Internal standard recoveries (mean ± 

SD) were as follows: BDE-30 (96 ± 8%), BDE-156 (99 ± 8%), 13C-BDE-209 (73 ± 19%), 

and 13C-syn-DP (98 ± 11%). Method limits of detection (MLODs; defined as signal to 

noise ratio S/N = 3) and method limits of quantification (MLOQs; minimum amount of 

analyte producing a peak with S/N = 10) were based on replicate analyses (n = 8) of 

matrix samples spiked at a concentration of 3-5 times the estimated detection limit. A 

quantification approach using internal standards was used for HFRs, and hence all 

analytes were inherently recovery corrected. All contaminant concentrations were 

reported in ng/g wet weight (w/w). The sum of all measured PBDE congeners is 

represented as Σ33PBDE.  
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4.3.3. DNA extraction 

DNA was extracted from the beluga skin, SLE water, and sterile swab samples 

using the DNeasy PowerLyzer PowerSoil® Kit (QIAGEN Inc., Mississauga, ON, Canada; 

Cat.#12855-50) according to the manufacturer’s protocol with the following 

modifications. Briefly, filter tips were used for all pipetting to prevent contamination. 

Forceps were rinsed in ethanol and flamed before transferring each sample to the glass 

bead tubes. After adding 750 µL bead solution to samples in the glass bead tube, the 

samples were vortexed for two minutes. Samples were incubated in 60 µL solution C1 of 

the extraction kit for ten minutes at 60°C, then vortexed at maximum speed for 15 

minutes. Following the addition of 100 µL solution C6 of the extraction kit to the spin 

columns, it was incubated the columns for five minutes at room temperature for 

increased DNA yield. DNA quality and quantity was assessed by NanoDrop (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, Surrey, BC, Canada). A positive control of predetermined mock 

community and negative controls of distilled water and sterile swabs were included along 

with all samples in the DNA extraction process.  

4.3.4. 16S metagenomic sequencing and analysis 

16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) sequencing was performed on 56 beluga skin swab 

samples and 52 SLE water samples. Three sterile swabs, four positive controls 

consisting of a ZymoBiomics predefined communities (Zymo Research Inc, 

Cat.#D6305), and six negative controls (nuclease-free water) were also included as part 

of the two sequencing experiments. The V6-V7 region of the 16S rDNA was amplified 

using the following primer pair. Forward: BSF784/15: 5’ RGG ATT AGA TAC CC 3’ and 

Reverse: R1064/18: 5’ CGA CRR CCA TGC ANC ACC T 3’. The standard 314F/784R 

V3-V4 region primers unexpectedly amplified beluga host DNA. 

After amplification, the amplicons were prepared for sequencing following the 

Illumina 16S Metagenomic Sequencing Library Preparation guide. The success of library 

preparation was verified by agarose gels. Equimolar amount of all samples with an 

additional PhiX positive control was pooled and sequenced in two independent runs with 

the Illumina MiSeq platform using the MiSeq Reagent Kit V2 (Illumina Inc. San Diego, 

California, USA), producing 251 bases paired-end reads.  
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Raw sequencing reads were demultiplexed and processed within QIIME2 (Ver. 

2018.4) framework (Bolyen, et al. 2019) following the standard workflow. Briefly, 

amplicon sequence variants (ASVs) were identified with DADA2 (Callahan, et al. 2016). 

Taxonomic assignment of ASVs was done using VSEARCH  against the Silva 16s rRNA 

database (ver. 132, 99%) (Quast, et al. 2012). Samples were filtered with respect to the 

negative control; those samples with less than 1,000 reads were discarded and all 

unclassified reads were removed from further analysis. 

4.3.5. Shotgun metagenomic sequencing and analysis 

40 of the 56 beluga skin swab samples and 17 of the 52 SLE water samples 

were sequenced using the shotgun metagenomic approach. One of each sterile swab, 

positive, and negative control were also included. Extracted DNA of each beluga skin 

and SLE water sample was prepared for sequencing using the Illumina DNA Prep kit 

(Illumina Inc. San Diego, California, USA). The success of library preparation was 

similarly verified by agarose gels. Equimolar amount of 57 skin and water samples with 

an additional PhiX positive control was pooled and sequenced in two independent runs 

with the Illumina MiSeq platform using the MiSeq Reagent Kit V3 (Illumina Inc. San 

Diego, California, USA), producing 301 base paired-end reads. Following sequencing, 

reads were trimmed with BBduk (v38.87) (Bushnell, Rood and Singer 2017). Beluga 

genomic sequences were removed using bowtie2 (v2.3.4.3) (Langmead and Salzberg 

2012) against the reference beluga genome PRJNA360851A (Jones, et al. 2017). 

Following a filtering method that has been utilized and characterized by other shotgun 

metagenomic projects, e.g., in human (Czajkowski, et al. 2018), bovine (Yap, et al. 

2020), and worm (Chen, et al. 2018). Taxonomic and functional profiles of the samples 

were determined using DIAMOND BLASTX (ver. 2.0.6), in the `more-sensitive` mode 

(Buchfink, Xie and Huson 2014), against NCBI non-redundant and NCBI prokaryotic 

RefSeq database and summarized using MEGAN6 (Huson, et al. 2016). In short, 

taxonomy of a read was assigned using the source organism of its best aligned hit. 

Function was assigned using the NCBI COG (Galperin, et al. 2020) and the SEED 

database (Overbeek, et al. 2013) of the best aligned hit. Taxa and functions with less 

than five reads assigned were discarded for downstream analysis. 
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4.3.6. Contaminant and metadata correlation analysis 

Metadata analysis, including contaminant/microbiome differential abundance 

analysis was performed using the 16S based taxonomic profile and Shotgun 

metagenomic based functional profile of the beluga skin microbiome in R (ver 3.4.2) 

using the libraries phyloseq (McMurdie and Holmes 2014), microbiomeseq (Ssekagiri et 

al. 2017), qiime2R and DESeq2 (Love, Huber and Anders 2014) and was used to 

integrate the microbiome data with the sampling metadata, including beluga sex, 

sampling area, sampling date, and individual HFR concentrations. All taxa/ASVs that 

were present in only a single sample was removed to remove false positive correlations. 

Pearson correlations between beluga blubber HFR levels and taxa relative 

abundances/functional pathway relative abundances were tested using the 42 male 

belugas only, as HFR concentrations were only available for males. Multiple testing 

correction was performed using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. Statistical 

significance was determined when post adjusted p-values were less than 0.05. All 

correlations were visualized using GlobeCorr (globecorr.ca) and heatmaps plotted using 

R (ver. 3.4.2). 

4.3.7. Data availability 

The sequence data is available in NCBI BioProject ID PRJNA842171. 

4.4. Results 

In summary, 13,347 amplicon sequencing variants (ASVs) were identified and 

then classified into 35 bacterial phyla and 655 genera across all samples with 18.5M 

total reads (median reads/sample was 91,317). At the taxonomy level, singlet taxa that 

appeared in only one sample was removed. Alpha diversity of microbiomes was 

calculated using the Shannon Diversity Index. Compositional dissimilarity was calculated 

using the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index and visualized using non-metric 

multidimensional scaling with three ordinates.in relation to environmental contaminants. 
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4.4.1. The SLE beluga skin microbiome is unique and distinct from 
the surrounding SLE water microbiome 

The SLE beluga skin microbiome was largely dominated by the phylum 

Proteobacteria (mean ± SD; 73 ± 24%). Together with four other phyla: Actinobacteria (9 

± 10%), Firmicutes (7 ± 16%), Bacteroidetes (6 ± 10%) and Cyanobacteria (5 ± 6%) 

combined to make up greater than 97% of the SLE beluga skin microbiome (Figure 4-

2A, 4-3). Four genera: Psychrobacter (31 ± 16%), Pseudoalteromonas (11 ± 9%), 

Escherichia-Shigella (5 ± 7%) and Staphylococcus (4 ± 8%) comprised 50% of all 

amplicon sequencing variants (ASVs) identified (Figure 4-2B). An average of 15 ± 19% 

of ASVs could not be classified down to the genus level in this community, likely due to 

lack of sequence resolution to distinguish between different genera or previously 

unknown bacteria species. 

In the SLE water microbial community, three phyla, Proteobacteria (38 ± 10%), 

Cyanobacteria (29 ± 14%), and Bacteroidetes (20 ± 7%) co-existed at relatively similar 

proportions. Overall, eight phyla made up greater than 97% of the SLE water 

microbiome (Figure 4-2A, 4-3). There were no dominant genera in the SLE water 

microbiome. The most abundant genus was Proteobacteria SAR11 Clade Ia (6 ± 2%) 

followed by Actinobacteria clade hgcl (4 ± 2%). Thirty-six genera comprised 50% of all 

ASVs identified in SLE water (Figure 4-2B). 

The microbiome profile and its taxonomic composition remained consistent within 

35 beluga skin swab samples that were independently sequenced twice (Figre 4-3). 

Furthermore, taxon abundance profiles of the positive control samples, consisting of a 

pre-determined “mock community” of seven bacterial species at known proportions, 

were found at similar proportions to the reference ZymoBIOMICs positive control data. 

Mean deviation from reference was 2-6% (Figure 4-4). Minor variations were likely 

caused by the sequencing primers targeting a different region of 16S (V3-V4 in 

ZymoBIOMICs data versus V6-V7 in the present study).  
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Figure 4-2. Relative abundance of the SLE beluga skin and SLE water bacterial 
16S microbiome.  

A). The relative abundance of the top 10 bacterial phyla present across all samples represents 
greater than 99\% of all sequenced reads. The beluga skin microbiome consisted predominately 
of Proteobacteria (Purple), whereas the SLE water microbiome was dominated by a more diverse 
combination of Proteobacteria, Cyanobacteria, and Bacteroidetes. B). The relative abundance of 
the top 20 most abundant bacterial genera identified represented greater than 99\% of all 
sequences. Four and 36 genera combined represented 50\% of the SLE beluga skin and SLE 
water microbiomes, respectively. The beluga skin microbiomes consisted of predominantly 
Psychrobacter (Orange). The water microbiomes did not have any dominant bacterial genera. 
The relative distribution of taxa in the positive control (Pos) was as expected. Sterile swabs and 
negative controls (Neg) contained less than 2000 reads. 
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Figure 4-3. The absolute abundance of the SLE beluga and seawater bacterial 
16S microbiomes.  

13,347 amplicon sequencing variants (ASVs) were identified and then classified into 35 bacterial 
phyla and 55 genera across all samples with 18.5M total reads (median reads/sample was 
91,317). Sterile swabs and negative controls (Neg) contain less than 2k reads on average. 

 

Figure 4-4. Relative abundances of SLE beluga skin microbiome independently 
sequenced twice.  

35 beluga samples were sequenced independently sequenced twice and its microbial 
composition at the phylum level remained consistent between sequencing runs. 
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Figure 4-5. The relative abundances of positive sequencing controls compared 
to the ZymoBIOMICs reference relative abundances.  

The positive control samples contained the ZymoBIOMICs pre-determined “mock community” of 
seven bacterial species at known proportions. Compared to the theoretical and reference Zymo 
relative distribution, our sequencing experiment showed a similar relative abundance. Minor 
variations are likely caused by the sequencing primers targeting a different region of 16S (V3-V4 
in ZymoBIOMICs data versus V6-V7 in this manuscript). 

Using 16S taxa abundance, a clear distinction between the SLE beluga skin and 

the surrounding SLE water microbiomes was observed. The two microbiomes did not 

share any common bacterial genera that represented greater than 5% abundance. The 

SLE beluga skin samples, on average, exhibited reduced alpha diversity compared to 

SLE water samples (mean Shannon Diversity Index, H = 1.6 and 3.5 respectively; p less 

than 0.001; Figure 4-5A). However, a higher variation in individual taxa’s relative 

abundance was found between SLE beluga skin microbiomes compared to that of the 

SLE water microbiomes. Using Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index and non-metric 

multidimensional scaling (NMDS), I fitted the SLE beluga skin and SLE water 

microbiomes into three ordinates. Separated clustering of the SLE beluga skin and SLE 

water microbiome was observed, especially in the first dimension (stress = 0.128, rmse 

= 0.006; max residual = 0.034; Figure 4-6). 
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Using the shotgun metagenome, ~25% of the SLE water metagenome could be 

classified as archaea, simple eukaryotes (i.e., algae and fungi) and viruses. 

Thaumarchaeota (2 ± 2%) was the most abundant archaea; Viridiplantae (2 ± 3%) and 

Sar (4 ± 5%) were the predominant eukaryotic phyla; and Duplodnaviria (2 ± 3%) and 

Monodnaviria (1 ± 3%) were dominant viruses (Figure 4-7A). At a lower classification: 

Thalassiosirales (3 ± 5%), SAR86 (2 ± 2%), and Ostreococcus (2 ± 1%) were the most 

abundant eukaryotes. Urovircota (3 ± 2%) was the most abundant virus (Figure 4-7B). 

Similarly, to the 16S sequencing results, the positive control in shotgun sequencing 

experiments classified to the genus level at expected proportions (Fig. 4-4). The SLE 

beluga skin samples contained a significant abundance of beluga host DNA. Specifically, 

greater than 70% of beluga skin shotgun metagenomes consisted of reads assigned to 

the superfamily of Delphinoidea, of which the beluga is a part. In total, non-beluga 

eukaryote organisms made up less than 4 of the sequenced reads. Of interest, the virus 

Cossaviricota and the protozoa Sporadotrichida made up 1% of the skin metagenome. 

Lastly, I characterized the functional profile of both the bacterial microbiomes of SLE 

beluga skin and the surrounding SLE water. Across all samples, 15% of all reads were 

assigned to a functional pathway using the database of Clusters of Orthologous Groups 

(COG) (Figure 4-8).  
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Figure 4-6. Shannon diversity index of the SLE beluga skin and SLE water 
microbiomes comparing different conditions.  

A). Beluga sex was not related to a significant change in diversity. B) SLE water microbiomes 
(blue) had a 2-fold increase in diversity compared to beluga skin microbiome (Orange; p less than 
0.001). C) No significant changes in diversity were observed temporally. The skin microbiomes 
from samples taken in both 2016 and 2018 had similar diversity (Avg. H=1.6, p = 0.85). D) For the 
skin microbiome samples, the area in the St. Lawrence Estuary in which the beluga was sampled 
resulted in no significant changes in the diversity of the microbiome (Avg H = 1.6; p greater than 
0.1). 
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Figure 4-7. Non-metric multidimensional scaling of SLE beluga skin and SLE 
water microbiomes.  

A). Three dimensional NMDS using Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index indicates that beluga skin 
microbiomes (Green) and SLE water microbiomes (Orange) are significantly different. The first 
ordinate contributed to the most separation (stress = 0.128, rmse = 0.006; max residual = 0.034). 
B). K- means clustering separated all samples into two distinct clusters: one cluster of the beluga 
skin microbiomes, and one of the SLE water microbiomes. 
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Figure 4-8. Relative abundance of the shotgun metagenome including both bacterial and non-bacterial taxa. 
A). Taxa classified at the phylum level showed that the majority of the filtered SLE beluga skin metagenomes were sequences from the phylum 
Opisthokonta, the superfamily classification in which belugas belong. Other non-bacterial organisms made up less than 4% of the community. The 
SLE water shotgun metagenomes were more diverse with 25% of the community consisting of non-bacterial organism consisting of Sar, 
Thaumarchaeota and Viridiplantae. The relative distribution of Phylum in the positive control (Pos) contained only bacterial sequences. B).Majority 
of non-bacterial sequences in the SLE beluga skin metagenomes were again belonging to a higher classification of beluga whales. Sporadotrichia 
was the only eukaryotic genus that had greater than 1% in abundance. In the SLE water metagenomes, three eukaryotes (Thalassiosirales, 
SAR86 and Ostreococcus), made up 5% of the metagenome. Urovircota (3.4%) was the most abundant virus. C). Focusing only on the bacterial 
components of the metagenome, Staphylococcus (yellow) had greater than 65% abundance across all beluga samples. The SLE water shotgun 
bacterial metagenome was more diverse in taxa abundance. 
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4.4.2. Changes within the SLE beluga skin microbiome were not 
associated with sex, sampling location, and sampling year 

Within the beluga skin samples, alpha and beta diversities of the microbiomes 

were not significant between different sampling areas (see methods 2.1), sexes, or 

sampling years (4-5B,C, D). Similarly, the compositional dissimilarity NMDS was not 

able to converge when fitting the dissimilarity matrices using sampling year, sampling 

area (both upper versus lower estuary classification and nearest land marker 

classification), and beluga sex using three dimensions. This suggests that variations 

within the microbiome cannot be resolved using these metadata. As noted previously, 

the SLE beluga skin microbiome composition was more variable between animals, and 

thus more dissimilar to each other compared to that of the SLE water across the first two 

ordinates (Fig. 4-6B). Therefore, the skin microbiome may be influenced by factors other 

than sex, sampling area, or sampling year. 

4.4.3. The abundance of several bacterial taxa correlates with HFR 
exposure in the beluga skin microbiome 

The phylum Nitrospinae abundance positively correlated with male SLE beluga 

blubber Σ33PBDE concentrations (Pearson’s correlation coefficient r = 0.5, FDR 

corrected p-value less than 0.001) and some individual HFR compounds, namely, anti- 

and syn-DP (Figure 4-9). Abundance of seven bacterial genera exhibited positive 

correlations with beluga blubber concentrations of Σ45HFR. When considering individual 

PBDE congeners (Figure 4-10), three Actinobacteria genera: Williamsia abundance 

correlated with BDE-139, Scardovia correlated with BDE-138, and the genus CL500-29 

marine group correlated with five PBDEs (BDE-47, -66, -99, -100, and -153), and most 

interestingly, positively correlated with Σ33PBDE in the blubber sample (r = 0.56, p less 

than  0.01). Proteobacteria, Porticoccus and Nitrospinae LS-NOB further correlated with 

the emerging HFR pentabromoethylbenzene (PBEB; r = 0.55, p less than  0.005). At the 

species or subspecies level, many taxa with significant correlations between their 

abundance and blubber HFR concentration were either classified as an unknown and/or 

uncultured species or could not be identified beyond the genus level. Among those that 

could be identified, two species under Proteobacteria (Oblitimonas alkaliphila} and JGI 

0000113-D06}) showed moderate correlations with syn- and anti-DP concentrations (r = 

0.50 and 0.56, respectively; p less than  0.01). However, the average absolute 
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abundance of these two species was less than 100 reads on average across samples, 

with median of 0. Actinobacteria and Bacteroidetes contained the greatest number of 

genera that correlated with HFR levels in SLE beluga blubber with a coefficient of 

greater than 0.3 (Figure 4-11B). There was a single functional pathway (Carbohydrate 

transport and metabolism) that negatively correlated with Σ33PBDE (r = -0.65, p} less 

than  0.05). Furthermore, a positive correlation (r = 0.81, p less than  0.01) between the 

emerging HFR Dec-604 CB concentrations and the pathway “posttranslational 

modification, protein turnover, and chaperone” was identified. No significant non-

bacterial taxa were correlated with any HFR concentrations. 
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Figure 4-9. Correlation between SLE beluga skin microbiome phylum abundances and their blubber halogenated flame 
retardant (HFR) concentrations.  

Each block represents the Pearson correlation between the indicated taxa (Y-axis) and a HFR compound (X-axis). The gradient of the color 
represents the strength of the Pearson correlation coefficient (red is positive, blue is negative). Asterisks represent significant correlations. This 
plot reveals that PAUC34f, and Nitrospinae were positively correlated with blubber concentrations of anti-DP and syn-DP, and ∑33PBDE (PBDE 
tot), respectively. 
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Figure 4-10. Correlation between SLE beluga skin microbiome genera abundances and halogenated flame retardant levels 
in beluga blubbers.  

A) A GlobeCorr Plot (globecorr.ca) highlighting relationships between all genera and HFRs without including significance. Each line represents a 
pairwise Pearson correlation between a taxon and a contaminant. This plot shows only those relationships with an absolute coefficient of greater 
than 0.3. A positive correlation appears as red, while a negative correlation appears as blue. Intensity of the color indicates the strength of the 
Pearson correlation coefficient. Actinobacteria and Bacteroidetes contained the most genera that correlated with HFR levels in beluga male 
blubber with a coefficient of greater than 0.3. For an interactive visualization, allowing further perusal the data, please visit: 
https://globecorr.ca/belugaGlobe. B) Heatmap highlighting genera with significant correlations with HFRs. Each block represents a Pearson 
correlation between a genera (Y-axis) and a HFR compound (X-axis). The gradient of the color represents the strength of the Pearson correlation 
coefficient (red = positive, blue = negative). Asterisks represent the significance of the correlation (each additional star represents p less than 0.05, 
0.01, and 0.001 respectively). Similar to the GlobeCorr plot, four Actinobacteria and two Bacteroidetes genera significantly correlated with selected 
HFRs in beluga male blubber. 

. 
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4.4.4. Functional profiling of antimicrobial resistance genes present 
in the beluga skin and seawater microbiomes. 

Lastly, using AMRTime, I looked at the potential resistome of the skin and 

seawater microbiome for the samples that had undergone shotgun sequencing. Overall, 

I noted that the skin and water resistomes had some overlaps in gene families. They 

were, however, largely unique. Furthermore, as pointed out in chapter 3.6, while the 

read depth was low for this dataset, I was still able to predict some AMR genes that 

needed to be validated in vitro (Figure 4-11).  

 

Figure 4-11. The resistome of the beluga skin and SLE water microbiome. 

4.5. Discussion and Conclusion 

To our knowledge, the present study provided the first report of the microbial 

community from the SLE beluga population's skin and surrounding seawater, and the 

first report of the beluga's functional microbiome. Moreover, this is the first indication that 

skin swabs from biopsies can be effectively used to query the skin microbiome, opening 

the possibility of obtaining skin swabs from beluga for health assessments. The present 
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study characterized the skin microbiome of the endangered SLE beluga population and 

surrounding SLE water microbiome, as well as identified several correlations between 

skin bacterial abundance in SLE beluga (males) and HFR concentrations in their 

blubber.  

Analysis of the SLE beluga skin microbiome revealed the large dominance of 

Proteobacteria with Psychrobacter spp. and Pseudoalteromonas spp. being the most 

abundant species present in their core microbiome. Four bacterial genera 

(Psychrobacter, Pseudoalteromonas, Escherichia, and Staphylococcus) were 

consistently detected and made up greater than 50% of the skin microbiome, regardless 

of sampling area or the year it was sampled. The dominant phylum, Proteobacteria, 

found in the SLE beluga skin microbiome was similar in proportions with the skin 

microbiome of Alaskan beluga and microbiomes from  closely related bottle-nose 

dolphins’ (Tursiops truncatus) exhaled blow breath and humpback whale's (Megaptera 

novaeangliae) skin (Bik, et al. 2016) (Apprill, et al. 2014). Furthermore, more than 95% 

of bacteria taxa identified in the beluga skin microbiome, which included Psychrobacter 

and Pseudoalteromonas, were detected in the exhaled breath samples of killer whale 

from the eastern North Pacific Ocean (Raverty, et al. 2017). These genera were also 

identified in the colder marine Antarctic oceanic habitats (Kim, et al. 2012) (HolmstrÃ¶m 

and Kjelleberg 1999). The presence of these bacteria likely reflects the dynamics of their 

marine environment. Our shotgun data further provided an insight into the non-bacterial 

skin microbiome community. For example, the protozoan group, Sporadotrichida, was 

identified as the most abundant eukaryotic organism present on SLE beluga skin. This 

protozoan was first identified in brackish waters from a stream in South Korea. The SLE, 

similarly, is defined by brackish waters that may promote the growth of Sporadotrichida 

(Kwon and Shin 2011). By taking samples of the water from the same sites where 

belugas were sampled in the SLE, I was able to identify that the SLE beluga skin 

microbiome is unique and distinct compared to the surrounding SLE water microbiome. 

As expected, the beluga skin microbiome was considerably less diverse compared to 

water of the SLE. Specifically, while four genera made up 50% of the skin microbiome, 

36 genera combined made up 50% of the SLE water microbiome. 

There were no species that represented greater than 1% of relative abundance 

shared between the SLE beluga skin microbiome and surrounding SLE water, 

suggesting that variability in skin microbiome due to contribution from SLE water 
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microbes is somewhat limited. This observation could be explained by the fact that the 

mucosal layer that belugas have on their skin protects their microbiome from intrusion by 

opportunistic microbes from the marine environment. Moreover, Bray-Curtis dissimilarity 

indices showed that there was little divergence between individual SLE belugas. 

Specifically, the SLE beluga skin microbiome was similar enough that NMDS was not 

able to fit the dissimilarities between animals when stratified based on the beluga’s sex, 

sampling location, nor sampling year. This suggests that these factors likely had limited 

influence on the SLE beluga skin microbiome composition. Some of this marked 

similarity in beluga skin microbiome, regardless of the animal ID or sampling location, 

may be due to the isolation of this beluga population in the relatively small area 

encompassed by SLE. This observation requires further examination and confirmation in 

other beluga populations that are not geographically restricted such as those from the 

Arctic regions for example. In further support of this similarity, previous studies in 

humans and other mammals have shown that cohabiting family members typically share 

similar microbiota (Song, et al. 2013). Belugas, like humans, are social animals that 

intermix, which may, in addition to their marine skin characteristics, cause their skin 

microbiome to be highly similar. 

Among all HFRs quantified in SLE male beluga blubber (HFRs were not 

analyzed in females), the abundance of phylum, Nitrospinae, correlated with Σ33PBDE 

concentrations, and candidate phylum PAUC34f with anti- and syn-DP. Nitrospinae is a 

novel, largely uncharacterized, uncultured oceanic bacterial phylum first identified in 

metagenome assembled genomes from anoxic waters, but have since been reported as 

the major nitrite-oxidizing bacteria in surface waters in oceans (Sun, et al. 2019). These 

bacteria utilize the metabolism of nitrite to nitrate as their main energy source. However, 

it is unknown whether there is a direct relationship between the enzyme activity of 

Nitrospinae and PAUC34f, and their ability to proliferate on the skins of belugas with 

elevated concentrations of HFRs in their blubber. A study by (Yan, et al. 2017) 

demonstrated that elevated levels of nitrate were associated with the biodegradation of a 

PBDE congener (BDE-99) in municipal wastewater, and the wastewater microbial 

community was influenced by changes in nitrate concentrations. SLE beluga blubber 

BDE-99 concentrations were observed to positively correlate (r = 0.38, p less than  0.01) 

with Nitrospinae abundance. It could be suggested that the biodegradation of PBDEs in 

blubber of belugas contributed, at least in part, to the elevated skin nitrate 
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concentrations that promoted growth of Nitrospinae on their skin. PAUC34f, originally 

discovered in marine sponges has also been linked to complex carbon degradation in 

low dissolved oxygen water of the Gulf of Mexico, in which nitrogen was the major 

source of energy (Thrash, et al. 2017). Furthermore, in other sponges that reside in or 

near oxygenated ocean surfaces (H. heliophila), PAUC34f is part of the core symbionts 

and nitrogen cycling taxa that contribute to nitrogen transformation in sponge holobiont 

(Weigel and Erwin 2017) (Hentschel, et al. 2002) (Cuvelier, et al. 2014). This link 

between nitrogen cycling ability of PAUC34f, and the biodegradation of PBDEs leading 

to an increase in nitrate, may play a role in the proliferation of PAUC34f on the beluga 

skin with elevated levels of HFRs. At the genera level, among the most interesting 

findings, the Actinobacteria, CL500-29 Marine clade, showed a strong positive 

correlation with Σ33PBDE and five individual PBDEs (BDE-47, -66, -99, -100, and -154). 

Again, to our knowledge, no direct links between this bacterial genus and PBDEs 

exposures in wildlife or in experimental studies could be found in the literature. It had 

been observed that certain Actinobacteria have a strong ability to utilize phenolic 

compounds in bioreactors and wastewater treatment plants (Baskaran, et al. 2017). 

These phenolic compounds may include products derived from the degradation or 

enzyme-mediated biotransformation of PBDEs. As such, several hydroxylated PBDEs 

(OH-PBDE) congeners, have been detected to be accumulating in beluga (McKinney, et 

al. 2006).The bulk of environmental contaminants, including HFRs, in SLE originate from 

wastewater treatment plant effluents along the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River 

basin. Marine associated Actinobacteria, such as CL500-29 Marine clade, may 

proliferate as part of the beluga skin microbiome due to this exposure. Through shotgun 

metagenomic sequencing, one COG functional pathway, carbohydrate transport and 

metabolism, was negatively correlated with Σ33PBDE concentrations in SLE beluga 

blubber. Other pathways, including posttranslational modification, protein turnover, and 

chaperone, was positively correlated with the blubber concentration of the HFR Dec-604 

CB. Neither of these changes in pathway abundance could be linked to a particular 

species and could represent host-associated functional pathways. In vitro laboratory 

studies have demonstrated that PBDEs can exhibit neurotoxicant potential by interfering 

with mitochondrial activity through the induction of oxidative stress as PBDEs are 

degraded in a cell (Dingemans, van den Berg and Westerink 2011) (Meerts, et al. 2001). 

The reduced carbohydrate metabolism and increased protein turnover/chaperone could 
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be an effect of neutralizing oxidative stress-related toxicity due to increased contaminant 

exposure. However, this would remain speculative and would require further study.   

This study presented the first characterization of the SLE beluga skin microbiome 

and its surrounding water microbiome, including both taxonomic and functional microbial 

profiles, showing that the skin microbiome is unique to the belugas, versus the 

surrounding water microbiome. It was found that the skin microbiome does not 

appreciably change as a function of beluga sex or location. It was, however, observed 

that certain taxa were associated with blubber concentrations of a comprehensive suite 

of ubiquitous HFRs. Based on these associations, I hypothesized that the 

biodegradation of HFRs within the beluga resulted in an increased formation of 

metabolites (i.e., OH-PBDEs and nitrate) on the skin, which led to the proliferation of 

Nitrospinae and PAUC32f. Limitations exist for both our analysis and microbiome 

studies. Firstly, taxonomic characterization relies on previously studied taxa with known 

classified genomic sequences. Environmental microbiome characterization is often a 

challenge due to the large number of unknown environmental bacterial species present 

within it. This is especially true for belugas that resides in the SLE, an estuary where salt 

and freshwater mixes, and represent a niche that may promote the growth of bacteria 

unknown to other environments. This was demonstrated in our results in which lower-

level taxa classifications (i.e., species level) was difficult. In fact, many ambiguous or 

uncultured bacterial species were also identified in SLE beluga skin surface as well as 

the brackish SLE water. Certainly though, such analyses should improve as this 

environment's microbiome becomes better studied. Secondly, shotgun metagenomic 

analysis was performed using a metagenome that had greater than 80% of sequenced 

reads belonging to the host beluga. The present study used multiple steps of filtering to 

better characterize the bacterial function profile. However, this may have removed some 

reads of bacterial origin to fully elucidate these functional profiles. This work indicates 

that deeper shotgun metagenomic sequencing using either short or, preferably, long 

read methods would be useful to further characterize the SLE beluga skin microbiome. 

Lastly, both the blubber HFR concentrations and skin 16S metagenomics data were only 

available for 42 male SLE belugas. While being an impressive sample size for studies of 

an endangered wild cetacean’s population, due to the large number of features found in 

taxonomic profiles (13,347 ASVs, 655 genera), only linear correlation-based analysis 

could be performed to identify relationships. Further in vitro experiments are also 
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warranted to investigate the identified bacterial taxa of interest that correlated with 

changes in blubber PBDE concentrations in SLE belugas and understand its potential 

mechanisms. Nevertheless, this work provides an enticing insight into the composition of 

the core microbiome of SLE beluga skin as well as surrounding water in the SLE - work 

that forms the basis for future experiments include studying the temporal effects of 

contaminant exposure on beluga skin microbiome, as well as changes in the SLE water 

microbiome due to anthropogenic activities. This work may lead to an innovative 

alternative approach, that is less invasive than blubber sampling, to monitor 

environmental contaminant exposure and the health of SLE belugas. 
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Chapter 5.  
 
Conclusion 

5.1. Summary 

This dissertation attempted to expand our understanding of AMR mobility and 

improve the ability to perform AMR surveillance – particularly in the context of 

metagenomics analysis. A crucial element of AMR surveillance is understanding the risk 

factors surrounding AMR emergence and transmission, and the characterization of the 

incidence of transmission between and among habitats. First, a large-scale analysis was 

performed to gain insight into why some AMR elements are more likely to be mobile, 

thereby presenting a higher risk for transmission. It also became clear that analyses to 

better understand and predict how AMR spreads must be coupled with improved 

metagenomics AMR prediction, to enable better risk assessment of AMR in pathogens 

of both human health and agri-foods concern. Upon seeing the limitations of current 

state-of-the-art metagenomic methods (MAGs), a read-based AMR prediction tool for 

metagenomic datasets was developed that could be used to provide a more 

comprehensive prediction of the environmental resistome, and in turn gain insights into 

the transmission of AMR genes. Lastly, an environmental metagenomic dataset relating 

to the St. Lawrence Estuary belugas and seawater was generated and used to identify 

biomarkers of contaminants and the environmental resistome of the estuary.  

In Chapter 2, a large-scale examination of mobile trends in AMR gene 

association with high quality reference genomes was conducted. This work 

demonstrated a strong association between AMR elements and the mobile gene pool, 

regardless of the bacterial species. This strong association is indiscriminate of bacterial 

biological and genomic characteristics but appears to depend on the AMR gene function 

itself. I found that the AMR gene’s underlying mechanism of action, as well as its 

generalizability was the biggest contributor to its mobility. The trends identified here 

could be used to better understand AMR transmission between the environment and the 

clinical environments, in a One Health context, to improve the surveillance efforts 

relevant to both public health and the agri-foods industries. This work forms a base for 
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further, more accurate, investigations of risk of AMR transmission, and could also have 

implications for policies regarding inappropriate antimicrobial use. 

In Chapter 3, I identified weaknesses regarding AMR resistome prediction from 

metagenomic datasets using metagenome assembled genomes (MAGs), an 

increasingly common methodology for the analysis of metagenomic data. I noted a 

disproportionate loss of mobile genetic elements within MAGs and in turn a 

disproportionate failure to. recover AMR genes and virulence factors of clinical 

importance. While MAGs are useful in providing some genomic context information, this 

disproportional loss of information can have a significant negative impact on AMR 

surveillance. Read-based approaches can provide a more comprehensive prediction of 

the environmental resistome (using a culture-free metagenomics approach) that is 

missed by assembly and binning methods like MAGs. While the lack of genomic context 

surrounding short read-based approaches is still an issue, the identification of an AMR 

gene from a short-read metagenome dataset, together with the AMR mobility findings in 

chapter two, enables one to hypothesize and estimate with higher certainty whether the 

detected AMR gene is likely mobile or non-mobile. This enables some inference of the 

genomic context, and estimation of the potential risk for the mobile/lateral dissemination 

of an AMR gene. In general, the findings and tools produced in this chapter may better 

assist researchers with AMR profiling in metagenomic datasets. This should improve the 

delineation of AMR prevalence rates, providing insights across different environments in 

a One Health context, and potentially aiding prioritization of policies for investigation of 

inappropriate antimicrobial use. 

Lastly, in chapter 4, using microbiome-based metagenomic methods, I provided  

the first known analysis of the composition of the core microbiome of St. Lawrence 

Estuary (SLE) beluga skin (as well as surrounding water in the SLE). This work forms 

the basis for future experiments to study temporal effects of contaminant exposure on 

beluga skin microbiome as well as changes in SLE water microbiome due to 

anthropogenic activities. Furthermore, using shotgun metagenomic data from the SLE 

seawater and the newly developed AMRTime suite of tools, I was able to also perform 

the first characterization of the resistome of the SLE estuary. These results, taken 

together,form the basis for development of a mirobiome-based analysis approach, that is 

less invasive than harpoon-based sampling of beluga blubber, to monitor environmental 

contaminant exposure and health for SLE belugas. While this is very preliminary data, 
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the association of certain skin microbes with contaminant levels warrants further 

investigation. This is also an example of how  environmental samples, that are obtained 

for other purposes (such as for contaminant exposure investigations), may be utilized for  

AMR surveillance.  

5.2. Limitations 

This thesis reports analyses and tools that can improve current AMR surveillance 

efforts. However, several limitations do exist with the experimental approaches. With 

respect to the AMR mobility analysis (Chapter 2), limitations exist that are related to the 

in silico prediction of genomic islands and AMR profiles. First, the dataset used was 

overrepresented by species that are human or animal related, and less representative of 

environmental species. Similarly, CARD, the AMR gene database used, is over-

represented by AMR determinants associated with pathogens. Lastly, genomic island 

prediction with IslandViewer4 has high precision but is generally under predicting 

islands. So, some islands associated with AMR may be missed.  

Next, chapter 3 utilized many synthetic metagenomes during analysis and tool 

development. The simulated metagenomic community was simple and contained only 30 

distinct bacterial genomes. Other environments with relevance to public health, such as 

the human gut, soil, and livestock, can have many more species. In addition, MGEs such 

as GIs and plasmids are known to recombine, producing closely related variants that 

could further complicate assembly from a metagenomic sample. Polymorphic and short 

MGEs, such as transposons and integrons, were not explicitly introduced in our 

simulated metagenome. It is also possible that some AMR genes and VFs may no 

longer be detectable in MAGs due to issues with ORF prediction. Consequently, our 

analysis likely over-represents the effectiveness of the methods tested in a public-health 

setting. Metagenomic simulation is also unlikely to perfectly represent the noise and 

biases in real metagenomic sequencing, but it does provide the ground-truth necessary 

for evaluation.  

Lastly, in chapter 4, I performed the first characterization of the SLE beluga skin 

microbiome and its surrounding water microbiome, including both taxonomic and 

functional microbial profiles. Limitations exist for both my analysis and other microbiome 

studies. Biomarker classifications (i.e. taxonomy or function) rely on previously studied 
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taxa with known classified genomic sequences. Environmental microbiome 

characterization is often a challenge due to the large number of unknown environmental 

bacterial species present within it. This is especially true for belugas that reside in the 

SLE, an estuary where saltwater and freshwater mixes and represents a niche that may 

promote the growth of bacteria unknown to other environments. Second, with respect to 

the resistome, due to the high level of host sequence contamination in metagenomic 

datasets, I might not have recovered AMR genes from low abundance species and thus 

not recover a comprehensive resistome. However, further development of this 

methodology, reducing beluga sequence contamination in the microbiome analysis, and 

further studying the taxa of interest, may lead to an innovative alternative approach for 

beluga monitoring – essentially using the beluga skin microbiome as a “sentinel” – that is 

less invasive than blubber sampling, to monitor environmental contaminant exposure 

and health in SLE belugas. 

5.3. Impact and Future Directions 

The findings presented in this thesis contribute to understanding the underlying 

mechanisms of the transmission of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) as well as the 

improvement of AMR detection in the environment using metagenomics. This work may 

support future research in AMR surveillance within the One Health prospective and aid 

the prioritization and prevention of AMR transmission related risks.  

Throughout this thesis, I presented several “firsts” in the field. First, using a large-

scale analysis of public genomic data, I identified, for the first time, that AMR gene’s 

mobility depends on its underlying mechanisms, time since emergence, as well as its 

generalizability (Chapter 2). This could potentially allow the prioritization of future 

marker-based screening of AMR determinants in One Health. Furthermore, Identification 

of highly mobile AMR determinants and patterns of AMR mobility could provide a basis 

for prioritizing AMR related risks and must be addressed. This work could guide future 

experiments to better confirm some of the associations seen, such as between AMR 

gene generalizability and mobility. Secondly, I demonstrated, again for the first time, that 

current metagenomic methodologies that aim to recover genomic context from 

metagenomic data such as the Metagenome Assembled Genomes (MAGs), do not 

recover mobile genetic elements with high accuracy, which in turn causes a 

disproportionate loss of AMR and virulence factor genes (Chapter 3). Given the 
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tendency for certain clinically relevant AMR determinants to be more mobile (Chapter 2), 

MAG-based methods are insufficient to thoroughly profile the resistome and provide vital 

epidemiological data. Therefore, I developed AMRTime, a read-based AMR gene 

predictor of metagenomic data, which for the first time, allowed the more comprehensive 

detection of AMR genes from an environmental sample, including both AMR homologs 

at the family and gene level, as well as AMR variants. While there still remains 

improvements that should be completed, including making AMRtime more of a cohesive 

package, and expanding our characterization of AMR variants, such read-based AMR 

gene detection in metagenomic data is effective as a first-pass method (i.e., high recall 

at the cost of precision) to filter metagenomic datasets. While this alone does not provide 

genomic context, AMR genes recovered can be combined with results from Chapter 2 to 

predict genes that are likely to be present on a mobile genetic element. Improved AMR 

profiling in metagenomics datasets will aid delineation of AMR prevalence rates to give 

insights across different environments, harnessing the power of metagenomics in One 

Health AMR surveillance and diagnostics. Thirdly, as another “first”, I provided an insight 

into the core microbiome of SLE beluga skin and the surround SLE seawater, as well as 

identified taxa that correlated with changes in contaminant exposure. This data would 

act as a basis for future experiments to study temporal effects of contaminant exposure 

on beluga skin microbiome as well as changes in the seawater microbiome due to waste 

effluence. Further study of microbial taxa found of interest is warranted, including in 

another dataset to replicate findings.  

In conclusion, this thesis and analysis within led to the discovery of patterns and 

associations that warrant further investigation. Tools were also developed that will 

further aid the prioritization and prevention of AMR transmission related risks in the One 

Health context. This could potentially fill the gaps present in the second pillar of the 

World Health Organizations global action plan on AMR, involving improved AMR 

surveillance in the One Health Context and efforts directed at reducing the spread of 

resistant bacteria. 
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